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ABSTRACT
Strongly correlated low-dimensional quantum spin models provide a well-established frame-
work to study magnetic properties of insulators, and are of great theoretical interest and
experimental relevance in condensed-matter physics. In this thesis, I use quantum Monte
Carlo methods to numerically study quantum critical behavior in low-dimensional quantum
spin models and wavefunctions.
First, I study spinons—emergent spin-1/2 bosonic excitations—at certain one- and two-
dimensional quantum phase transitions (QPTs) in spin models, by characterizing their size
and confinement length quantitatively. In particular, I focus on the QPT from an antifer-
romagnetic (AFM) phase into a valence-bond solid (VBS) phase, which is an example of
a violation of the standard Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson paradigm for phase transitions. This
transition in two dimensions (2D) is instead likely described by a novel theory called “decon-
fined quantum criticality” (DQC). According to the theory, spinons should be deconfined.
The degree of deconfinement is quantified in my calculations.
Second, I present a comprehensive study of so-called short-bond resonating-valence-
bond (RVB) spin liquids in 2D, which have been suggested as a good starting point for
understanding the spin physics of high-temperature cuprates. I find that these RVB states
can also be classified as quantum-critical VBS states, which indicates that RVB is less
disordered than expected. This work suggests a possible mapping from the quantum RVB
vii
states to classical dimer models via a classical continuum field theory—the height model.
This map explicitly bridges well-established classical results to future quantum studies.
Third, I consider 1D amplitude product (AP) states, which are generalized versions of
RVB states, with different wavefunction weightings of bonds according to their lengths.
AP states constitute a good ansatz for certain Hamiltonians and are of broad interest in
quantum magnetism. I study phase transitions from AFM–VBS phases in AP states by
tuning their amplitudes, and obtain continuously varying critical exponents. In addition, I
classify the 1D AP states through entanglement entropy calculations of the central charge
in (1+1)D conformal field theory. This new classification could serve as guide for AP states
as trial wavefunctions to search for ground states of corresponding quantum spin models.
viii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the first discovery in 1986 [1], high-temperature superconductivity (also called high-Tc
superconductivity, with the critical temperature Tc > 30K) has been an intensely researched
topic in physics, engineering and material sciences. However, still today, the mechanism
of high-Tc superconductivity has not yet been explained successfully, due to difficulties in
treating strong correlations among electrons in theoretical models. One important aspect
of explaining high-Tc is to understand how the insulating antiferromagnetic (AFM) parent
phase is destroyed and superconductivity sets in as the doping fraction increases. There are
several interesting phase transitions and crossovers in this process, not only in the electronic
properties, but also in the magnetic properties. For instance, Anderson has claimed that
the physics of high-Tc is related to an underlying spin liquid state, which has no AFM
order and could be realized in the 2-dimensional (2D) Heisenberg model with frustrated
interactions [2–4]. Inspired by the rich physics of high-Tc cuprates and the important issue of
the suppression of AFM order, in this thesis work I am interested in quantitatively studying
quantum phase transitions involving the loss of AFM order in several different spin-1/2
models. The relationship to the high-Tc problem is that an appropriate “deconfined” critical
magnetic state may upon doping lead to a “strange metal” state (an unusual metallic state
where standard metallic properties such as the temperature dependence of the resistivity
break down), and eventually superconductivity. Characterizing various quantum-critical
spin states and studying signatures of deconfinement at phase transitions, which I focus on
1
2here, may therefore be keys to eventually solving the high Tc problem [5].
In this introduction chapter, I will first explain a few central concepts in condensed
matter physics which are essential to my research presented in later chapters, and then
present an overview of the thesis.
1.1 Classical and quantum phase transitions
Phase transitions take place in our universe very frequently. The high Tc example discussed
above may sound distant from our daily life. The most familiar example of phase transitions
may be boiling water, which we face almost everyday. As we increase the temperature,
thermal fluctuations among water molecules increase as well. Once the temperature reaches
the boiling temperature T = 373K, thermal fluctuations are strong enough to overcome the
Van der Waals bonds between water molecules and thereby release molecules into gas form.
The transition from liquid to gas is a classical first-order phase transition, because the
first derivative of the Gibbs free energy in this process is discontinuous. In Fig. 1.1(a), we
use solid lines to label coexistence curves, which consist of first-order transition points in
the phase diagram. The liquid–gas coexistence curve ends at fixed T = Tc when there is
no separation between liquid and gas. The temperature and pressure above which liquid
water and gas become indistinguishable is called the critical temperature (Tc = 647K) and
the critical pressure (PC = 22 MPa) respectively. Exactly at the point (Tc, Pc) the phase
transition is continuous because the first derivative of Gibbs free energy is continuous. A
similar phase transition also exists in the Ising model, which is used among other things to
describe some ferromagnets. The phase diagram of the Ising model is depicted in Fig. 1.1(b).
In this case, there is a special line H = 0, where the system has a higher symmetry. Under
the Currie temperature, the phase transition between two symmetry-broken ferromagnetic
states is a first-order phase transition. At the Currie temperature Tc, this transition becomes
continuous.
Phase transitions can be characterized by order parameters. An order parameter is a
physical quantity that measures the degree of order in a state. In many phase transitions,
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Figure 1.1: Schematic phase diagrams of (a) water molecules H2O, and (b) the Ising model
in a magnetic field. Both diagrams have first-order phase transitions between (a) liquid and
gas, and (b) between two ferromagnetic phases. Solid green lines are coexistence curves of
first-order transition points. Continuous phase transitions take place at the critical point,
shown here as the dark solid circles.
such as the Ising Model at H = 0, a symmetry is broken when entering the ordered state,
therefore the order parameter will change from zero to a nonzero value in this transition. In
the case of the liquid–gas transition, there is no symmetry breaking but the density can be
used as the order parameter to distinguish two phases. Order parameters can be calculated
by taking the first derivative of the free energy with respect to some external fields, such as
the magnetic field in the Ising model. As shown in Fig. 1.2, the sudden change of the density
ρ under Tc and Pc indicates a first-order phase transition, and the continuous but singular
change exactly at Tc and Pc implies a second-order phase transition. The magnetization
M in Ising model corresponds to the density ρ in water. However, please note that, these
two phase transitions are not exactly equivalent: at the critical point, there is no symmetry
broken in the liquid-gas transition, while there is a spontaneous spin rotational symmetry
broken in ferromagnets. Nevertheless, with the order parameter of the gas-liquid defined
as the difference in density between the liquid and the gas, and that of the Ising model
being the magnetization M, the symmetries of these order parameters are the same and,
according to universality, the critical points are therefore associated with the same kinds of
singularities (the same critical exponents).
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Figure 1.2: (a) The density of water molecules ρ changes continuously when T ≥ Tc and
P ≥ Pc, and changes discontinuously below Tc and Pc. Similarly, (b) the magnetic order
parameter (magnetization M) changes continuously above Tc and discontinuously below Tc.
The discontinuous change corresponds to first-order transitions, which end at the critical
point. At Tc the behavior is still singular, while for T > Tc, the phase transition is replaced
by smooth changes.
Similar to the classical phase transitions, there are first order and second order phase
transitions in quantum systems as well. A Quantum Phase Transition (QPT) is a phase
transition taking place between two distinct ground states (i.e., at temperature T = 0) with
tuning parameters like pressure, magnetic field, chemical substitution and so on at zero
temperature [6–9]. A schematic phase diagram is shown in Fig.1.3, where g is the tuning
parameter. Classical phase transitions are driven by thermal fluctuations. Analogously, the
driving source of QPTs are provided by quantum fluctuations, which arise from competing
(non-commuting) interactions in the Hamiltonian of the system. Strictly speaking, QPTs
take place only at zero temperature, however, the quantum fluctuations still affect system
properties at a certain range of finite temperatures, where the energy scale of the quantum
fluctuations is similar to the thermal fluctuations. Quantum effects are still dominant when
mode frequencies of the system are below the quantum-to-classical crossover frequency
kBT
~ [10].
The established theoretical framework for explaining both classical phase transitions and
QPTs is Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) paradigm. The central concept of LGW theory
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Figure 1.3: A schematic phase diagram for Quantum Phase Transition (QPT). A QPT
is driven by quantum fluctuations tuned by some parameter g at zero temperature. The
parameter could be pressure, magnetic field, chemical substitution etc. The curved lines
together with the critical point gc form the quantum critical “fan” region below certain
temperature, where quantum fluctuations still affect finite temperature properties of the
system.
is to use order parameter fields and their gradients to construct an effective free energy and
obtain solutions using various approximations (such as mean-field theory) [11]. For studying
the second order phase transitions, Renormalization Group methods (RG) [12] can be used
to explain and study the singularities. LGW and RG methods have been successfully used
to explain many QPTs.
In this thesis, we are particularly interested in continuous phase transitions, where the
order parameter vanishes at some critical point gc at T = 0. In addition to the vanishing
order parameter, some physical properties, such as the characteristic length ξ (e.g. the
correlation length), the susceptibility and the specific heat (in some cases) diverge at the
critical point as |g−gc|−p, where p is the corresponding critical exponent. The critical expo-
nents have universal values — values depending only on symmetries and the dimensionality
of the system. We will consider quantum spin models in which the non-magnetic phase
has an excitation gap. The characteristic energy, for example, the energy gap between the
first excited state and the ground state (for the gapped system), vanishes as a power-law
decay of the characteristic length with the dynamic exponent z, as ∆ ∝ ξ−z. The critical
state abides at or near gc, where the competition between two phases is the strongest. In
6some quantum models, this critical state might be the long-searched-for Spin Liquid [13–16],
which might be related to the superconducting states in high Tc superconductors and can
also exist in certain classes of insulators with localized spin [5, 17, 18]. We will discuss spin
liquid states more in Sec.1.4.
1.2 Deconfined quantum criticality
The well-established LGW theory associates singularities at the critical point with the
low-energy long-range fluctuations of the order parameter fields. Behaviors of low-energy
long-range fluctuations can be predicted by (d+1) classical models with the renormalization
of parameters [19,20]. For instance, 2D dimerized Heisenberg models, such as the columnar
J1 − J2 model depicted in Fig. 1.4, can be described by a quantum field theory called the
(2 + 1) non-linear σ-model. By the argument of symmetries, the QPT in the field theory
and in the dimerized J1 − J2 model belongs to the universality class of the 3D classical
Heisenberg model, where the transition versus temperature is continuous. This prediction
also agrees with many numerical studies of the QPT between the AFM and a quantum
paramagnet. In the columnar model in Fig. 1.4, this transition takes place at the critical
ratio J1/J2 ≈ 1.9 [21]. The quantum paramagnet forms due to a high density of singlets at
the J1 bonds, and this state therefore looks like a valence-bond-solid (VBS). However, the
VBS order parameter has no singularity at the transition, only a cross-over from weak to
strong. The loss of the AFM order into a quantum paramagnet characterizes this transition
fully.
For the phase transition between the AFM state and a spontaneously formed VBS (i.e.,
which is not forced by interactions to form the singlets at certain bonds but can form in
several ways, e.g., with horizontal or vertical valence-bonds) with the parent Hamiltonian
conserving all spin and lattice symmetries, the story will be very different. LGW the-
ory, with two different order parameter fields (two different spontaneous symmetry-broken
states) in the model, predicts a first order QPT [12]. This prediction is in contrast to
recent numerical studies, which have strongly supported a continuous phase transition in
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of a dimerized 2D spin model with two different coupling
strengths between nearest spin pairs. When J1/J2 is big, system is a quantum param-
agnet; when J1/J2 is small, system has AFM order.
this case [22–25]. In addition to the discrepancy in the AFM–VBS phase transition, the
LGW paradigm also fails at explaining non-fermi liquid phenomena in the QPT between
magnetic and nonmagnetic metallic phases in heavy fermion metals [26,27].
With these puzzles in mind, Deconfined Quantum Criticality (DQC) was proposed
by Senthil et al to explain the breakdown of the LGW paradigm in the vicinity of the
critical point [28–30]. For the above examples, DQC has been successfully giving qualitative
predictions in agreements with the numerical and experimental studies.
Instead of studying the critical theory using conventional order parameters, in the DQC
theory it is argued that the key of describing the nature of these critical phenomena correctly
is to capture the emergent degree of freedom, which are the fractional quantum particles and
gauge fields. The fractionalized degrees of freedom emerge with a conversation law of the
topological number under the protection of a U(1) gauge field. The term “deconfinement”
is related to the non-compact U(1) field. The compact field theories allow the change
of the topological numbers (in other words, the proliferation of the instaton events or
topological fluctuation, which causes the confinement of emergent particles). Therefore,
the non-compact U(1) field theory is a deconfined theory because the emergent fractional
quantum number particles are deconfined. Details of the theory are beyond the scope of
the thesis, but contacts will be made with predictions from it.
81.3 Emergent spinons
In this thesis, we are particularly interested in studying the phase transition between AFM
states to VBS states formed due to spontaneously broken lattice symmetry. This phase
transition is one of those claimed to violate the LGW paradigm and could be explained by
the DQC theory in the critical region. The fractional quantum number particle in AFM-VBS
phase transition is the emergent S = 1/2 spinon.
Figure 1.5: A schematic picture of an
antiferromagnetic (AFM) configuration.
Spin rotational symmetry is broken in
this state and the long-range magnetic or-
der is demonstrated in the alternating up
and down spins.
i j
Figure 1.6: A schematic picture of a
valence bond solid (VBS) configuration.
The (blue) ellipses represent entangled
pairs — singlets. These singlets form the
crystal-like structure, therefore this state
is referred as “solid”.
Antiferromagnetic (AFM, or Ne´el) states have long-range magnetic order, which is
formed by antiparallel (staggered) neighboring spins. As depicted in Fig. 1.5 with a 2D
example, all spins are oriented toward one specific direction or the opposite of it, and there-
fore the spin rotational symmetry is broken. The staggered magnetization ms is the good
order parameter normally used to detect AFM order [21]. The definition of the staggered
magnetization in 2D is,
ms =
N∑
i=1
(−1)ix+iySi, (1.1)
where i denotes a site and N is the total number of spins. In a finite system, the direction
of non-zero ms is fluctuating. Therefore, the average 〈ms〉 = 0. In order to detect the
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Figure 1.7: A schematic picture to describe four degenerate states (a)-(d) in a VBS.
order of AFM states, we use direction-independent quantities, such as the absolute value of
staggered magnetization 〈|ms|〉 or the square of it 〈|m2s|〉.
Unlike the AFM states, VBS states conserve the spin-rotational symmetry. As shown
in the Fig. 1.6, neighboring spins form singlets (blue ellipses) and the long-range magnetic
order is broken (ms = 0). These singlet pairs are called valence bonds (VB) in analogy with
chemistry. Since the bonds line up in the lattice and form the crystal-like structure, this
state is referred as valence bond solid (sometimes called valence-bond crystal). VBS order
breaks the translational symmetry and has four degenerate configurations (i.e. ordering in
one of them is Z4 symmetry breaking) in the infinite system. The four degenerate states
are demonstrated in Fig. 1.7 as (a)-(d).
A natural way to describe the spin order is to use the two-spin correlation function,
C(r) = 〈Si · Si+r〉. (1.2)
For individual configurations in Fig. 1.7, C(r) will show large and small values according
to patterns. However, the average C(r) will decay exponentially with r since there is no
spin order in the VBS state. The conventional order parameter to describe the VBS state
is captured by the dimer correlation function D(r) [31]. In 2D, D(r) is expressed as,
D(r) = 〈CiCi+r〉 = 〈(Si · Si+eˆ)(Si+r · Si+r+eˆ)〉, (1.3)
where the eˆ is a unit vector in the x or y direction. D(r) will alternate between strong and
weak values in systems with VBS order. Therefore, an empirical indicator to study VBS
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Figure 1.8: A schematic picture of emergent spinons in valence bond solid states (a-b) and
the disordered state (c). A pair of spinons could emerge by breaking one singlet and form
the triplet pair as shown in red arrows in (a). This pair of spinons could separate in the
system and cause a path of misaligned valence bonds in the ordered state (b). Spinons
become deconfined and move like free quasi-particles in the disordered state (c).
order is the dimer correlation function difference D(r)−D(r − 1) [21].
According to the DQC theory, fractional quantum number particles—spinons are con-
densed in AFM states and confined in VBS states. Near the critical point of the AFM–VBS
transition where quantum fluctuations are strong, pairs of spinons would appear as triplet
excitations and could move around causing changes of bond configurations in the back-
ground of singlets. Fig.1.8 illustrates this in an extreme VBS phase. As shown in Fig. 1.8,
the moving of the spinon leaves behind misaligned VBs, which costs energy (for certain
Hamiltonians which favor VBS order) and confines the spinons. When the critical point
is approached, the VB order is washed away by strong quantum fluctuations and spinons
could move effortlessly in the critical state and become deconfined. A demonstration is
shown in Fig. 1.8(c), in a disordered state, the “trace” of the spinon movement becomes
vague and spinons become deconfined quasi-particles.
1.4 Spin liquids
Spin liquids are exotic states, which conserve all symmetries (therefore all local order pa-
rameters are zero) but are nevertheless strongly-correlated [32]. Since spins do not form
any static order yet are strongly correlated, by the analogy to the molecules in liquids, this
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kind of state is called a spin liquid. Spin liquids are expected to exist in frustrated mag-
nets. Frustrated magnets are materials which have competing interactions among spins or
magnetic moments. Since the system’s interactions can not be simultaneously satisfied, this
competition leads to the degeneracy of the ground state in corresponding classical systems.
When adding quantum fluctuations, these degenerate ground states have collective behavior
and give rise to emergent gauge fields and fractional particle excitations.
A well-studied category of classical spin liquids is spin-ice materials [33]. In spin-ices, the
f-electron spins locate in the pyrocholore lattice, which have the highly degenerate ground
state and long-range spin correlations above the freezing temperature at around 0.5K. The
particle excitation in spin-ice is the interesting “monopole”, which was first proposed in
theory [34] then discovered in experiments [35].
Different from classical spin liquids, quantum spin liquids (QSL), in which we are more
interested in this thesis, should never order even at absolute zero temperature, due to large
quantum fluctuations. QSLs provide many interesting research topics in frustrated systems.
After Anderson’s hypothesis that doped resonating valence bond (RVB) spin liquids might
explain the mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity in cuprates [5], QSLs have
received even more attention. The RVB is one kind of QSL [36]. The VBs serve as a
building block of RVB spin liquids and provide a natural way to describe the ground state
of non-magnetic phases. The term “resonating” depicts the fact that driven by quantum
fluctuations, VB configurations fluctuate as if they were in resonance. A possible VB
configuration is shown in Fig. 1.9. Here we include the long-range VBs as well. Spin liquids
could be seen as the superposition of all possible VB configurations, where the short-bond
RVB could consist of only nearest neighbor VBs. The elementary excitations of an RVB
are emergent spinons as we described in the previous section. Since RVBs are disordered
states, spinons are expected to be deconfined [37–39].
Since QSLs have no broken symmetry, it is very hard to study them. In experiments,
measuring all local order parameters at low temperature to conclude the absence of any order
is very challenging. QSLs could also be characterized by their fractionalized excitations,
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Figure 1.9: A possible configuration of resonating valence bond (RVB) spin liquids. Gener-
ally speaking, spin liquids are superpositions of all possible valence bond configurations.
however, the technique to study them in detail was not available till recently: the first
strong candidate of QSLs has been characterized by the spinon excitation continuum and
short-ranged spin correlations in the antiferromagnetic ZnCu3(OD)6Cl2 (herbertsmithite)
via inelastic neutron scattering [18]. Theoretically, researchers have realized that besides
local order parameters, topological orders could be used to categorize QSLs [15, 40]. Much
recent research has focused on searching for QSLs in theoretical models. QSLs have been
found on the Kagome lattice with Heisenberg interactions described by the Hamiltonian [17],
H =
∑
<ij>
JSi · Sj , (1.4)
and also possibly found in the J1 − J2 model (H =
∑
<ij> J1Si · Sj +
∑
<<ij>> J2Si · Sj)
on the square lattice as well [15, 16] (though this is currently not widely accepted [41, 42]).
For the short-bond RVB spin liquid, the parent Hamiltonian was first proposed by Rokhsar
and Kivelson as the quantum dimer model [43]. A version of the RVB spin liquid has
been proven to exist at the critical “R–K” point of this model. The parent Hamiltonian of
the true quantum RVB, which includes the SU(2)-invariant spins, was recently proposed by
Cano and Fendley [44]. The properties of the ground state of the Cano-Fendley Hamiltonian
are in consistence with the numerical results found in the short-bond RVB [45, 46], which
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Figure 1.10: A schematic figure showing a system divided into two subsystems A and B.
we study in detail in this thesis.
1.5 Entanglement entropy
Entanglement, as a key resource in quantum information, has provided exciting insights to
study strongly correlated many-body systems [47]. The measure of entanglement between
two regions A and B is given by the entanglement entropy, which is able to capture the
hidden order in long-range entangled states, e.g., the QSL. This hidden order usually has
interesting topological properties [48,49].
The most commonly used entropy is the von Neumann entropy. For any quantum system
with pure state |Ψ〉, the density matrix ρ is written as ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|. If we divide the system
into two subsystems A and B (as shown in Fig. 1.10), the von Neumann entropy is written
as,
SA = −TrρAln(ρA), (1.5)
where ρA is the reduced density matrix ρA = TrBρ, which is obtained by tracing out the
degrees of freedom in subsystem B.
A generalized form of the entanglement entropy is Renyi entropy, which is written as,
Sn(ρA) =
1
(1− n) ln[Tr(ρ
n
A)]. (1.6)
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In the limit of n→ 1, it reduces to the von Neumann entropy S1. It has been shown that, for
any two Renyi entropies Sn and Sm, if n < m, Sn ≥ Sm [50]. Therefore, higher order Renyi
entropies are smaller than the von Neumann entropy. Apart from their different values,
the Renyi entropies have similar properties. One of the key properties of Renyi entropies is
their scaling behavior near criticality, which provides universal signatures of critical points.
Near the critical region of the 1D Heisenberg spin system and other related spin chains, the
Renyi entropy scales as [51],
Sn =
c
6
(1 +
1
n
)ln(
L
pi
sin(
pix
L
)), (1.7)
where L is the chain length and x is the length of the subsystem A in the chain. The constant
c is called the central charge, which is a universal number underlying the conformal field
theory. The quantity Lpi sin(
pix
L ) in Eq.(1.7) is called the “chord length”.
In 2D spin systems, the scaling function of the gapped spin liquid is of the form,
Sn = al − γ, (1.8)
where l is the length of the boundary that separates system A and B. (For example, in
Fig. 1.10, l is the circumference of A.) γ is the topological constant that sheds light on the
topological properties of systems [48, 49]. The negative sign in front of γ indicates that,
there is a reduction of entanglement because of the topological constraint. The leading term
of this 2D scaling function is proportional to the boundary length l, which is referred as
“area law” scaling [52]. The “area law” (also called boundary law) is the leading term in
the scaling function of 2D gapless system as well [40]:
Sn = al − blog(l)− clog(L
pi
sin(
pix
L
)). (1.9)
The first correction is a logarithmic correction to the boundary length l; the second correc-
tion gives the scaling function of the system size L with the central charge c as a coefficient
in front. In a 2D periodic square lattice, L is the system size, l is the boundary length of
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Figure 1.11: A illustrative sketch to explain variables in the scaling function of the Renyi
entanglement entropy in Eq.(1.9) on a 2D square lattice. The periodic boundary condition
is applied in both directions.
the toric region A, and x is the width of torus A. An illustrative sketch of these variables
are shown in Fig. 1.11.
Numerically, the most natural way to calculate the entanglement entropy is to use
the Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) method. It is because DMRG could
compute the density matrix ρ from wavefunctions generated in the calculation directly.
However, this numerical method is limited to small 2D systems, as the area law of the
entanglement is difficult to deal with because the method is based on a 1D representation
of the system. Recently as a breakthrough, the measurement of the second or higher order
Renyi entropies in 2D becomes available in the large scale Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
simulations [50]. In this thesis, we will use QMC to study the second order Renyi entropy of
1D spin wavefunctions, which without a Hamiltonian, cannot be directly studied by DMRG.
1.6 Thesis outline
The structure of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 provides an overview of numerical methods and computational techniques
used in this thesis. I will discuss properties of the valence bond (VB) basis and calculations
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of correlation functions in the VB basis in detail. I will also introduce Monte Carlo sampling
methods in the VB basis. Moreover, I will introduce the VB projector quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) algorithm and explain its application to study spinon excitations. I will also briefly
discuss the “measurement” of Renyi entanglement entropy in QMC.
Chapter 3 is devoted to study spinons in 1D and 2D quantum spin systems. I will
introduce a technique to characterize spinons in terms of their size and confinement length.
I present spinon results in a variety of quantum spin models, e.g.,the Heisenberg chain,
the Heisenberg 2-leg ladder and JQ models in one and two dimensions. I will address
observations which are relevant to the deconfined quantum criticality.
In chapter 4, I present a comprehensive study of properties of Resonating Valence Bond
(RVB) spin liquids. One highlight of this work is that we define RVB spin liquids as critical
VBS states; another highlight is that we propose a plausible mapping of RVB to classical
dimer models through studies from classical continuum field theory (the height model).
Chapter 5 focuses on a generalized form of VB states—amplitude-product (AP) states
[53]. AP states are a prototype of variational singlet wave functions that could be efficiently
constructed as ground states for certain Hamiltonian. I will introduce the AP states in
detail. In 1D, I discuss the Ne´el to VBS phase transition reached by tuning amplitudes of
the AP states. I also measure the Renyi entropy of the AP states and draw a conclusion
about state classification based on the central charge values.
In chapter 6, I will summarize the main results in this thesis work, provide some future
hypotheses and discuss open questions that need to be further explored.
Chapter 2
Quantum Monte Carlo Methods and
Measurements
It is very challenging to solve Hamiltonian for quantum system analytically, one reason
is because the Hilbert space grows exponentially with system size. When the system has
relatively large number of particles, e.g. 10 electrons, it becomes impossible to calculate all
eigenstates manually. Therefore, computational methods for solving quantum problems are
very valuable and worth continuously developing efforts to meet new challenges.
In this thesis, we focus on one of the most powerful computational methods — Monte
Carlo algorithms [54]. The Monte Carlo algorithm was first invented by physicist Stainslaw
Ulam at Los Alamos National Laboratory in late 1940s, named by Nicholas Metropolis and
implemented by John von Neumann [55]. The central idea of Monte Carlo is to use random
sampling based on some given probability distribution to compute numerical expectation
values of observables. For details of Monte Carlo method, we refer readers to the book
Ref. [56].
After Feynman introduced path integrals to formulate the quantum statistical mechan-
ics [57], the generalization of Monte Carlo algorithms to quantum Monte Carlo methods
became possible. It was shown that the quantum systems could be mapped onto a (d+ 1)-
dimensional classical systems by identifying the sampling weight of a space-time path in
quantum statistical mechanics [10]. Therefore, quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) could be seen
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as a generalization of classical Monte Carlo methods in (d+ 1) dimensions. However, there
is a big difference between classical and quantum Monte Carlo simulations — due to the
non-zero off-diagonal wavefunction overlaps in samplings of quantum states, in fermionic
or frustrated quantum systems, QMC has negative weights (the so called “sign problems”)
which is prohibited in the space-time sampling [58,59]. Though there are many techniques
to make QMC work without the serious sign issue to some extent [60], solving the fermionic
or frustrated problems in 2D systems at low temperature is still one of the most challeng-
ing puzzles in computational physics. Luckily, without the notorious negative sign, there
is still a wealth of interesting physics to explore. In this thesis, we focus on unfrustrated
bosonic (strictly speaking spin) problems, where QMC contributes as the most efficient and
powerful numerical method nowadays.
In this chapter, we first introduce the properties of valence-bond states and Monte
Carlo sampling techniques in Sec.2.1. Then we introduce a QMC method — valence-bond
projector QMC in Sec.2.2, which serves as a state-of-the-art method in solving ground states
of unfrustrated spin systems. We also generalize this method to implement simulations of
quantum fractional excitation, i.e. spinons. Lastly, we introduce the measurement of second
Renyi entropy with the Monte Carlo method in Sec.2.3.
2.1 Sampling of valence bond states
In this section, we firstly introduce the definition of valence-bond states in Sec.2.1.1 and
the concept of transition graph in Sec.2.1.2. Then we discuss correlation functions based
on transition graphs in clear mathematical forms in Sec.2.1.3. In Sec.2.1.4, we discuss two
Monte Carlo sampling methods — two-bond updates and loop updates, together with spin
updates in a complete Monte Carlo sweep. We discuss the sampling of valence-bond states
with monomers as well.
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2.1.1 Valence bond basis
We consider the standard bipartite valence bond basis, where a state of N (an even number
of) spins on a bipartite lattice,
|Vα〉 = 1
2N/4
N/2∏
i=1
(| ↑i↓α(i)〉 − | ↓i↑α(i)〉), (2.1)
is a product of singlets, where the first spin i of each singlet is on sublattice A and the
second spin α(i) is on sublattice B. With the B sites also labeled as 1, . . . , N/2, the set
α(1), . . . , α(N/2) is a permutation of these numbers and the label α = 1, . . . (N/2)! in |Vα〉
simply refers to all these permutations. The signs of the expansion coefficients of this state
in the standard ↑, ↓ spin basis correspond to Marshall’s sign rule for the ground state |Ψ0〉
of a bipartite system [61], i.e.,
sign[Ψ0(S
z
1 , . . . , S
z
N )] = (−1)nA↓ , (2.2)
where nA↓ is the number of ↓ spins on sublattice A.
An amplitude-product state [53] is a superposition of valence bond states,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
α
ψα|Vα〉, (2.3)
where the expansion coefficients are products of amplitudes h(rα,i) corresponding to the
“shape” of the bonds (the bond lengths in the x and y direction in the case of a 2D
system);
ψα =
N/2∏
i=1
h(rα,i). (2.4)
An important special case is the extreme RVB state made up of only bonds of length
1 (one lattice constant), in which case the expansion coefficients ψα are the same for all
configurations. We will later study this state, as well as a case including the bipartite bonds
of length
√
5 lattice constants, examples of which are seen in Fig. 2.1. We will also study
states with no restriction on the bond length. The discussion here will be framed around
generic bipartite amplitude-product states, with no restriction on the bond lengths.
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Figure 2.1: Two valence-bond states (left and right) in two dimensions and their transition
graph formed by superimposing the two bond configurations (center). One of the spin
configurations compatible with the transition graph is also shown, with open and solid
circles for ↑ and ↓ spins. Each loop has two such allowed staggered spin configuration, and
the overlap of two valence-bond states is thus 〈Vβ|Vα〉 = 2nαβ−N/2, here with the number
of loops nαβ = 4 and the number of spins N = 16.
2.1.2 Transition graphs
An important concept in the valence-bond basis is the transition graph formed when the
bond configurations of the two states are superimposed [53, 62, 63]. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2.1. The overlap 〈Vβ|Vα〉 between two valence-bond basis states can be simply expressed
in terms of the number nαβ of loops in the transition graph.
The easiest way to calculate the overlap is to go back to the standard basis of ↑ and ↓
spins, so that
〈Vβ|Vα〉 = 1
2N/2
∑
Szα
∑
Szβ
(−1)nα,A↓+nβ,A↓ × (2.5)
〈
Szβ1, . . . , S
z
βN |Szα1, . . . , SzαN
〉
,
where Szα and S
z
β denote spin configurations compatible with the bond configurations Vα
and Vβ, i.e., those that have spins ↑↓ or ↓↑ on each bond. Terms with any occurrence
of Szαi 6= Szβi of course vanish, and the double sum, thus, simply counts the number of
spin configurations common to the two bond configurations. Since the spins on each bond
are antiparallel, the spins along a loop of alternating Vα and Vβ bonds (i.e., the loops
in the transition graph) must alternate in a staggered, ↑↓↑↓ . . ., pattern. There are two
such configurations for each loop. The total number of contributing spin configurations is
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therefore 2nαβ , giving the overlap
〈Vβ|Vα〉 = 2(nαβ−N/2), (2.6)
which replaces the orthonormality condition 〈β|α〉 = δαβ for an orthonormal basis. For
bond tilings Vα = Vβ, we have nαβ = N/2 and the overlap equals unity.
In calculations with superpositions |ψ〉 of valence-bond states, such as amplitude-product
states, it is often not practical to normalize the states. It is convenient to write operator
expectation values in the form
〈Ψ|O|Ψ〉 =
∑
αβ ψβψα〈Vβ|O|Vα〉∑
αβ ψβψα〈Vβ|Vα〉
=
∑
αβ ψβψα〈Vβ|Vα〉 〈Vβ |O|Vα〉〈Vβ |Vα〉∑
αβ ψβψα〈Vβ|Vα〉
. (2.7)
Defining the weight Wαβ for the combined bond configuration Vα, Vβ and the normalized
matrix element Oαβ according to
Wαβ = ψβψα〈Vβ|Vα〉, (2.8)
Oαβ =
〈Vβ|O|Vα〉
〈Vβ|Vα〉 , (2.9)
the expectation value takes the form appropriate for use with the Monte Carlo sampling
methods that we will discuss below in Sec. 2.1.4;
〈Ψ|O|Ψ〉 =
∑
αβWαβOαβ∑
αβWαβ
. (2.10)
The weightWαβ, which is used in sampling the states in Monte Carlo simulations, is positive-
definite when we consider wave functions satisfying Marshall’s sign rule, i.e., the amplitudes
h(rα,i) ≥ 0 in (2.4).
Like the overlap of the valence-bond states, the matrix elements of operators of interest
can typically also be expressed in terms of the loops of the transition graph of the bond
configuration Vα, Vβ. We discuss spin and dimer correlations next.
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2.1.3 Correlation functions
We have already introduced correlation functions in Sec.1.3. Here we compute them in
detail in the context of the transition graph and write them in simple expressions, which
could be implemented in simulations directly.
The standard spin-spin correlation function is most easily obtained by reintroducing the
spins in the transition graph, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. We can then use the fact that
〈Vβ|Si · Sj |Vα〉 = 3〈Vβ|Szi Szj |Vα〉, (2.11)
where the latter is diagonal and easy to compute in the z-spin basis. When summing over
the allowed spin states, i.e., the two “orientations” of each loop (for a total of 2nαβ spin
states), it is clear that Szi S
z
j averages to zero if i and j are in different loops, whereas for
i, j in the same loop we get ±14〈Vβ|Vα〉, with the sign depending on whether the spins are
in the same (+ sign) or different (− sign) sublattices. Introducing the notion (i, j)L for two
spins in the same loop and (i)L(j)L for spins in different loops, we can write the matrix
element ratio in (2.10) corresponding to the spin correlation function as
C(r) =
〈Vβ|Si · Sj |Vα〉
〈Vβ|Vα〉 =
 0, (i)L(j)L3
4φij , (i, j)L,
(2.12)
where φij is the staggered phase factor;
φij =
−1, for i, j on different sublattices,+1, for i, j on the same sublattice. (2.13)
While the loop-expression (2.12) for the simple spin-spin correlation function is well known
[53,62,63], the general form of a four-spin correlation (of which the dimer-dimer correlator
of interest here is a special case) was only derived recently [31]. In Appendix A we discuss
this derivation in a slightly different way, which is less convenient when generalizing to
higher-order correlators (which was also done in Ref. [31]), but more transparent in the
case of the four-spin correlator. The resulting general formula for any non-zero four-spin
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matrix element is
D(r) =
〈Vβ|(Sk · Sl)(Si · Sj)|Vα〉
〈Vβ|Vα〉 (2.14)
=

( 916 − 34δijkl)φijφkl, (i, j, k, l)L,
9
16φijφkl, (i, j)L(k, l)L,
3
16φijφkl, (i, k)L(j, l)L,
3
16φijφkl, (i, l)L(j, k)L.
Here we have generalized the notation of (2.12) for how the sites are distributed among
loops in a straight-forward way, with indices within the same parentheses belonging to the
same loop. In the case of the single-loop contribution, (i, j, k, l)L, the term δ
ij
kl ∈ {0, 1}
depends on the order of the four indices within the single loop, as specified in Eq. (A.9) of
Appendix A.
2.1.4 Monte Carlo sampling of valence bond states
A simple but powerful Monte Carlo sampling algorithm for amplitude-product states based
on reconfiguration of bond pairs was presented some times ago by Liang et al. [53], who
used this method to study the spin-spin correlations in amplitude-product states with several
different forms of the amplitudes (exponentially or power-law decaying with the length of
the bond). A more efficient algorithm using loop updates was developed recently which
operates in a combined basis of both valence bonds and spins [64]. The two-bond update,
as well, can be made more efficient by working in this combined basis. Here we briefly
review these two algorithms, and also discuss the topological winding numbers that can be
used to classify the bond configurations.
2.1.4.1 Combined bond-spin basis
Monte Carlo sampling of valence bonds involves making some change in the bra and ket
bond configurations Vα and Vβ, and accepting or rejecting the update based on the change
in the sampling weight (2.8), according to some scheme satisfying detailed balance. Working
with the standard non-orthogonal valence-bond basis and using the Metropolis algorithm,
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we need to compute the weight ratio appearing in the acceptance probability
Paccept = min
[
Wα′β′
Wαβ
, 1
]
, (2.15)
where the primes indicate the new states after some changes have been made in either bond
configuration Vα or Vβ (or both, but typically one would change only one state at a time).
The weight ratio using (2.8) is
Wα′β′
Wαβ
=
ψα′ψβ′
ψαψβ
2(nα′β′−nαβ). (2.16)
For an amplitude-product state, the ratio of the wave function coefficients is trivial, but
computing the change nα′β′ − nαβ in the number of loops in the transition graph can be
time consuming, as it involves tracing loops that can be long.
The loops are typically long, O(N), if there is antiferromagnetic long-range order [64].
That is not the case for the short-bond RVB states studied in this paper, but nevertheless
it is more efficient to avoid the loop-counting step. That can simply be done by expressing
each singlet in the standard basis of ↑ and ↓ spins, and sampling these spin configurations
in addition to the bond configurations [and since the spin basis is orthonormal, the sampled
(non-zero weight) spin configurations must be the same in the bra and the ket]. That is, the
configurations being sampled consist of a direct product of two valence bond patterns Vα
and Vβ, as well as one spin configuration Zαβ compatible with both α and β (i.e. one ↑ and
one ↓ spin on each bond). Each loop in the transition graph must consist of an alternating
string ↑↓↑ ... ↓ and, for every loop, there are two choices for this string. Thus, the ratio
of the number of spin configurations is equal to the factor 2(nα′β′−nαβ) in Eq. (2.16). The
Monte Carlo sampling of the spin configurations compatible with the bond configurations
therefore automatically takes care of the factor 2nαβ in Eq. (2.16), with no need to generate a
transition graph or count loops. For more details of the arguments leading to this conclusion,
see Ref. [64].
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2.1.4.2 Monte Carlo sampling
Here we outline the two different bond sampling algorithms that we used, each of which
comes in a simple version for the classical bond configuration as in classical dimer models
(CDM), as well as a generalization for the combined spin-bond basis for the RVB amplitude-
product states. In the case of the RVB, the spin configurations also have to be updated.
We also introduce a simple extension to sample states with monomers (empty sites).
The two updating algorithms are summarized using simple examples with short bonds in
Figs. 2.2(a,b), with (c) showing the extension needed for also sampling monomer configura-
tions. For either algorithm, updates are alternated between the ket and bra configurations,
and there is an additional step for updating the spin configuration, where all the spins
belonging to randomly chosen individual loops in the transition graph are flipped.
2.1.4.2.1 Two-bond update
For the two-bond update, as in Ref. [53] we choose two sites on the same sublattice (normally
a next-nearest-neighbor site pair) and exchange their dimers in the unique way maintaining
the A−B sublattice connectivity, as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). The update can be accepted only
if the spin configuration is compatible with the new bond structure, i.e., only antiparallel
spins are connected by the bonds. In the case of the extreme short-bond RVB, an allowed
new configuration is always accepted, as the wave function ratio in (2.16) trivially equals
one, whereas in general, when longer bonds are present, a ratio involving the amplitudes of
two bonds has to be computed to determine the Metropolis acceptance rate (2.15).
The algorithm for the CDM is simpler, as there is no spin state in that case. In the case
of short bonds, an update of two bonds [flipping a pair of parallel bonds as in Fig. 2.2(a)] is
then always accepted, whereas in the presence of longer bonds the acceptance probability
involves the ratio of bond fugacities. We here consider only two bond lengths (nearest
neighbor and fourth-nearest neighbor bonds, as shown in Fig. 2.1), with fugacities Z1(i) = 1
and Z2(i), respectively, for bonds connected to site i (taken to be the sublattice A site, for
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.2: Monte Carlo updates for the RVB state in the combined spin-bond basis. Open
and solid circles represent ↑ and ↓ spins. In the basic moves (a) and (b), only one of
the two two valence bond configurations is affected at a time. (a) A simple two-bond
update. Choosing two sites on the same sublattice, the two bonds connected to them can
be reconfigured in a unique way. If the spins are compatible with the ↑, ↓ singlet restriction,
this update can be accepted. (b) Loop-cluster update. Choosing an arbitrary starting
site (in this example in the left-upper corner) two defects (a site with no dimer or two
dimers connected to it, both indicated with an ×) are generated by moving the end of the
dimer on the initial site to another site which satisfies the bond-length constraint (here, in
the extreme short-bond RVB, the length is always one) and the spin-singlet compatibility
(anti-parallel spins on the bond). The dimer that was previously connected to this site
is then moved away from the double-bond defect to another site. This process continues
until a bond returns back to “annihilate” the original empty-site defect, which here happens
already after two bond moves [the last step in (b)]. In both (a) and (b), we only show the
bonds of the configuration involved in this update. (c) Monomer update. Monomers are
shown as larger circles and must appear in the same locations in the state |Vα〉 and |Vβ〉,
the bonds of both of which are shown here (as solid and dashed lines). In addition to the
two-bond or loop update of the bonds, monomers can move to a site on the same sublattice
by also moving a bond which is common to the two valence bond states.
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definiteness). The partition function is then given by
ZCDM =
∑
C
Z
n2(C)
2 (2.17)
where n2(C) is the number of long bonds in configuration C. The acceptance probability
for an update of bonds on sites i and j is
Pacc = min
[
Znew(i)Znew(j)
Zold(i)Zold(j)
, 1
]
, (2.18)
where ”old” and ”new” correspond to the length-index 1 or 2 before and after the bond
reconfiguration.
For both the RVB and CDM, this algorithm keeps the system in a sector of fixed winding
number, which we can take advantage of if we want to study properties in the individual
sectors. Suitable starting configurations for different winding number sectors are shown in
Fig. 4.1.
2.1.4.2.2 Loop update
If we want the system to wander among the different topological sectors, we instead use the
loop-cluster update, which is a simple extension of a loop update for the CDM [65, 66]. It
is also in general more efficient (exhibits shorter autocorrelation times) than the two-bond
update for large size system. To start the loop update, we pick a site at random; in the
example in Fig. 2.2(b) the top left site. We move the dimer connected to it, thus creating
two defects in the system. We keep the starting site as a vacancy and move the original
dimer of the now doubly occupied site to a new site, with certain probabilities satisfying
detailed balance, and constrained by the spin configuration so that spins are opposite on
every dimer. In the case of short bonds only, the probabilities are equal for the three new
neighbor sites. For the general case where longer bonds are included, we refer to Ref. [66]
for efficient choices of the probabilities. This update moves the doubly-occupied defect to
a new site, which in 2.2(b) is the lower-right site. We keep moving this defect using the
above procedures, until it happens that the two defects annihilate each other, which means
that bonds have been moved on a closed loop of sites. A sweep of bond updates is defined
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as the construction of a fixed number of loops (determined during the equilibration part of
the simulation) which on average result in ≈ N moved bonds in both the ket and the bra
state.
2.1.4.3 Spin update
After updating the bond configurations with one of the above algorithms, we update the
spin configuration by flipping the spins of randomly selected loops of the transition graph
(such as those in the middle graph of Figs. 2.1), with probability 1/2 for each loop. All
the loops have to be traversed, by moving between spins according to the bonds (which are
stored in the computer as bidirectional links), alternating between bonds in the bra and ket
state. Each site visited is flagged and no new loops are started from already visited sites.
The computational cost of a full sweep of such updates (visiting each site once) is O(N).
2.1.4.4 Monte Carlo sweep
A sequence of bond updates in which O(N) bonds are affected followed by a complete spin
update constitutes one Monte Carlo (MC) sweep, which has a total computational cost
O(N). Note that the sampling algorithm without the spins potentially costs up to N2 steps
per sweep, since each two-bond update requires loop-traversals to check whether two loops
are joined or a single loop is split [53], and the loop length can then be up to O(N) (in a
Ne´el state). The same issue pertains to loop updates in the pure valence-bond basis as well.
2.1.4.5 Sampling with monomers
We are also interested in the distribution of two monomers in the RVB states. In the case
of the CDM, the distribution function of the monomer separation can be measured just by
keeping track of the two defects [65,66], but in the RVB we have to explicitly introduce two
monomers by removing both spins on a randomly chosen valence bond which is common to
both the ket and bra bond configurations. Note that valence bond states with monomers
are orthogonal unless the monomers are at the same locations in both states. We use the
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loop algorithm to sample the bond configuration space, and periodically we also move the
monomers. Such a move can be done in combination with the move of a valence bond
that is common to the two states, as shown in Fig. 2.2(c). This can always be accepted if
there is no change in the bond length (one could also consider updates where a monomer
moves and a bond length changes, which we do not do here). We update the position of
two monomers in turn after each sweep of bond updates, when possible, and measure the
distribution probabilities M(r) as a function of distance r between the two monomers.
Note that if we assign spins to the monomer the situation is different, due to the over-
completeness of the basis. In a system with, e.g., two unpaired ↑ spins, these two spins do
not have to be located at the same sites in the ket and bra state—for a non-zero overlap it
is only required that they are pairwise connected by valence bonds in the transition graph
(which now contains two broken loops with open ends terminated by the unpaired spins).
Such states with unpaired spins should be related to spinons [67], which we will discuss in
detail in Sec.2.2.5. Recently, valence bond states including unpaired spins have also been
studied in different systems [68,69].
2.2 Projector Monte Carlo with valence bond states
Projector Monte Carlo (PMC) method is a powerful method for studying the ground state
of certain Hamiltonians at zero temperature [64]. In this section, we will introduce the
basic idea of PMC with valence-bond basis and extend this QMC method to study spinon
excitations.
2.2.1 Basic ideas of Projector Monte Carlo
The central idea of projection methods is based on the expression,
(−H)m|Ψ〉t = ψ0(−E0)m[|Ψ0〉+
∑
n>0
ψn
ψ0
(
En
E0
)m|Ψn〉], (2.19)
where |Ψ〉t is a trial wavefunction, which could be written as the superposition of all singlet
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of how the singlet projector (the red rectangle) works. In the top
panel I, singlet projector Cab acts on the singlet (a, b) and leave the configuration unchanged.
In the bottom panel II, singlet projector acts on sites c and b, and projects out the singlet
(c, b) with the rearrangement of new bond (a, d). The weight of this reconfiguration is 1/2.
eigenstates, i.e. |Ψ〉t =
∑
n≥0 ψn|Ψn〉. When the power m is very large and coefficient
(EnE0 )
m  1, only the first term — the ground state |Ψ0〉 remains.
Here we will start with the Heisenberg model on 2D bipartite square lattice as an example
to illustrate PMC method. The Heisenberg model could be written as,
H = −
∑
<a,b>
Cab, Cab =
1
4
− SaSb, (2.20)
where 〈a, b〉 labels the nearest spin sites on sublattice a and b. Cab is the singlet projector,
which acts on valence-bond states like,
Cab(a, b)(c, d) = (a, b)(c, d)
Ccb(a, b)(c, d) =
1
2
(a, d)(c, b).
(2.21)
Here (a, b) and (c, d) denote singlet pairs. The singlet is always connected from sublattice
A to sublattice B, to be in consistency with Marshall’s sign rule. As shown in Eq. (2.21)
and Fig. 2.3, the singlet projector Cab does not change the bond configuration if it acts on
a singlet pair; if Cab acts on spins in difference bonds (e.g. c and d in Fig. 2.3), it projects
out the singlet state between these two spins and reconfigure the bond connection with a
weight 12 . This behavior of singlet operators could be easily proved in spin basis.
Therefore, the (−H)m in the projection equation Eq. (2.19) could be written as,
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(−H)m = (
N∑
r=1
Carbr)
m =
∑
r
m∏
n=1
Canr bnr =
∑
r
Sr, (2.22)
where r labels the local Hamiltonian at position r and Sr is the local operator string with
power m. For any observable Oˆ, the measurement of which in the ground state is expressed
as,
〈O〉 = t〈Ψ|(−H)
mO(−H)m|Ψ〉t
t〈Ψ|(−H)2m|Ψ〉t =
∑
αβlrW
αβ
lr O
αβ
lr∑
αβlrW
αβ
lr
. (2.23)
where l, r label two strings of operators, α, β label the superposition of trial wave functions
(as in Eq. 2.3). The expectation value is similar as in Eq.(2.9), the weight Wαβlr is written,
Wαβlr = ψαψβ〈Vα(l)|Vβ(r)〉2−(o
l
αo
r
β). (2.24)
ψα, ψβ are coefficients before valence-bond states, o
β
l , o
α
r are the number of off-diagonal
singlet operator in the operator string Sl and Sr, which reconfigure bond structures (as
shown in Eq.(2.21)). The expectation value could be measured by doing the importance
sampling of Wαβlr . However, from Eq.(2.24), we see that the weight depends on the string of
operators and valence-bond states. Any local change will request a complete propagation of
valence-bond states and recounting of the number of off-diagonal singlet operators, which
is computationally inefficient.
We here could use the combined bond-spin basis as discussed in Sec.2.1.4.1, together
with the loop-update approach to significantly improve the computational speed from
max(m2,mN) to max(N,m). Similar as connecting two valence-bond states alternatively
till it goes back to the original point as we discuss in Sec. 2.1.4.2.2, in PMC, loop-update is
to connect operators to form closed loops and update them together (we will discuss more
about this part in the following section). This could be done efficiently by separating singlet
operator Cab into diagonal (1) and off-diagonal (2) terms,
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Cab(1) =
1
4
− SzaSzb (2.25)
Cab(2) = −1
2
(S+a S
−
b + S
−
a S
+
b ). (2.26)
The expectation value of these two operators are either ±1/2 when two spins are antiparallel
or 0 when spins are parallel.
Now in the operator string Sr, instead of inserting singlet operator Cab, we insert either
Cab(1) or Cab(2) into the propagation path to have operator string S
e
r . e labels the 2
m com-
binations of the Cab(1) and Cab(2) operators. Since we also include the spin configuration
Zαβ in our basis, Cab(1) and Cab(2) could only operate on two antiparallel spins (otherwise
the total weight is 0). Therefore, the total weight of the path becomes,
Wαβlr = ψαψβ(
1
2
)2m+N/2, (2.27)
under the condition that the spin configuration Zα,β〉 compatible with the valence-bond
states Vα,β and S
e
r |Zβ〉 = Sfl |Zα〉. This weight with constraints are equivalent to the weight
in Eq.(2.24). With these basic concepts of PMC algorithm, we are ready to discuss calcu-
lation steps in the following section.
2.2.2 Steps in PMC method
The PMC algorithm starts with initializing valence-bond states and spin configurations that
are compatible with bonds. In 1D N -site spin chains, it is natural to create a 1D array to
label spins from 0 to N − 1, and assign spin and valence-bond states to them. For 2D spin
system, we could linearize labellings by assigning numbers to spins row by row (or column
by column) from 0 to N − 1 as well. Therefore, by simply changing initial labellings, 2D
simulations could be very similar as 1D chains. For simplicity, we usually set Vα = Vβ and
Zα = Zβ, as shown in Fig. 2.4(a).
1. Diagonal updates
The first update is to insert diagonal operators Cab(1) into the QMC path. The
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Figure 2.4: An illustration of some key steps in projector Monte Carlo algorithm with
the loop update. The open and solid circles represent down and up spins. The open and
solid rectangles represent diagonal and off-diagonal operators. Operator strings Sel and S
f
r
operate on states from the left and right ends for m times, to project the ground state out
at around the midpoint of the path. For the demonstration purpose, here we only have
m = 2. (a) We initialize valence bond states and spin configurations at boundaries. We
insert diagonal operators on antiparallel spins. We then connect operator vortices to each
other and also to the valence-bond states at boundaries to construct loops. (b) We choose
loops to flip by probability 1/2. We label flipped loops in red dashed lines and un-flipped
loops in black solid lines. The spins at boundaries are updated with corresponding loops.
The operators located between two different types of loops switch their types as well —
from diagonal to off-diagonal and vice versa. (c) The last step is to treat diagonal and
off-diagonal operators as singlet projectors, in order to propagate bonds from two ends
to the middle and carry out the observable measurements. We also update spins in the
intermediate states according to operator types. We could also update diagonal operators
to new legal positions as well, which is not shown in this figure. This is called one MC
sweep.
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operator can only be located on antiparallel spins as illustrated in Fig. 2.4(a). The
spin configuration at each state is the same as initial Zα and Zβ for the first step
(before other updates take place). Here the operator string is the combination of
both strings on the left and right sides, which is written as Se,fl,r = (S
e
l )
TSfr .
2. Loop updates
After inserting all diagonal operators, we link all operator vortices, including the VB
states at boundaries to form loops. An illustration is shown in Fig. 2.4(a). Each
operator vortex has 4 legs and each leg belongs to one loop. After operator locations
have been fixed, the loop structure is determined.
When the construction of loops is complete, we then choose loops to flip with proba-
bility 1/2. As shown in Fig. 2.4(b), there are two loops formed in this “space-time”
configuration. We use red dashed lines to label loops to be flipped. Please note here
that, the spins on boundaries which are parts of the flagged loop should be flipped too,
as shown in the left boundary of Fig. 2.4(b). This “flipping” also involves the update
of operator type: operators that are located between flagged and not-flagged loops
should change to the opposite type (diagonal ↔ off-diagonal). The reason that we
could easily update operators and spins in loops is because the sampling weight Wαβlr
in Eq.(2.27) only depends on the number of operators, therefore, any loop update will
be accepted. This elegant update might not work for anisotropic models. Instead,
worm algorithm [70] and directed loop update [71] could be used in QMC to solve
anisotropic models. e.g. Heisenberg model with external magnetic field.
3. Bond propagation
The next step is to propagate valence bonds according to current operator positions.
As we learned from Eq.(2.21) and Fig.2.3, singlet projector projects out singlet pairs.
Here we treat Cab(1) and Cab(2) operators as singlet projectors, and use them to
propagate the valence bond states to the midpoint of the propagation path, as shown
in Fig. 2.4(c). The measurement is carried out at or around the midpoint, which we
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will discuss more in Sec. 2.2.3. This procedure of switching back to the pure valence-
bond basis is equivalent to summing over all spin-z configurations compatible with the
bonds of the boundary bra and ket states. We want to point out here that the bond
propagation step is not a part of the MC sampling, but for measuring expectation
values within each MC sweep.
4. State updates
We also update states on boundaries. This is equivalent to sampling W lrα,β with dif-
ferent valence-bond states |Vα〉 and |Vβ〉. The methods in state updates have already
been discussed in Sec.2.1.4.
5. Diagonal update revisit
Now we go back to the diagonal update. After the first MC sweep, we have off-diagonal
operators in the loop. Therefore, in the revisited diagonal update, we have two tasks,
as demonstrated in Fig. 2.4(c): the first task is to update spins in each propagating
states according to the operator type. As spins evolve from state |Vα(i)〉 to |Vα(i+1)〉,
where i ∈ [1, 2m−1], spins stay the same if there is a diagonal operator and flip signs if
there is an off-diagonal operator. The Zα(2m) = Zβ(0) condition should be satisfied.
The second task is to update operators. We could move the diagonal operator to a
new allowed position. We could not update the off-diagonal operator freely because
this update might bring sign problems to the QMC simulation.
These are procedures in one MC sweep. By using the loop update, we could have more
efficient updates, and also, loops guarantee that there will be even number of off-diagonal
operators in the simulation, so the negative sign in Cab(2) in Eq.(2.25) are eliminated in
sampling weights. For the detailed implementation in pseducodes, please refer to the note
for the Stochastic Series Expansion (SSE) algorithm in Ref. [21]. Though based on difference
ideas, the implementation of SSE is very similar as PMC (the essential difference being in
the “time” boundary condition, which is periodic in the SSE but given by the boundary
state in PMC).
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Figure 2.5: The measurement of C(r) at r = (L/4, L/4) versus the number of propagation
steps for 2D Heisenberg model on a square lattice with edge length L = 32. m is the number
of propagation steps and N is the system size. The ratio m/N is plotted in a logarithmic
scale. C(L/4, L/4) is not converged untill m/N reaches 16.
2.2.3 Measurement of observables
Measurements of observables are usually carried out in the midpoint of the propagation
path, as marked in the green solid line in Fig. 2.4. After we have propagated the valence-
bond states m times from left and right ends, these two states formed the transition graph
in the midpoint of the path, i.e. 〈Vα(m)|Vβ(m)〉, which is the same as shown in the center
of Fig.2.1. Therefore, the measurement of correlation functions are the same as we have
discussed in Sec.2.1.3.
In practice, the observables could not only be measured at the midpoint of the propa-
gation, but also a few points around it to have a better statistical performance, provided
that the m is sufficiently large to project out the ground state when measurements take
place. In Figure 2.5, the importance of having large m is demonstrated. We measure the
spin-spin correlation function C(r) at r = (L/4, L/4) for the 2D Heisenberg model on a
square lattice, where L is the edge length of the square. From the data in Fig. 2.5, we could
conclude that correlation values do not converge until m/N ∼ L. Therefore, since m ∝ L3,
PMC takes a long time to reach the ground state for large systems. The calculation should
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still be faster than using SSE, or other T > 0 methods, to reach the limit T = 0.
2.2.4 Generalization to J −Q3 model
The PMC algorithm is easy to extend from Heisenberg model to other non-frustrated
isotropic models. In this section, we will discuss the implementation of PMC on J − Q3
model as an example.
The J −Q3 model is written as,
H = −J
∑
〈ij〉
Cij −Q3
∑
〈ijklmn〉
CijCklCmn, (2.28)
where J term is the Heisenberg interaction and Q3 term is the interaction of three nearest
lined-up singlet operators. We will study J − Q3 model carefully in Chapter 3. Here we
only focus on the numerical implementation of it.
The Heisenberg model only has one group of singlet operators. With the J −Q3 model,
systems now have two groups of operators: the value of the diagonal part of the J operator
is WJ = J/2 and of the Q operator is WQ = Q/8. In the step of diagonal update, we should
accept and reject diagonal operator insertion by considering different weight ratios:
• If J operator is proposed, Paccept = min[WJWQ , random];
• If Q operator is proposed, Paccept = min[WQWJ , random].
random is any number randomly generated from [0, 1].
For loop updates, here we have Q3 operator, which has three operator vortices and 12
legs in total. With the consideration of all extra vortices and legs, we could still construct
loops similarly as for Heisenberg model, as illustrated in Fig.2.6. Please note that since
the Q3 term has three singlet projectors, there are in total 8 combinations of diagonal and
off-diagonal operators (2 × 2 × 2), which are sampled by loop updates. Each operator in
Q3 is updated independently from the other two. Though this may look complicated, the
bit operation provides a concise way to record the information of operators. For example,
for a spin chain with size 8 as shown in Fig.2.6, we use 4 bits to denote J and Q operators.
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of loop updates in PMC for the J − Q3 model on a 8-size
spin chain. Similarly as the Heisenberg model in Fig.2.4, we connect all operator vortices
together with valence-bond states on boundaries to form closed loops. Since the Q3 term has
3 singlet operator vortices, it has 12 legs. Each operator could be updated independently
from the other two, in order to sample 8 combinations of diagonal (open rectangle) and
off-diagonal (solid rectangle) operators. We use bits to record the operator information, as
listed in the bottom of the figure. The first three bits correspond to the type of operators,
0 for diagonal and 1 for off-diagonal. The last bit distinguishes the operator group, 0 for J
term and 1 for Q term.
On the 4th bit, 0 denotes the J operator and 1 denotes Q operators. The first three bits
denote the type of operators, 0 denotes diagonal and 1 off-diagonal. Therefore, for the Q
operator on the second states from the left, which has “diagonal — off-diagonal — diagonal”
combination, we could use the 4-bit 0101, which is of the value 10 to record the operator
information on this state. For the J operator, the second to fourth bits will always to zero,
with only the first bit to label the operator type. The other bits are used for the lattice
location of the operator.
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of PMC simulations for triplet states. We sample valence-bond
states with two S = 1/2 spinons (bigger blue solid circles) in the system. In the PMC
simulation, we treat the triplet (blue dashed line) as singlet. The only difference from the
ground state (S = 0) simulation is that we never flip the loop containing spinons.
2.2.5 Application to spinon characterization
Since in this thesis we focus much on studies of spinons in J−Q3 model, we here also briefly
discuss the simulation of systems with triplet states.
As we present in Sec.1.3, spinons are emergent fractional particles carrying spin 1/2.
For states with spinons, as shown in Fig.2.7, we have two unpaired spins connected via
a triplet bond (blue dashed line in figure), and all other spins form singlet pairs. In the
construction of loops, we treat the triplet the same as singlet in PMC, besides the fact
that we never flip loops with spinons in. Therefore, it is a very simple generalization of
ground state (S = 0) simulations. We also want to address here that, states stay in the
S = 1 sector as two spinons never annihilate in our simulations. All spinon statistical
measurements are implemented in the midpoint of the propagation path, where states with
the lowest energy of the first excited states have been obtained. Results will be discussed
in detail in Chapter.3.
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2.3 Renyi entanglement entropy measurement
We have introduced the entanglement entropy in Sec. 1.5. As entanglement entropy has
played a more and more important role in condensed matter physics, the recent development
in QMC [50] of measuring the second order Renyi entropy S2 [Eq.(1.6)] has brought a
significant progress in computational physics. In this thesis, we also use this recent technique
to measure S2 of amplitude product states. (Results are presented in Sec.5.3.)
As already discussed in Sec. 1.5, entanglement entropy is a quantitative measurement
of how much two regions are entangled. We divide our systems into region A and region
B. The state of the whole system could be written as |Φ〉 = ΨA,B|VA〉|VB〉, where |VA〉 and
|VB〉 are complete basis of region A and B, ΨAB are coefficients. In order to measure S2, we
need two independent copies of the system. We define an operator Swap written as OˆSwap
to measure the Renyi entropy. Swap operator will exchange valence-bond states between
copy-I and copy-II in the swapped region A as shown in Fig. 2.8(a) and (b). The expression
is written as,
OˆSwap (
∑
A1,B1
CA1,B1 |VA1〉|VB1〉)⊗ (
∑
A2,B2
CA2,B2 |VA2〉|VB2〉)
=
∑
A1,B1
CA1,B1
∑
A2,B2
CA2,B2(|VA2〉|VB1〉)⊗ (|VA1〉|VB2〉)
(2.29)
We could write the state of two independent copies as |Φ1,2A,B〉 =
∑
A1,B1
CA1,B1 |VA1〉|VB1〉)⊗
(
∑
A2,B2
CA2,B2 |VA2〉|VB2〉, therefore, the evaluation of operator OˆSwap is,
〈ΦA,B|OˆSwap|ΦA,B〉 =
∑
A1,B1,A2,B2
CA1,B1CA2,B2CA2,B1CA1,B2
=
∑
A1,A2
(ρA)A1,A2(ρA)A2,A1 = Tr(ρ
2
A).
(2.30)
Therefore, the second Renyi entropy is the same as −ln(〈OˆSwap〉).
In practice, the importance sampling of 〈OSwap〉 is not well distributed. Especially for
large systems, the measurement of 〈S2〉 could be too noisy to provide any information.
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Figure 2.8: We use a 6-site spin chain to illustrate the swap operator and improved ratio
trick. In (a), we have two copies of the system (upper and lower), with different VB
state configurations. The red (lower) VB states are for reference and swap operator acts
on black (upper) VB states. In (b), as we divide the system into two regions, A and B,
the swap operator exchanges all VB state connections in region A between two copies. (c)
illustrates that with first region swapped, the ratio measurement only operates on the region
difference Ai+1−Ai. As we discussed in the text, this ratio trick will improve the statistical
performance significantly.
In order to improve the statistical performance, Ref. [50] proposed the “improved ratio”
sampling, which samples weights of the pre-swapped region Ai and measure the swap eval-
uation in the non-overlapped region between Ai and Ai+1, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8(b) and
(c). This ratio is expressed as,
〈OAi+1Swap〉
〈OAiSwap〉
=
∑
α,βWαWβ〈Vα|OAi+1Swap|Vβ〉∑
α,βWαWβ〈Vα|OAiSwap|Vβ〉
. (2.31)
Since the Renyi entropy uses the logarithm of the expectation value of the swap, the quantity
S2(Ai+1) could be simply written as the summation of all logarithms of previous ratios, such
as,
S2(Ai+1) = −ln(
〈OAi+1Swap〉
〈OAiSwap〉
)− ln(〈O
Ai
Swap〉
〈OAi−1Swap〉
)− ... − ln(〈O
A2
Swap〉
〈OA1Swap〉
). (2.32)
We demonstrate the measurement of second Renyi entropy here. By having more duplicates
of the system, we could compute any higher order of Renyi Entropy as depicted in Eq.(1.6).
Chapter 3
Characterizing Spinons as Emergent
Elementary Particles
3.1 Introduction
In one-dimensional (1D) strongly correlated systems, the emergence of fractional quantum
numbers is a generic consequence of collective behaviors. In the exactly solvable critical
S = 1/2 antiferromagnetic (AFM) spin chain, the fundamental excitations are soliton-like
quasiparticles (kinks and anti-kinks) called spinons and carrying spin 1/2 [72, 73]. Similar
objects exist also in the valence-bond-solid (VBS) state stabilized by frustrated interac-
tions [74]. In higher dimensions, in systems with long-range AFM order, the fundamental
excitation are magnon with spin 1, as explained successfully by spin-wave theory [75]. A
bound state of spinons (forming magnons) can be induced in the Heisenberg chain by an
external magnetic field [76]. In 2D systems, deconfined spinons should emerge when a tran-
sition into a VBS state is approached, according to the theory of “deconfined” quantum-
critical points [28,29].
The search for spinons has been a quest in experimental and theoretical condensed
matter physics for decades, primarily because the fractionalization of excitations is a char-
acteristic of exotic collective quantum many-body states—spin liquids [77]. Moreover, in
some cases the mechanism of confinement of spinons is a condensed-matter analogue of the
confinement of quarks in quantum chromodynamics. In this chapter, building on a previous
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brief presentation [78], we will explore systems where confinement and deconfinement of
spinons can be detected and characterized using large-scale quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
simulations in the valence-bond (VB) basis. We here focus on a range of different 1D sys-
tems but note that the same ideas have also already been applied to 2D systems in the
context of deconfined quantum-criticality [39].
The starting point of our studies is the S = 1/2 AFM Heisenberg chain, defined by the
Hamiltonian
H = J
N∑
i=1
Si · Si+1, (3.1)
where the nearest-neighbor coupling J > 0, N is the total number of spins, and we apply
periodic boundary conditions. We will add other interactions to this model later, in order
to bring the system to the different types of ground states mentioned above.
The ground state of the plain Heisenberg model (3.1) can in principle be solved exactly
by the Bethe-Ansatz approach [79], but in practice many of its salient features, such as the
power-law decaying spin-spin correlations, were found using the bosonization method [80].
Reflecting the deconfined spinons, the lowest excited states of the Heisenberg model form
bands of degenerate singlets and triplets [76,81,82] with the energy 1(q) as a function of the
total momentum q of the state being 1(q) = (pi/2)J | sin(q)|, which was first calculated by
des Cloiseaux and Pearson using the Bethe Ansatz [81]. Forming all possible combinations of
two spinons propagating independently with fixed momenta, q˜1 and q˜2 with q = q˜1 + q˜2 gives
a continuum above the lower bound and an upper bound given by 2(q) = piJ | sin(q/2)|. A
large spectral weight between these bounds (concentrated close to the lower bound because
of matrix elements) in inelastic neutron scattering is considered as an indicator of the
existence of spinons in one dimension.
The continuum spectrum of spinons has been observed in weakly-coupled-chain com-
pounds such as copper pyrazine dinitrate and KCuF3 at zero magnetic field [83, 84], while
in none-zero magnetic fields incommensurate modes have been observed [83,85]. In another
chain compound, CuCl·2(dimethylsulfoxide), there is an effective internal staggered mag-
netic field present, and spinon bound states have been observed [86]. In addition, in the
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spin ladder system C5H12N)2CuBr4, it was reported that the magnon could be fractionalized
into spinons by tuning the external magnetic field [87]. The above experimental results can
be modeled using the Heisenberg Hamiltonian (3.1) including the other effects mentioned
above (fields, inter-chain couplings). In addition to neutron scattering, other experimen-
tal signals of spinons have also been proposed [88]. So far, however, all the experimental
probes give indirect information on the existence of spinons, and not much information on
the properties of spinons other than their dispersion.
Motivated by the on-going exciting research in the quantum physics of fractionalization,
in this chapter we are interested in exploring other aspects of spinons and their confinement-
deconfinement transitions. Using the QMC approach introduced in Ref. [45] and used in
Ref. [39] to study 2D systems, we here explore a wider range of low-dimensional systems
where confinement and deconfinement can be studied systematically under various condi-
tions. The method operates in a basis of VBs (two-spin singlets) and unpaired spins and
allows us to compute quantities defining the size of an isolated spinon as well as the size
of an S = 1 bound state. We also show that the same length scales appear in standard
spin correlation functions, but are harder to access there in practice because the signal only
appears in the differences between correlations in different spin sectors (and is therefore
very noisy in QMC calculations of large systems).
The structure of the rest of the chapter is as follows: In Sec 3.2 we introduce the
projector QMC method and calculated observables used to characterize spinons. In Sec 3.3
we present results for the J-Q chain model [45, 69], which undergoes a quantum phase
transition from the Heisenberg critical phase to a spontaneously symmetry-broken valence-
bond solid (VBS). This system has deconfined spinon excitation in the entire range of
the ratio Q/J of the Heisenberg exchange J and a multi-spin coupling Q. To achieve
confinement, in Sec. 3.4 we introduce a staggered pattern of J-interactions, as recently done
also in an investigation of spinon binding to a static impurity [89]. In Sec. 3.5 we study
spinon confinement when two Heisenberg chains are coupled to form a ladder. In Sec. 3.6
we discuss the fact that the same length-scales appearing in our VB-based definition of
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spinons can also be identified in the fine-structure of the spin-spin correlations in the higher-
spin states, thus confirming that these length-scales are not basis dependent and can be
investigated using other methods as well. We summarize our work in 1D and discuss future
prospects in Sec. 3.7. We also study properties of the DQC spinons and their near-DQC
bound states in the 2D spin systems. In Sec.3.9, we demonstrate that a naive picture of a
large bound state of two small objects fails—the spinons themselves are of size comparable
to the bound state and are “soft”, shrinking when forming bound states. This differs from
the prototypical short-bond resonating valence-bond (RVB) spin liquid [5, 62], which we
also study as a point of reference in Sec.3.8. Here the deconfined spinons are small, with
radius of a few lattice spacings. We conclude the confinement and deconfinement of spinons
in 2D in Sec. 3.11.
3.2 Methods and calculated observables
We use valence-bond projector QMC (VBPQMC) algorithm, which has been described in
detail in Chapter.2.2. Here we focus on the definitions of spinon quantities and how to
evaluate them.
3.2.1 Generalized VB basis for S > 0
In addition to the use of the VB basis for singlet ground states, extensions of the VB basis
with unpaired spins also provide a natural and convenient way to describe excitations with
higher spin [68,69]. In our study of spinons, we will study systems with one or two unpaired
spins. In the former case, the total number of sites N is odd, and a generalized VB state
can be written as
|Vα(r)〉 =
[ (N−1)/2⊗
i=1
|a, b〉α,i
]
⊗ | ↑r〉, (3.2)
where the notation explicitly indicates the location r in the chain of the unpaired spin and
α labels the possible (N − 1)/2-bond configurations with this site excluded. For system
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Figure 3.1: Transition graph formed by bra (upper, black) and ket (lower, green) valence
bond states on a spin chain. Part (a) shows an S = 0 state on an even number of sites. In
(b) the number of sites is odd and there is an unpaired spin in both the bra and the ket state.
Part (c) shows an S = 1 configuration, where there are two unpaired spins. In VBPQMC
simulations, the distance distribution of the unpaired spins in (b) gives information on the
size of an individual spinon, while the size of an S = 1 bound state of two spinons is reflected
in the distance distribution of unpaired spins on different sublattices in (c).
with even N and two unpaired spins, analogously an extended VB basis state is written as
|Vα(ra, rb)〉 =
[N/2−1⊗
i=1
|a, b〉α,i
]
⊗ | ↑ra〉 ⊗ | ↑rb〉, (3.3)
with N/2− 1 singlet pairs and two unpaired spins on different sublattices. These extended
VB bases are also overcomplete and non-orthogonal in their respective total-spin sectors S,
and, if we choose (as we do here) the unpaired spins to have Szi = 1/2, the z-projection of
the total spin is Sz = S.
The transition graphs shown in Figs. 3.1(b,c) have open strings [with an open string of
length 0 being a special case corresponding to a bra and ket spinon on the same site, an
example of which is seen in case (c)] in addition to loops. If we fix the states of the unpaired
spins, as we do here, the strings do not contribute and the overlap of two states is still given
by Eq. (2.6). Note, in particular, that the unpaired spins can be at different locations and
the states still always have non-zero overlap.
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3.2.2 Characterization of spinons in the VB basis
In order to study spinon sizes and confinement lengths, we compute overlaps written in the
form
1
2
〈Ψ0|Ψ0〉 1
2
=
∑
r,r′
∑
α,β
gα(r)gβ(r
′)〈Vα(r)|Vβ(r′)〉, (3.4)
which is using sums of terms with all possible locations of the unpaired spins and all possible
VB states. We have an analogous form
1〈Ψ0|Ψ0〉1 =
∑
ra,rb
∑
r′a,r′b
∑
α,β
gα(ra, rb)gβ(r
′
a, r
′
b)
〈Vα(ra, rb)|Vβ(r′a, r′b)〉,
(3.5)
for S = 1 (spinon-pair) systems.
As discussed above, in the VBPQMC method the bra and ket states are generated
stochastically, and for S = 1/2 we can use Eq. (3.4) to define a distribution of the separa-
tion of the unpaired spins in the bra and ket states. Restricting ourselves to a translationally
invariant system we have the probability of separation r − r′ (up to an irrelevant normal-
ization factor):
PAA(r − r′) =
∑
α,β
gα(r)gβ(r
′)〈Vα(r)|Vβ(r′)〉, (3.6)
where the subscript AA serves to indicate that the unpaired spins should be on the same
sublattice, which we can take as the A sublattice. Thus, PAA(r) should vanish when the
separation r is an odd number of lattice spacings. Our basic assertion is that, if spinons
are well-defined quasiparticles of the system, then we expect PAA to reflect the size and
shape of an intrinsic “wave packet” within which the net magnetization Sz = 1/2 carried
by the spinon is concentrated. We will show below that 1D VBS states are characterized
by an exponentially decaying overlap, PAA(r) ∝ e−r/λ, and it is then natural to take λ as
a definition of the intrinsic spinon size.
We should note here that, for a periodic system with an odd number of sites, there
are, strictly speaking, no absolute distinction between the sublattices. However, when the
system size N → ∞ we in general expect the role of the boundary conditions to diminish
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and PAA(r) to tend to zero for any given odd r. In Sec. we will discuss in detail how this
limit is approached, and we will also see an example (one where spinons are not well-defined
quasi-particles) where the boundaries continue to play a role even for infinite size.
In the case of S = 1 states (two spinons), we can define several different distributions.
Here we will focus on the separation of spinons on different sublattices in the bra and ket;
PAB(ra − r′b) =
∑
α,β
∑
rb,r′a
gα(ra, rb)gβ(r
′
a, r
′
b)×
〈Vα(ra, rb)|Vβ(r′a, r′b)〉. (3.7)
In the case where a single spinon is a well-defined quasi-particle, i.e., λ < ∞, we expect
this quantity to give us information on the confinement or deconfinement of two spinons.
In the former case, we will see that asymptotically PAB(r) ∝ e−r/Λ and, thus, we consider
Λ as a definition of the confinement length-scale (i.e., the size of the S = 1 spinon bound
state). We could also have defined this quantity with the two unpaired spins both in the
bra or in the ket, and we have also investigated it. This distribution typically does not
differ significantly from the one defined in Eq. (3.7).
We will also study the analogue of the S = 1/2 quantity PAA(r), Eq. (3.6), in the triplet
state, defined as
P ∗AA(ra − r′a) =
∑
α,β
∑
rb,r
′
b
gα(ra, rb)gβ(r
′
a, r
′
b)×
〈Vα(ra, rb)|Vβ(r′a, r′b)〉, (3.8)
where we use the ∗ superscript to distinguish this distribution from the single-spinon distri-
bution (3.6). We can define P ∗BB in the same way, and use P
∗
AA(r) = P
∗
BB(r) to improve the
statistics. We will see that, under certain conditions, P ∗AA of the triplet state contains the
same information for the spinon size λ as the S = 1/2 quantity PAA, and we can use this
property of the S = 1 state to characterize the intrinsic spinon size also in cases where the
S = 1/2 state breaks translational invariance and is not appropriate for use with our calcu-
lations presuming translational invariance (the 2-leg ladder system being such an example,
which will be studied below in Sec. 3.5).
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The practical simulation procedures for S > 0 are relatively straight-forward generaliza-
tions of the method with loop updates for S = 0. We refer to Refs. [45,68,69] for technical
details.
Since our calculation projects out the lowest state with given total spin, in the case of
S = 1 the total momentum k is k = pi (since this is the momentum of the lowest triplet in
a bipartite chain). Therefore the spinons here are not propagating, having individual spin
0 and pi (these giving the lowest possible energies in light of the des Clauseaux-Pearson
dispersion). For the S = 1/2 state the lowest state has k = 0. In principle our calculations
can also handle total momentum away from k = 0, pi, but in practice, due to phase problems
in the Monte Carlo sampling, we are restricted to momenta close to 0 and pi. We here only
consider the lowest state projected out without adding any phases.
3.3 Deconfined spinons in uniform spin chains
We here first test the concepts and methods for a class of spin chains, the J-Q3 model, which
can be tuned between a ground-state phase with properties similar to the standard critical
Heisenberg chain and a VBS phase with VBs crystallizing on alternating nearest-neighbor
bonds. In the critical state, spinons are rigorously known to be elementary excitations based
on the exact Bethe-Ansatz wave function of the plain Heisenberg chain, and in a VBS state
there are also strong arguments for spinons [74]. In either case, a pair of spinons can be
regarded as a kink and an anti-kink of an ordered (in the case of the VBS) or quasi-ordered
(in the critical state) medium. There is no apparent confining potential between these
defects in one dimension (and clearly any effectively attractive potential would lead to a
bound state and confinement of the spinons). Our calculations show explicitly that there
are instead weak repulsive interactions, which diminishing with the system size, leading to
independently propagating spinons in the thermodynamic limit.
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3.3.1 Results for the J-Q3 chain
We here consider the 1D J-Q3 Hamiltonian,
H = −
N∑
i
(JCi,i+1 +Q3Ci,i+1Ci+2,i+3Ci+4,i+5), (3.9)
where Cij is a singlet-projection operator on two sites,
Ci,j = 1/4− Si · Sj, (3.10)
and the J term is simply the standard antiferromagnetic Heisenberg interaction. We here
use the Q3 term with three projectors, as its ground state at the extreme point J = 0 is
more strongly VBS-ordered than that of the Q2 model with only two projectors.
When the coupling ratio g = Q3/J is small, the system remains in the Heisenberg-
like critical state, where the spin-spin correlation function C(r), the expectation value
of Eq. (5.2), has the asymptotic form C(r) ∼ ln1/2(r)/r [80, 90, 91]. When g is large,
the Q3 term enforces VBS ordering and C(r) is exponentially decaying. The VBS state
is two-fold degenerate. The physics of this phase transition is identical (in the sense of
universality) [78, 92] to that in the frustrated J1-J2 chain, where spinons in the VBS state
were discussed on the basis of a variational state by Shastry and Sutherland [74]. In field-
theory language, the phase transition is driven by the sign-change of a marginal operator,
and this operator is also the root cause of the logarithmic correction to C(r) in the critical
phase. Exactly at the critical–VBS transition point the correlations decay as 1/r with only
very small corrections. The transition point of the J-Q3 model is at gc = (Q3/J)c ≈ 0.1645,
as determined from level spectroscopy [93] (excited-state singlet-triplet crossing) [78] and
VBPQMC calculations of correlation functions [92].
3.3.1.1 Single spinons in states with total-spin 1/2
We here first investigate PAA(r) as defined in Eq. (3.6) to study the size of spinons in the
VBS phase at different coupling ratios g. In Fig. 3.2(a) we see that the intrinsic spinon wave
packet has a pronounced exponential decaying form, PAA(r) ∝ e−r/λ, showing that spinons
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Figure 3.2: Single spinon overlap distribution in the J −Q3 chain. (a) Exponential decays
indicating well-defined quasi-particles in VBS states at different values of g = Q3/J . The
size λ of the spinon (the inverse of the slopes of the lines on the lin-log plot) diverges as the
critical point is approached. Panel (b) shows that spinon is marginally defined at the critical
point, with the overlap decaying as a power-law with exponent α = 0.500(2). The even-odd
oscillations are due to the frustration caused by the single-spinon defect in a periodic chain
(with the odd-r contributions only possible in a bipartite system). The effects of frustration
diminish as the chain size increases.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Single-spinon distribution function at the VBS transition point and inside
the critical phase. (b) The data at gc rescaled such that data collapse is achieved. The lines
correspond to the r−1/2 form.
indeed are well defined quasi-particles of the VBS, with a characteristic size λ. The spinon
size decreases with increasing g (going deeper into the VBS phase), with λ = 30.0(1) when
g = 1 and λ = 9.2(1) when g → ∞ (the pure Q3 model). As shown in Fig. 3.2(b), exactly
at the transition point the decaying form is no longer exponential, instead it is very well
described by r−α with the power α = 0.500(2). Thus, the spinon here can be considered
only as marginally well-defined quasi-particle in real space.
It should be pointed out that, in periodic chains of odd size N , which we use here to
study an unpaired spin, there is magnetic frustration caused by the boundary condition
and the lattice is no longer strictly bipartite. Thus, maintaining the updating rules in the
simulations [64, 92] the VB singlets here can some times be formed between sites on the
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same sublattices if we continue to label the sites as alternating A and B, except for one
instance of adjacent AA or BB sites (in the simulation we do not explicitly label the sites
and there is no breaking of translational symmetry as we just use the same updating rules
for the bonds and unpaired spins as for the even-N chains). The distance between the
unpaired spin in the bra and ket can then be an odd number of lattice spacings (while it is
always even in a true bipartite chain). The probability of these odd distances is exceedingly
small in the VBS state of the N = 1025 chains used in Fig. 3.2(a), but in the critical-chain
results in Fig. 3.2(b) we clearly can see non-zero odd-r probabilities. Relative to the even-r
probabilities, for fixed r they decrease rapidly as N grows, while approaching the even-r
probabilities as r → N/2 (and, interestingly, the odd branch follows the same power-law as
the even one but with different sign). In our simulations we neglect the non-trivial (non-
Marshall) signs in the wave function arising from the even-length bonds (where we define
the length as the shortest of the two possible distances between the two paired spins under
the periodic boundary conditions), but we find it unlikely that this approximation would
affect our conclusions on the nature of the spinon as these signs also are due to boundaries
and we are interested in the thermodynamic limit. We will also see further below that we
see the same exponential (for g < gc) power-law (for g = gc) decay also in P
∗
AA, Eq. 3.8,
in the chains with two unpaired spins, where the lattice remains bipartite and there are no
frustration effects.
Given the fact that the exponent α of the critical spinon overlap in Fig. 3.2(b) is very
close to 1/2, and the behavior is seen to remarkable consistency over two orders of magnitude
of r, we conjecture that the exponent should in fact be exactly 1/2. It is tempting to
associate it with the square-root of the spin correlation function C(r) = 1/r, although we
have not tried to formally compute this quantity within the bosonization approach (which
in principle should be applicable [94]).
Another interesting question to ask is, how is the critical ∼ r−1/2 form of the single-
spinon distribution PAA(r) at gc changed when going further into the critical region (g < gc).
The logarithmic correction to the correlation function 1/r is a well known consequence of
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Figure 3.4: Two-spinon distance distribution in VBS states of the J-Q3 chain at (a) fixed
g = 4 and different chain lengths, (b) fixed chain length N = 256 and d different coupling
ratios. The x- and y-axis has been rescaled with N and 1/N , respectively, in order to
achieve data collapse in (a). The distributions in (b) show that the effective spinon-spinon
repulsion becomes weaker as system approaches the the transition point (gc = 0.1645).
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the presence of a marginal operator, as mentioned above. One would then expect corrections
to PAA(r) as well. As seen in Fig. 3.3(a), PAA(r) indeed changes noticeably when moving
away from the transition point into the g < gc critical phase. The behavior can be fitted to
a power-law with exponent depending on g, but most likely the r−1/2 behavior persists for
all 0 ≤ g ≤ gc and it is only the strength of a logarithmic correction that changes. While
the data can be fitted to the r−1/2 with a multiplicative logarithmic correction, the power of
the logarithm is not clear, and to further study this behavior quantitatively would require
much longer chains. In Fig. 3.3(b), we further analyze the behavior at gc for different system
sizes, re-graphing the data in Fig. 3.2 such that data collapse is achieved. An interesting
aspect of these results is that there are no noticeable enhancements due to the periodic
boundaries at the longest distances, r ∼ N/2, with the power-law describing the data very
well from the smallest to largest distances for all system sizes.
3.3.1.2 Two spinons in states with total-spin 1
Next, we consider chains with even N and two unpaired spins. The distribution function
PAB(r) here reflects the effective mutual interaction between two spinons, mediated by the
background of singlets. For a confining case, we would expect to observe PAB(r) ∝ e−r/Λ,
with a finite confinement length Λ. Deconfinement should be signalled by a divergence of
Λ. Results for the J-Q3 chain in the VBS phase, graphed in Fig. 3.4, show distribution
functions with no decay at long distances. Instead PAB(r) exhibits a very broad maximum
at the largest distance, which we naturally interpret as resulting from a weak repulsion
between two spinons. As shown in Fig. 3.4(a), the repulsion diminishes somewhat when
tuning down the coupling ratio toward the critical point, where, apparently, increasing
quantum fluctuations (including an increasing fraction of long VBs) reduce the repulsive
potential. The range of r over which the distribution is almost flat increases essentially
proportionally with N . In Fig. 3.4(a) we have multiplied the distribution function with N
for several N at a fixed g inside the VBS phase, and find that the curves collapse well on
top of each other for r/N roughly in the range 0.1 to 0.5. This indicates that the effective
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of spinon separations in S = 1 states at and below the VBS
transition point gc. The lines going through the gc points have slope 0.7.
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Figure 3.6: The same-sublattice distribution function for S = 1 states at three different
values of the coupling ratio. The corresponding distributions PAA(r) for the S = 1/2 states
at the same couplings are shown in lighter (brown) color and they coincide very closely with
the S = 1 functions (thus, demonstrating that the single-spinon size can be obtained also
from the S = 1 simulations). The system size here is N = 1024 for S = 1 and 1025 for
S = 1/2.
interactions are short-range in nature, with spinons far away from each other behaving as
free particles. Clearly, all these results point to deconfined spinons, as expected. While
the details of the cause of the repulsive potential are uncertain, it is clear that the sign of
the effective interaction is crucial for deconfinement—any weak attractive potential would
confide the spinons (and we will investigate this explicitly with a modified model in Sec. 3.4),
while short-range repulsive interactions aid deconfinement.
Results for PAB(r) at the VBS transition and inside the critical phase are shown in
Fig. 3.5(a), while results for several chain lengths are shown with rescaled axis to achieve
data collapse in 3.5(b). The critical distribution is also here consistent with a power-
law, PAB(r) ∼ rγ , with γ ≈ 0.7 (and with a prefactor decreasing with the system size).
Based on these results one may argue that the effective spinon-spinon interactions become
increasingly long-ranged as gc is approached from the VBS side, although the short-range
part is decreasing (the distribution at short distances growing upon decreasing g). Inside
the critical phase there are again likely logarithmic corrections, and the trend of decreasing
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effective spinon-spinon interactions continue as g decreases.
Next we consider the same-sublattice distribution function P ∗AA(r), defined in Eq. (3.8).
Since the spinons are deconfined and typically are further away from each other than the
single-spinon length-scale λ, one would expect that P ∗AA(r) contains essentially the same
information as the single-spinon function PAA(r) for the S = 1/2 state, defined in Eq. (3.6).
This is indeed the case in the VBS phase, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.6. Clear exponential
decays are observed, and the results coincide almost perfectly with the previous results for
PAA(r) in Fig. 3.2. To reiterate what is going on here, the two spinons in the S = 1 state are
on different sublattices, and the unpaired spin on sublattice A in the ket state is correlated
to the one on the same sublattice in the bra state, to within the length-scale λ that we have
argued describes the internal spinon size. The same holds for the unpaired bra and ket
spins in sublattice B. Due to spinon deconfinement the A and B spinons are not bound to
each other, however, and typically are far away from each other. Under these conditions the
distribution functions PAA(r) and P
∗
AA(r) both contain the same information; the spinon
size λ.
As shown in Fig. 3.7(b), the S = 1 function P ∗AA(r) inside the critical phase exhibits
an interesting cross-over behavior, most clearly visible at g = gc. The behavior at short
distances is well described by the same r−1/2 behavior as the corresponding single-spinon
function in Fig. 3.3. However, at larger distances the behavior changes to ∝ 1/r. We do not
have any explanation for this behavior and it would be interesting to investigate it within
bosonization.
3.3.2 Break-down of spinons as quasi-particles of a Ne´el state in one
dimension
In a long-range ordered Ne´el AFM state, the elementary excitations are spin waves (magnons)
carrying spin S = 1. It is then interesting to ask how those change in the nature of the
excitations is manifested in our spinon distribution functions.
The continuous spin-rotational symmetry of the ground state of the Heisenberg or J-
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Figure 3.7: Same-sublattice distribution functions for S = 1 states in the critical phase. (a)
shows results for different coupling ratios for fixed system size N = 512, while in (b) results
at gc are re-scaled to achieve data collapse for several system sizes. The lines have slope
1/2 and 1 for small and large r, respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Size-scaled spinon overlap function in a Ne´el-ordered chain with total S = 1/2.
The asymptotically flat (with even and odd-r branches) distribution shows that the spinon
is not a well-defined quasi-particle in the Ne´el state, as expected.
Q chains cannot be spontaneously broken according to the Mermin-Wagner theorem [95].
However, we can circumvent this limitations on 1D ground states by including long-range
interactions, in which case the theorem does not apply. We consider unfrustrated power-law
decaying interactions defined by the Hamiltonian
H =
N∑
i=1
N/2∑
odd r
JrSi · Si+r, Jr > 0, (3.11)
where there are no couplings for even separations of spins, while for odd separations the
coupling is Jr = 1/r
α. A similar Hamiltonian was studied before in Ref. [96], where it
was found that by tuning the decay exponent α the system undergoes a continuous phase
transition from critical states when α > αc to a long-range ordered Ne´el states when α < αc.
The critical power depends on details, e.g., on the strength of the nearest-neighbor coupling,
and for the above form the critical point is at αc ≈ 2.2. In our study we are just interested
in studying an example of a 1D Ne´el state and choose α = 3/2, for which we verified that
indeed the system is ordered.
We here investigate the single-spinon distribution function PAA(r) in an S = 1/2 state
for odd N . In Fig. 3.8, we plot rescaled NPAA(r) versus r for different system sizes and find
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reasonable data collapse (with some non-monotonic finite size effects for short distances).
The behavior here is quite different from the previous cases, Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, with (i) no
vanishing of the probability of odd-r separation and (ii) no decay of the rescaled function.
The latter behavior indicates that the spinon here is not a well-defined particle, with no
concentration of the net magnetization to within an intrinsic wave packet. This is of course
not surprising, in the sense that spinons are not expected to be the elementary quasi-particle
excitations of the Ne´el state, and we had also found above that in the critical state the quasi-
particles are only marginal, characterized by power-law overlaps. It is still interesting to
see that the break-down of the spinons as quasi-particles can be explicitly observed in the
distribution function PAA(r).
3.4 Spinon confinement arising from modulated couplings
In order to observe confinement of spinons, we here use a generalized version of the J-
Q3 model with different nearest-neighbor coupling constants on even and odd bonds. The
Hamiltonian is
H = −
∑
even i
(J1Ci,i+1 + J2Ci+1,i+2)
−Q3
∑
i
Ci,i+1Ci+1,i+2Ci+2,i+3. (3.12)
When ρ = J2/J1 6= 1, the Hamiltonian itself breaks translational invariance and there is
no longer a VBS phase transition with spontaneously broken symmetry. If we start in a
spontaneously formed VBS (Q3/J1 > gc) for ρ = 1, the ground state is doubly degenerate,
but once ρ > 1 the degeneracy is broken and the ground state is unique. This is expected
to confine the spinons, as the string of out-of-phase bonds formed between two separated
spinons is now associated with an energy cost increasing linearly with the separation, instead
of the energy only being associated with the domain walls when ρ = 1. This model was also
studied in the presence of an impurity in Ref. [89], and it was found that the localization
length of the magnetization distribution forming around the impurity could be tuned by ρ.
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Figure 3.9: Spinon distribution functions in the J1-J2-Q3 chain with Q3 = 4 and several
values of the modulation parameter ρ = J2/J1. (a) shows exponential decays, PAA(r) ∼
e−r/λ, of the single-spinon distribution function of the S = 1/2 state, demonstrating well-
defined spinons with finite intrinsic size λ. ’The data points plotted with light brown
symbols are the corresponding results for the same-sublattice distribution P ∗AA computed in
the S = 1 state. In (b), spinon confinement for ρ 6= 1 is demonstrated in the spinon-distance
distribution function; PAB(r) ∼ e−r/Λ. The size of the bound state (the confinement length-
scale) decreases as the coupling modulation is increased. Data for ρ = 1 are graphed for
comparison—in this case the spinons are deconfined and the distribution function does not
decay with the separation.
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Figure 3.10: The same quantities as in Fig. 3.9 but with the ratio Q3/J1 = gc = 0.1645.
Here the tuning of the modulation parameter ρ toward 1 corresponds to approaching a
critical point.
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Here we look at a similar behavior for two spinons binding to each other instead of a static
impurity.
We first test for confinement deep inside the VBS phase with Q3 = 4. As shown in
Fig. 3.9(a), the spinon size λ computed from PAA(r) in the S = 1/2 ground state becomes
smaller when the confining potential increases (tuning ρ from 1 to 8). Fig. 3.9(b) shows that
the confinement length Λ indeed becomes finite once we tune ρ off 1. For ρ very close to 1,
we should have Λ  L, but in practice it is difficult to study this case because the chains
have to be very long. Upon increasing ρ we find that Λ approaches λ. In Fig. 3.9(a) we
also show the S = 1 distribution P ∗AA(r), which coincides almost exactly with PAA(r). The
agreement is surprisingly good, considering that the confinement length Λ in some of these
systems is not much different from λ, and so one may have expected a larger distortion
arising from two-spinon interactions.
In interesting observation in Fig. 3.9(b) is the maximum developing in PAB(r), seen
around r = 20 for ρ = 1.1 and moving to R = N/2 at the uniform point ρ = 1. In Sec. 3.3
we already argued that there is an effective short-range repulsive interaction between the
spinons in the uniform chains, and it is natural that these interactions should persist also for
some range of ρ away from 1, although there is also an attractive part binding the spinons.
This, we arrive at the conclusion that when ρ is close to 1 there is a short-range repulsion
followed by a weak attractive potential at longer distances. Judging from the fact that the
maximum probability moves toward r = 0 for larger modulation parameters, ρ = 2, 8 in
Fig. 3.9(b), the role of the short-range repulsion diminishes (the spinon core softens) as the
attractive part is enhanced with growing ρ.
We also observe similar behaviors in this dimerized model at the critical Q3/J1 value,
as shown in Fig. 3.10. The main difference is that now the spinon size λ diverges as ρ→ 1,
instead of tending to a finite value in the VBS phase. Both length-scales are actually smaller
than in the VBS phase for larger ρ, e.g., for ρ = 2, Λ ≈ 2.417(9) at gc while Λ ≈ 3.78(4) at
g = 4. This implies that the imposed dimerization in the critical region has a stronger effect
than in the ordered VBS phase. In critical region, all lengths diverge, and, therefore, once
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we added the explicit dimerization ρ 6= 1 it dominates the physics immediately, while in
the VBS phase there are competition effects between the spontaneous VBS and the explicit
dimerization, which apparently reduce the effects on the spinon size and confinement length.
3.5 Heisenberg ladders
Another way to confine the spinons of the Heisenberg chain is to couple two chains into a
ladder, described by the Hamiltonian
H = J1
L∑
i=1
(Si
1 · Si+11 + Si2 · Si+12) + J2
∑
i=1
Si
1 · Si2, (3.13)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 label the two chains, J1 is the nearest-neighbor coupling
within the chains, and J2 is the inter-chain (rung) coupling. It is know that any inter-chain
coupling J2 opens a gap in the excitation spectrum and changes the critical correlations to
an exponentially decaying form. This is true for ladders with any even number of legs, while
odd-leg ladders are critical and exhibit the universality of the single chain. The situation
here is similar to single chains of Heisenberg-coupled integer or half-odd-integer spins, with
the former always being gapped according to the now proved “Haldane conjecture” [97,98].
The integer-S chains have localized spinons at the ends of open chains. We here investigate
the spinon confinement mechanism in the 2-leg ladder.
Gapped triplons (S = 1), which are the low-lying excitations of ladder systems, have
already been observed in the excitation spectrum of real materials by inelastic neutron
scattering [87]. It has been argued that this observation makes the ladder system the
simplest condensed matter system where one can in practice realize a phenomenon similar
to quark confinement in particle physics [99]. The energy gap, spin-triplet dispersion relation
and the dynamic spin structural factor of the Heisenberg 2-leg ladder model have also been
extensively studied by numerical methods [100].
We begin by discussing the standard spin-spin correlation function in the S = 0 ground
state. We fit it to the form C(r) ∝ e−∆/ξ when g = J⊥/J‖ > 0, and will later compare the
spinon-related length-scales with the correlation length ξ. Results are shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Spin correlation function in 2-Leg Heisenberg ladder systems. Here the intra-
chain coupling J1 = 1 and results are shown for several values of inter-chain couplings J2.
C(x, 0) decays exponentially when J⊥ 6= 0 and exhibits the power-law decay of the isolated
chain when J⊥ = 0. In the inset, the correlations are large distances on a log-log scale at
J2 = 0 and J = 0.1. Because here the system length L is smaller than the correlation length
it is not yet possible to observe the exponential decay.
Note that it is very difficult to extract ξ when g is small, as ξ then becomes large and the
system size has to be even larger, L ξ. The inset of Fig. 3.11 illustrates this problem for
g = 0.1. We here focus on rung couplings sufficiently large for extracting ξ reliably based
on our available ladder sizes.
We now turn to the characterization of the spinons. In the 2-leg ladder it is not possible
to study a system with an odd number of spins N without breaking the translational
symmetry of the system. We here only discuss calculations in the S = 1 state for even N
and present results for the distributions P ∗AA(r) and PAB(r) in Fig. 3.12. As we discussed
in Sec. 3.3 and Sec.3.4, P ∗AA(r) can reliably give the intrinsic spinon size λ if this length-
scale is much smaller than the size Λ of the bound state. In the ladder, the length λ∗ as
extracted from P ∗AA(r) is always very similar to Λ from P
AB(r), therefore, λ∗ should not
be understood strictly as the size of an individual spinon (which cannot even be realized
in a translationally invariant system, as discussed above). However, from the comparisons
of the spinon size extracted from the two same-sublattice distributions PAA(r) and P
∗
AA(r)
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in Fig. , we know that P ∗AA(r) actually is a surprisingly good measure of the single-spinon
overlap also when the two length-scales λ and Λ are similar. In the ladder systems, λ∗ is
even somewhat larger than Λ , e.g., at J2 = 1, λ ≈ 3.9 and Λ = 3.5.
We recently studied a 2D J-Q3 model with a VBS state [39]. In that case, an individual
spinon in an S = 1/2 state can be studied and we found that the so extracted λ is consid-
erably smaller than the bound state of two spinons. We interpreted this as being do to a
softness of the extended spinons, which are expected to be a kind of vortices in 2D. Such
soft spinons shrink when thy are subject to mutual attractive interactions and form a pair.
Also there the single-spinon length λ∗ extracted from the S = 1 state is somewhat larger
than Λ. Given this similarity, we also interpret λ∗ ≈ Λ in the Heisenberg ladder as due
to soft spinons. In contrast, in the modulated chains discussed in Sec. 3.4, an individual
spinon is much smaller than the bound state in the limit of weak modulation, and this can
be naturally interpreted as the individual spinons retaining their individual properties also
when in a bound state.
3.6 Detecting spinons in spin correlations
The definitions Λ and λ of the spinon length-scales are closely tied to the VB basis, and
they underlying distribution functions are not directly physically measurable quantities. It
is therefore interesting to investigate whether the same length scales also appear in bona
fide quantum-mechanical expectation values as well. The natural candidate is the standard
spin correlation function using the operator Eq.(2.12) in the total-spin sectors with S = 1/2
and S = 1. It is clear that these correlations do not differ significantly from those in the
ground state with S = 0 and we therefore look at the difference between these correlations,
∆S(r) = CS(r)− C0(r), (3.14)
where the subscript on C indicates the spin sector in which it is computed. We plot the
absolute value of these functions for a J-Q3 chain in Fig. 3.13(a) and for a J1-J2-Q3 chain
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Figure 3.12: Spinon distribution functions in S = 1 states of Heisenberg ladders with
different run couplings J2. Both distribution functions are exponentially decaying for J2 =
0.5, 1, and 2, while for J = 0.1 the system size is not sufficiently large for observing the
expected asymptotic exponential decay. The forms for the critical system at J2 = 0 were
discussed in Sec.3.3.
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with a small modulation parameter ρ = 1.1 in Fig. 3.13(b). In both cases, Q3 is relatively
large, so that the uniform J-Q3 chain is deep inside the VBS phase.
For S = 1/2, we find an almost pure exponential decay in Fig. 3.13(a), with a decay
constant very similar to the single-spinon size λ obtained previously for this VBS state. This
agreement confirms that λ is an actual physical characteristic of the S = 1/2 state. In the
S = 1 state, we find an interesting structure, where at short distances the behavior follows
closely the same exponential decay as in the S = 1/2 state, while for larger distances there is
a rather dramatic change, with a phase shift in the staggered correlations (which here is not
seen directly as we are graping only the absolute value, but the shift is reflected indirectly
in the sharp dip to very small value within a narrow r-range), followed by a flattening
out of the correlations. The phase shift and subsequent flattening out can be understood
in terms of deconfined spinons in the following way: Since we are looking at a state with
total Sz = S = 1, the spin correlations at long distances are completely dominated by the
contributions from the unpaired spins (the singlet background having exponentially decaying
correlations). Since these spinons always reside on different sublattices, we will get positive
contributions from odd distances, in contrast to the normal phase of the correlations an
antiferromagnet, which is negative at odd distances. We find the standard phase of the
correlations in the S = 1 state as well at short distances. Given this, there must be a
phase shift at some distance r. The exact location of the phase shift depends on the model
parameters and the chain length in a way which we have not yet disentangled.
As shown in Fig. 3.14, in the case of the ladder systems we do not find any phase
shifts and in all cases studied the correlation difference between the S = 1 and S = 0 is
essentially a pure exponential form. In the ladder we have not found any case where Λ is
significantly larger than Λ and most likely these quantities both diverge in the same way as
J2/J1 → 1. There is therefore no clear regime of weak deconfinement, although the term
may be misleading when the length scales both do become large. We therefore use the term
marginal deconfinement to describe this scenario.
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Figure 3.13: Absolute value of the spin correlation function in the S = 1/2 and S = 1 state,
after subtraction of the S = 0 correlation function according to Eq. (3.14). (a) is for a J-Q3
chain with Q3/J = 4 and (b) is for a J1-J2-Q3 chain with J2/J1 = 1.1 and Q3/J1 = 4. In
both cases the chain length is N = 512. The sharp dips where the error bars are large for
the S = 1 quantities correspond to phase shifts. In (b) the even-r and odd-r branches are
graphed in different colors to show the even-odd effects, while in (a) these effects are small.
All lines correspond to exponential fits.
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Figure 3.14: Spin correlation difference for Heisenberg ladder systems in the S = 1 sector.
The lines show exponential fits.
3.7 Summary and discussion for 1D chains
We have use a numerical technique based on valence-bond projector QMC simulations to
study the spinon size λ and the confinement length Λ in 1D spin systems. We found that
when system has only one spinon, the overlap between valence-bond states with unpaired
Sz = 1/2 moment residing at distance r away from each other decays as e−r/λ in a gapped
VBS, where we interpret λ as characterizing the intrinsic spinon size. In a critical state,
the overlap instead decays as r−1/2, which we interpret as spinons that are only marginal
particles, on the verge of losing their identities as quasi-particles. When the system has
two spinons, the distributions function for the distance between them decays as e−r/Λ if the
spinons are confined (which we have studied using a modulated pattern of weak and strong
coupling constants, which leads to a linear spinon-binding potential), with Λ characterizing
the size of the bound state. For deconfined spinons (which we have studied in VBS states
and critical states) we found that the distribution function instead exhibits a broad peak at
the largest separation, demonstrating a weak repulsive potential between the spinons. We
studied the Heisenberg 2-leg ladder system. By tuning the rung coupling, the system can
be driven from a deconfining phase (two decoupled chains) to a confining phase. In this
case the spinon size is always similar to the size of the bound state.
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In the Bethe-Ansatz solution of the Heisenberg chain, spinons are non-interacting par-
ticles (kinks and anti-kinks), but it should be noted that these particles are obtained from
the original spin degrees of freedom using a highly non-local transformation. What we
have probed here is instead more direct measures of the spatial “concentration”, PAA(r),
of the total magnetization of a single spinon, and the correlations between (essentially) the
center-of-mass of two such distributions, PAB(r). Since our calculation projects out the
lowest state with given total spin, in the case of S = 1 the total momentum k = pi (in
the case of a chain with N = 4n sites). Therefore the spinons here are not propagating,
having individual spin 0 and pi (these giving the lowest possible energies in light of the des
Clauseaux-Pearson dispersion). In principle our calculations can also handle total momen-
tum away from k = pi, but in practice, due to phase problems in the Monte Carlo sampling,
we are restricted to momenta close to 0 and pi.
In the future it would be interesting to more exhaustively characterize all the length-
scales of the system (including λ, Λ, as well as the spin and VBS correlation lengths) and
their divergences under the various conditions afforded by the models we have performed
initial studies on here.
3.8 RVB Spin Liquid
RVB spin liquids have been considered as promising candidates for explaining high tem-
perature superconductivity in cuprates when doped [2, 5]. It is therefore also interesting
to examine in detail properties of the insulating host system. Recently, it was found that
the simplest equal-amplitude short-bond RVB is a quantum-critical VBS, with exponen-
tially decaying spin correlations but power-law dimer correlations [45,46]. It has been long
expected that the RVB hosts deconfined spinon excitations [38].
The parent Hamiltonian of the short-bond RVB was found recently [44]. Although
the S = 1/2 and S = 1 states we study here may not be its exact lowest states in these
sectors, one can still expect them to be good variational states—the actual excitations of
the Cano-Fendley Hamiltonian should be very similar.
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Figure 3.15: Spinon distributions and correlations along the diagonal lattice direction of
the RVB spin liquid. Black circles show the single-spinon overlap PAA(r) in an S = 1/2
state on a 65 × 65 lattice. The exponential decay (fitted line) gives the spinon size λ =
2.96(1) lattice spacings. Red squares show the two-spin distribution PAB(r) in the S = 1
state on a 64 × 64 lattice, fitted to ∼ 1/rα with α ≈ 0.6. The green triangles show the
absolute value of the difference ∆S(r) between the spin correlations in the S = 1 and S = 0
systems. This quantity exhibits both a spinon-size effect (exponential short-distance decay)
and deconfinement (weak power-law decay at long distances). There is a phase shift at
r ≈ 9√2.
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Figure 3.16: Spinon distributions for the 2D J-Q3 model on L = 128 and 129 lattices at
g = 3 (VBS) and gc = 1.5 (critical). The lines are exponential fits for the g = 3 VBS,
giving the single-spinon size λ = 6.4 extracted from PAA(r) in the S = 1/2 state and the
confinement length Λ = 3.1 extracted from PAB(r) in the S = 1 state. Both lengths diverge
as g → gc, where the distributions decay algebraically.
We characterize the RVB spinons in Fig. 3.15. The S = 1/2 distribution PAA(r) demon-
strates a well-defined intrinsic spinon wave packet, decaying as e−r/λ with the spinon size
λ = 2.96(1). The S = 1 distribution PAB(r) is peaked at short distances and appears to
decay as r−α with α ≈ 0.6. This implies marginal deconfinement due to weak attractive
spinon-spinon interactions. In Fig. 3.15 we also show that the length-scales observed in
PAA(r) and PAB(r) are manifested in the S = 0, 1 correlation function C(r) as well. Hence,
the distributions do capture actual physical, basis-independent length-scales [78].
3.9 2D J-Q model
The Ne´el–VBS transition (the same as AFM–VBS transition) has been debated for years
[101]. In 2004, Senthil et al. presented a scenario encompassing several earlier works [101–
103] and further proposed a mechanism leading to a generic continuous transition [28–30].
This scenario is at odds with the “Landau rule” according to which transitions between the
two ordered states breaking unrelated symmetries should be first-order. A key aspect of
the theory is that both order parameters arise out of spinons, which condense in the Ne´el
state and confine in the VBS (where valence bonds can be regarded as tightly bound spinon
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Figure 3.17: The confinement length Λ, the correlation length ξ, and the spinons size λ
in the VBS phase and approaching the critical point (gc = 1.50) of the J-Q3 model. The
calculations were done with L = 128 and 129. The power-law fits (solid curves) are discussed
in the text.
pairs). Exactly at the DQC point separating the ordered states the spinons should deconfine.
Although opposing views have been put forward [104–106], the generic continuous nature of
the Ne´el–VBS transition has support in QMC studies of J-Q [24,64,107,108] and other [25]
models, including a predicted emergent U(1) symmetry reflecting the gauge structure of the
theory, where spinons interact with an U(1) gauge field in a non-compact CP1 action.
The DQC scenario motivates us to investigate spinons directly, by computing the spinon
size λ and the confinement length Λ in VBS states and approaching the critical point. As
shown in Fig. 3.16, both PAA(r) and PAB(r) are exponentially decaying in the VBS phase,
with λ = 6.4(1) and Λ = 3.1(1) at g = 3. Surprisingly, the intrinsic size of a single
spinon is, thus, much larger that the bound state of two spinons. We interpret this as a
softness of the spinon, which causes it to shrink when subject to attractive interactions
from an anti-spinon. This should be a signature of the vortex-nature of the spinon, as the
opposite circulations of the members of the pair should lead cancellations away from the
double-vortex core. Such shrinkage of vortices could in principle also occur under certain
conditions in superconductors [109–111].
Approaching the critical point both λ and Λ diverge, and at the critical point power laws
PAA(r) ∼ 1/rα and PAB(r) ∼ 1/rβ obtain, with α ≈ β = 0.3± 0.1. In the DQC theory it is
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predicted that the divergence of Λ should be faster than the correlation length ξ; Λ ∝ ξ1+k,
with k > 0 and less than the exponent governing the rate of divergence of the cross-over
length-scale of the emergent U(1) symmetry (which should be the largest length-scale) [29].
We extract ξ from spin-spin correlations. The length-scales ξ and Λ are graphed versus
the coupling ratio in Fig. 3.17. Using lattice sizes L up to 128, we can reliably extract
Λ and ξ when they are roughly less than 10—beyond which the size-dependence becomes
significant and extrapolating to infinite size is difficult. Although we can therefore not
reach far into the asymptotic scaling regime, the dependence on g − gc is still consistent
with the expected power-law divergence, if we allow a constant correction, i.e., fitting to
the forms Λ = a + b(g − gc)−µ and ξ = a + b(g − gc)−ν . We then find µ = 0.7(1) and
ν = 0.8(1). The correlation-length exponent ν = 0.59(2) was obtained in Ref. [24] based
on finite-size scaling collapse for larger systems in the close neighborhood of the critical
point. The results based on Fig. 3.17 have large error bars and may also be affected by
further non-asymptotic corrections. Regardless of the precise values of µ and ν, it is clear
that k = µ/ν − 1 is very close to 0. This is consistent with the value 0.20(5) obtained in
Ref. [108] for the exponent governing the U(1) to Z4 cross-over. The exponent describing
the divergence of λ in Fig. 3.17 is 1.1(3); within error bars equal to Λ.
3.10 Revisit 1D deconfinement
In the 1D VBS phase, without enforced dimerization, J1 = J2 in Eq. (3.12), the spinons are
small and deconfined, as shown in Ref. [78]. By turning on a symmetry-breaking dimer-
ization, ρ = J2/J1 > 1, one can tune the confinement length from arbitrarily large to
arbitrarily small [89, 112]. Here, to compare with the 2D model approaching its critical
point, we instead show results for g = Q3/J1 fixed at the critical value gc = 0.1645 when
J1 = J2 (where spinons are deconfined). Keeping g = gc and turning on the static dimeriza-
tion, ρ > 1, we observe in Fig. 3.18 that Λ ≈ λ (Λ being slightly larger), with both lengths
diverging as ρ→ 1. This is similar to the behavior observed in the 2D model (apart from the
lack of spinon shrinkage). Thus, the fact that the spinon size and the confinement length are
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Figure 3.18: Spinon distributions in the J1-J2-Q3 chain with Q3/J1 = 0.1645 (the critical
point when J1 = J2) for three ratios ρ = J2/J1. The straight lines for ρ > 1 are exponential
fits and the curves for ρ = 1 are power-law fits.
both divergent does not invalidate the deconfinement picture. At the critical point, the 1D
“spinon shape” distribution PAA(r) also decays as a power-law, while the pair distribution
PAB(r) is peaked at the longest distance, reflecting marginal (critical) spinons subject to
weak repulsive interactions [78]. The main difference in the 2D model is that the effective
spinon-spinon interactions are attractive, not only in the VBS phase but also at criticality.
3.11 Conclusion and discussion for the decofinement of
spinons in 2D
We showed that a spinon in the 2D J-Q3 model shrinks when a bound-state (triplon) is
formed. We should stress here that the reason why the vortices do not annihilate is that
we restrict the system to the S = 1 sector, while spinon annihilation would bring it back
to the S = 0 ground state. Both the spinon size and the confinement length diverge as the
critical VBS–Ne´el point is approached, and at the critical point the distribution functions
decay as power laws. This is also necessary for continuity, because in the Ne´el state both
distributions become flat (as we discussed for 1D systems in Ref. [78] and have also verified
in 2D), when the spinons completely loose their identity as individual objects.
Our scenario deviates from a simple picture of the near-critical triplon being a large
object formed by two small particles. The question then is: Are the spinons nevertheless
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deconfined, independently propagating excitations? We showed with a known example that
in 1D that is possible. The most plausible scenario in 2D is that the behaviors found here
are due to weak attractive interactions between a spinon and an anti-spinon—as would in
fact be expected based on the DQC theory, where interactions are mediated by a gauge field
(but the sign of the effective spinon-spinon interactions is not immediately clear). Note that
we have only studied the lowest S = 1 state, and in higher states the kinetic energy should
overcome the weak attraction, leading to essentially independent spinons, as found when
comparing the critical J-Q model with a gas of free bosonic S = 1/2 excitations [113].
In the simple RVB spin liquid, we also found weak attractive interactions, but in this
case the spinons are small. The differences between the RVB liquid and the critical J-
Q3 model should be due to the fact that the spin correlations decay exponentially in the
former (and there is a spin gap), while they have a power-law decay the latter. Both
models exhibit algebraic dimer correlations, which should be responsible for the residual
spinon interactions. In the 1D case, full deconfinement can be seen thanks to repulsive
interactions, although the critical spinons themselves are not small particles (as in the 2D
J-Q3 model), being instead marginally localizable objects described by power-law overlaps.
Still, it is rigorously known that these marginal particles do propagate as individual S = 1/2
degrees of freedom [72].
The excitations of collective quantum states only depend on the nature of the ground
state, regardless of microscopic details. We therefore expect our results to be generic to
2D columnar VBS states and Ne´el–VBS critical points. Our results suggest that near-
critical and critical VBS are close 2D analogues to the 1D critical spin chains, with the
differences essentially due to the different topological aspects of the spinons; vortices versus
kink solitons.
Chapter 4
Properties of Resonating Valence Bond
Spin Liquids and Critical Dimer Model
4.1 Introduction
The two-dimensional (2D) resonating-valence-bond (RVB) spin-liquid state introduced by
Anderson has been studied extensively during the past two decades, with the hope that
it (when doped) might provide an opportunity to understand high-temperature supercon-
ductivity in cuprates. [2] Such RVB states, which do not feature any long range magnetic
order or broken lattice symmetries (but are believed to exhibit non-local, topological or-
der [67,114]) are also of broader interest in the context of frustrated magnetism, where they
were first considered. [115] In studies of specific Hamiltonians, RVB states can be consid-
ered as variational ground states. The extreme RVB state built out of only the shortest
possible (nearest-neighbor) valence bonds (singlets), with equal weights for all bond con-
figurations (which in the case considered here will be on the square lattice), does not have
any adjustable parameters (as long as the signs of the wave function are not considered—
in the standard RVB all coefficients are equal and positive). One can also parametrically
introduce longer bonds in amplitude-product states. [53] In two dimensions these states are
spin liquids if the amplitudes decay sufficiently rapidly (exponentially or as a high power)
with the bond length. We report here extensive studies of the RVB state, with only short
(length 1) bonds, as well as in the presence of a fraction of bonds (the second bipartite ones
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of length
√
5).
The search for Hamiltonians with RVB ground states has been an ongoing challenge
during the past two decades. One way to approach the problem is through quantum dimer
models (QDM), in which the internal singlet structure of the valence bonds is neglected.
The valence bonds are replaced by hard-core dimers, and different dimer configurations are
considered as orthogonal states. [43] The effective Hamiltonians in this space, which describe
the quantum fluctuations of the dimers, can have crystalline dimer order [corresponding to
a valence-bond-solid (VBS) in the spin system] or be disordered (corresponding to a spin
liquid). QDMs have many interesting and intriguing properties, e.g., the special Rokhsar-
Kivelson (RK) points at which the wave-function of a dimer model corresponds exactly to
the statistical mechanics of classical dimers. [43,116–118] On the square lattice the classical
dimer model (CDM) has critical dimer-dimer correlations, decaying with distance r as 1/r2
(a rigorous result [119, 120]) which then is also the case at the RK point separating two
different VBS states on the square lattice. On the triangular lattice, this isolated spin-
liquid point with critical dimer correlations is replaced by an extended liquid phase with
exponentially decaying dimer correlations. [121] The same physics can be achieved on the
square lattice by introducing dimers between next-nearest-neighbor sites. [66] We will here
also provide some further results for the CDM, in order to elucidate in more detail the
relationship between the RVB and the CDM.
Formally, the QDMs can be related exactly to generalized SU(N) symmetric spin models.
[101] In the limit of N → ∞ the valence-bond states become exactly orthogonal dimer
states. Whether or not the physics of the quantum dimer models can be extended down to
the physically most interesting case of SU(2) spins is in general not clear (unless the N = 2
features are built in from the start, as can be done in generalized QDMs [122]). Moessner
and Sondhi have devised a procedure to mimic a system of large-N spins by decorating an
original lattice of S = 1/2 SU(2) spins with additional spins, and this way a Hamiltonian
with spin-liquid ground state can be constructed. [123] Very recently, Cano and Fendley
constructed a Hamiltonian the ground state of which is exactly the short-bond RVB state
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on the square lattice (without decoration). [44] While this Hamiltonian is a complicated
one with multi-spin interactions that are unlikely present in real systems, the achievement
is important as it shows that local SU(2) spin models with RVB states do in principle exist
also on simple lattices.
4.1.1 Correlations in RVB and dimer states
Perhaps surprisingly, very few physical properties of RVB spin liquids have actually been
computed. While Monte Carlo simulations of amplitude-product states on the 2D square
lattice were carried out some time ago, only the simple spin-spin correlations were calculated.
[53] They decay exponentially in the case of the short-bond state. On the other hand,
the fact that the dimer-dimer correlations of the CDM (or, equivalently, the QDM at the
RK point) decay with a power-law clearly suggests that there should be similar critical
correlations also in the RVB state (if the QDM is qualitatively faithful to it). The dimer-
dimer correlations of the RVB state are not physical correlations, however, as the dimer
basis is non-orthogonal and overcomplete.
In this paper, we use an improved Monte Carlo sampling scheme for valence bonds
[64] to compute the physical correlation function most closely related to the dimer-dimer
correlations of the CDM, namely, the four-spin correlation function
Dxx(rij) = 〈Bx(ri)Bx(rj)〉, (4.1)
where Bx(ri) is a scalar operator defined on a bond,
Bx(ri) = S(ri) · S(ri + xˆ), (4.2)
and Dyy and Dxy can be defined analogously. Here the lattice coordinate of spin i is denoted
ri and xˆ is the lattice vector in the x-direction. The operator Bx(ri) provides a measure
of the singlet probability on the bond between site i and its “right” neighbor, which is
larger on a valence bond (in which case the operator is diagonal) than between two valence
bonds (where the operator is off-diagonal and leads to a rearrangement of the two valence
bonds). It is therefore appropriate to consider B(ri) as the “quantum dimer” operator to
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be used in place of the dimer density nx(ri) ∈ {0, 1} in the CDM. Because of the non-
orthogonality of the valence-bond basis, Dxx(r) is not, however, identical to the classical
dimer-dimer correlation function. The two systems and their dimer correlation functions
become identical in SU(N) symmetric generalizations of the RVB when N →∞. [101]
We will here show that Dxx(r) for the standard S = 1/2 SU(2) spins decays much slower
than the classical correlator, as 1/rα with α ≈ 1.20. These correlations, which are peaked
at momenta q = (pi, 0) and q = (0, pi), correspond to critical fluctuations of a columnar
valence-bond-solid (VBS). The exponent α < 2 in the RVB spin liquid corresponds to
power-law divergent Bragg peaks, while in the CDM these peaks are only logarithmically
divergent. As a consequence of the non-orthogonality of the valence-bond basis, the RVB is,
thus, significantly closer to an ordered VBS state than is the CDM (or QDM). This result
was first reported by us in a conference abstract [124] and in an unpublished earlier version
of this paper [125], and was also found in independent parallel work by Albuquerque and
Alet. [46] Here we provide further details on the dimer correlations and their significance.
We also study systems doped with two monomers and compute the distribution function
of the monomer separation. A well known result for the CDM is that the monomers are
deconfined, with the distribution function M(r) decaying with the separation r as A(L)/rβ,
where β = 1/2 and the prefactor A(L) decays with the system size L in such a way that
the distribution is normalized for all L. For the RVB state, we find a more rapid power-law
decay, with β ≈ 0.83, which still corresponds to deconfined monomers.
It is known that the dimer correlations of the CDM decay as 1/r2 also in the presence
of longer bipartite bonds (while non-bipartite bonds leads to a non-critical phase, with ex-
ponentially decaying correlations). As we will explain further below and in Appendix B,
the exponent α in this case does not correspond to these leading correlations, however, but
a subleading contribution decaying as 1/rα with α > 2. This exponent and the monomer
exponent β are non-universal, depending on details of the model (the fugacities correspond-
ing to the longer bonds). [66] We also study here the RVB including longer bonds (the
second bipartite bond, which connects fourth-nearest neighbors as considered previously in
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the CDM [66]) and find that also in this case α and β change with the concentration of
longer bonds. In contrast to the CDM, the leading dimer correlations are always (at least
for the range of parameters studied here) controlled by α, however, since α < 2 for the
RVB.
4.1.2 Height representation and topological sectors
A key notion for relating the various results on the CDM and (we believe) the RVB model
also, is that of “height model,” or equivalently a U(1) classical field theory. This means
that all the long-wavelength behaviors of the system are captured by a coarse-grained scalar
field h¯(r). The dimer density operators and monomer defects can all be expressed in terms
of h¯(r), and the weighting of its configurations is proportional to exp(−Ftot), where
Ftot =
∫
d2r
1
2
K|∇h¯(r)|2. (4.3)
The height mapping for square-lattice dimers was introduced over twenty years ago. [126–
128] The use of such a mapping to explain correlation functions originated earlier (effectively
for dimers on a honeycomb lattice) with Blo¨te, Hilhorst, and Nienhuis. [129,130]
The key parameter in (4.3) is the dimensionless stiffness constant K. It can be shown
that the exponents α and β measured in our simulations, as well as the coefficients of a
“pinch-point” singularity in the dimer-density structure factor, and also the ratios of the
probabilities of different topological (winding number) sectors, are all functions purely of K.
The details of the height-model construction underlying this result are given in Appendix B.
It will be shown in Sec. 4.3 that all our measurements based on Monte Carlo simulations of
the CDM and RVB consistently give the same value of K for a given model, demonstrating
the validity of the height model. That is expected for the CDM, for which the height
approach is well known; here we show that it is pertinent to the RVB as well.
A related aspect of RVB states and the CDM is that their bond configurations on
periodic lattices can be classified according to a topological winding number. [43] We here
define the winding number W = (Wx,Wy) as used in Ref. [131]. Drawing a path in the
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Figure 4.1: Configurations in different winding number sectors, W = (Wx,Wy). Here Wy
is given by the number of bonds crossing the line drawn in the y-direction (since those
bonds are at even y—shifting the bond configuration by one step in the y-direction leads
to Wy → −Wy). The last case is the unique configuration in its winding number sector and
constitutes the staggered state of the QDM.
y direction, Wy is the number of x-dimers crossed at even y minus the number of such
dimer crossing at odd y (see Fig. 4.1). An equivalent definition [43] uses one of the W = 0
single-domain states, such as the one in Fig. 4.2(a), as a reference state. As shown in Fig.
4.2(c), a direction can be assigned to loops of the transition graph so that each carries a
“lattice flux”; if we call the net fluxes (Φx,Φy), then (Wx,Wy) = (Φy,Φx) [or, depending
on exactly which reference state is used and how the y coordinates are assigned, we could
have (Wx,Wy) = (Φy,−Φx)—the signs are normally not important]. This definition can
be directly extended to systems with long dimers, by associating that flux (which can have
both x and y components, for cases where there are bonds not along the x or y axis)
with a line connecting their endpoints. A third definition of the same winding number is
(proportional to) the net height difference added up along a path crossing the system in
the x or y direction, using the rules detailed in Appendix B. The possible winding values
for an L×L lattice are Wx,Wy ∈ {−L/2,−L/2 + 1, . . . , L/2}. The equal-weighted (CDM)
ensemble is dominated by the winding number sector W = (Wx,Wy) = (0, 0) [as follows
from ∇h¯ = 0 being the minimum of (4.3)].
Recently, extended QDMs have been considered, with interaction terms that can drive
the system into ground states with non-zero∇h in a sequence of commensurate locking tran-
sitions. [131,132] Quantum phase transitions involving these states are unusual, exhibiting
aspects of deconfinement on a fractal curve of critical points (forming a Cantor set, which
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.2: (a) Reference state used here for defining the winding number. The direction
of the dimers is from sublattice B (open circle) to sublattice A (solid circle). (b) An
arbitrary valence bond state, with dimers drawn in the opposite direction, from sublattice
A to sublattice B. (c) The transition graph formed by the reference states in (a) and the
arbitrary state in (b). The winding numbers correspond to the net fluxes (in units of the
system length L) defined by traversing the loops formed along the arrows; here Φx = 1 and
Φy = 0, or Φ = (1, 0), which corresponds to winding number W = (0, 1) in the definition of
Fig. 4.1
prompted the term “Cantor deconfinement” for this class of unconventional transitions).
This motivates us to also study the CDM and RVB states in different winding number
sectors, which (it turns out) also happens to be an effective probe of the states’ topological
natures. In the case of the RVB, states defined within sectors of different winding numbers
are not orthogonal, but become orthogonal in the limit of the infinite lattice (which we will
here demonstrate explicitly based on simulations).
4.1.3 Outline of the chapter
We refer readers to Sec. 2.1 for the essential features of the valence bond basis that we
use for the RVB-state calculations and Monte-Carlo two-bond reconfigurations [53] and
loop-cluster algorithms for sampling the CDM and RVB states.
The outline of the rest of the chapter is as follows: In Sec. 4.2 we present results for
the standard case of only length-1 dimers and valence bonds, as well as extended models
with bonds of length
√
5. In Sec. 4.3 the results are interpreted in terms of a height
model. Detailed derivations of height model predictions are left to Appendix B. In Sec. 4.4
we further characterize the nature of the critical VBS fluctuations in terms of the joint
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probability distribution of the order parameters for horizontal and vertical bond ordering.
We conclude in Sec. 4.5 with a brief summary and discussion.
4.2 Results
The ground state of the QDM at the RK point is the equal amplitude superposition of
classical dimer states. The CDM can therefore give some insights into properties of the RVB
system as well, as long as the non-orthogonality of the valence-bond basis (i.e., the internal
singlet structure of the valence bonds of the RVB) does not play an important role. [43]
The quantitative validity of this approach is tested here by comparing the properties of
the CDM and the short-bond RVB state. We present the definition of winding number
and its distributions of both models in Sec. 4.2.1, then briefly discuss the standard spin
correlation function of the RVB in Sec. 4.2.3. In Sec. 4.2.4 we study the four-spin VBS
correlation function (4.1) of the RVB (which we also refer to as a dimer-dimer correlation
function) and compare with analogous results for the well known dimer-dimer correlations
of the CDM. In this section we consider the winding number sector W = (0, 0) and later, in
Sec. 4.2.5, discuss also correlations in systems with nonzero winding number. In Sec. 4.2.6
we study the monomer distribution functions and in Sec. 4.2.7 systems including the longer
bonds.
4.2.1 Sector probabilities
In this subsection, we will first introduce winding numbers and issues related to sampling
them either grand-canonically (where there are some ergodicity issues in the case of the
RVB) or canonically. We then present probabilities of winding number sectors in detail.
4.2.1.1 Winding numbers
A two-bond update cannot bring the system from one topological winding number sector
to another, while the loop update can. In the case of the RVB, there are winding numbers
both for the bra and the ket state, and because of the non-orthogonality of the basis these
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winding numbers can be different. We denote the full winding number of a configuration
in this case as W = (Wαx ,W
α
y ;W
β
x ,W
β
y ). In a grand canonical ensemble of all winding
numbers, the sectors have different weight, which can be computed using Monte Carlo
sampling with the loop updates simply by keeping track of the number of configurations
generated in each sector. Results for such weights are presented below in Sec. 4.2.2.
The loop algorithm for the CDM remains ergodic in the grand-canonical winding-number
space even for very large systems, i.e., the loops can easily become very long and span the
system. These long loops are related to deconfined monomers. [133] The RVB simulations,
in the case of short-bond states, in practice become stuck in some fixed winding-number
sector for large L. However, the shortness of the RVB loops does not imply monomer
confinement, as these loops are not directly related to states with monomers. [133] The
loops for short-bond two-dimensional RVB states are typically very short (rarely exceeding
12 bonds in the case of the length-1 bonds only). This results in rather large error bars
for computed quantities for L ≥ 50, seen in grand-canonical results to be discussed further
below. In practice, for large systems we will therefore study canonical ensembles in different
fixed winding number sectors. Starting with a configuration initially prepared with a desired
winding number (such as those illustrated in Fig. 4.1), two-bond updates explicitly conserve
the winding number while loop updates in practice do as well, for large systems within
reasonable simulation times.
4.2.2 Probabilities results
We simulated the grand-canonical ensemble of winding numbers, as explained in Sec. 4.2.1.1,
and accumulated the probabilities of several different sectors as shown in Fig. 4.3, for both
the RVB and CDM, and for various system sizes L. The W = 0 [(0, 0) for the CDM
and (0, 0; 0, 0) for the RVB) sector is dominant in both cases, with the probabilities in
the higher-W sectors decreasing rapidly. The probabilities of these low-W sectors clearly
converge to L-independent non-zero constants, rapidly with L for the CDM, and also for
the diagonal (Wα = W β) sectors of the RVB (although the RVB data are much noisier
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Figure 4.3: Winding number probabilities obtained in simulations with the loop algorithms
for the RVB and CDM (with only the shortest bonds, as in Fig. 2.2). Results for several low-
W sectors of the CDM (lower panel) and RVB (upper panel) are shown versus the lattice
size on a lin-log scale. In the RVB, the probability of the off-diagonal sector W = (0, 1; 0, 0)
vanishes exponentially with L, reflecting the orthogonality (when L → ∞) of states in
different winding number sectors.
for the large systems). By contrast, the probabilities of the off-diagonal sectors of the
RVB, here exemplified by W = (0, 1; 0, 0), decay exponentially to zero, which reflects the
expectation that the states in different winding number sectors should become orthogonal in
the thermodynamic limit. [114] In the following, when considering winding number sectors
of the RVB we will focus on the diagonal sectors and for simplicity denote the total winding
number by W = (Wx,Wy) in the same way as for the CDM.
4.2.3 Spin correlations in the RVB state
The spin-spin correlation function of the RVB has been studied before and is known to
decay exponentially for a 2D system with short bonds (while a system with sufficiently slow
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decay of the probability of long bonds has long-range antiferromagnetic order). [53, 134]
Here, we only comment briefly on the role of the winding number. For unequal x and
y winding numbers, Wx 6= Wy, the CDM and RVB systems clearly do not have the 90◦
rotational symmetry of the square lattice. We will investigate the directional dependence
of the four-spin dimer-dimer correlations below. Here, in Fig. 4.4, we show results for the
spin-spin correlations in two different winding number sectors. The correlations are always
exponentially decaying with distance, with a faster decay in the same direction as the one
in which a non-zero winding number is imposed.
90
4.2.4 Dimer correlations
In the CDM, the dimer-dimer correlation function Dxx(r) is defined in the standard way
using the bond occupation number nx(i) = 0, 1 on the link of the lattice between site i
and its neighbor at distance (1, 0); Dxx(rij) = 〈ninj〉. The four-spin correlation function
(4.1) of the RVB instead involves the loop estimator (2.15). This reduces to the CDM form
for SU(N) spins when N → ∞ and the basis becomes orthogonal [in the representation
of SU(N) in which the factor 1/2 in the off-diagonal matrix element in (A.3) and (A.4) is
replaced by 1/N ; [101] see, Ref. [135] for computations with such basis states]. For N = 2,
considered here, significant differences between the RVB and CDM can be expected.
Since we are using periodic boundary conditions, the maximal separation to be used in
the correlation function is (L/2, L/2) on a L×L lattice. We first investigate the dominant
part of the correlation function, which in the CDM is a mixture of a staggered component,
at q = (pi, pi) in reciprocal space, and columnar correlations, at q = (pi, 0) and at (0, pi).
[119,120] The asymptotic decay of these correlations can be accessed through the difference
between the real-space correlations at two distances, e.g.,
D∗xx(x, y) = Dxx(x, y)−Dxx(x− 1, y). (4.4)
This quantity at the longest distance r = (L/2, L/2) is graphed versus L in Fig. 4.5 for
both the RVB and the CDM in several fixed winding number sectors.
For the CDM, the decay with L is consistent with the known ∼ 1/r2 decay of the dom-
inant correlations. Apart from an overall prefactor that depends on the winding number,
there are only minor differences between the different winding sectors for small systems.
The dependence of the results on the winding number is stronger for the RVB, but, as
expected, also here the exponent α in the power-law form 1/rα becomes independent of W
for large L (as long as the relative winding number W/L → 0 when L → ∞). Unlike the
CDM, in this case the prefactor of the power-law form also converges as L → ∞, i.e., the
correction to the prefactor decays as some power higher than α.
In Fig. 4.5, we also show results in the grand-canonical winding number ensemble, which,
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Figure 4.5: Dimer-dimer correlation function difference (4.4) at the maximal distance versus
the lattice size. The upper panel shows results for the quantum RVB in different topological
sectors as well as in the grand canonical ensemble (including all winding number sectors, in
which case the fluctuations between sectors becomes very slow for large systems, as reflected
in the large error bar for L = 48). All correlations converge to the same power-law decay as
system size increases. The power, based on the W = (0, 0) data for large L, is α = 1.191(6).
The lower panel shows results for the CDM, which are consistent with ∼ 1/r2 (shown with
the solid line) for all winding number sectors.
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as discussed in Sec. 4.2.1.1, suffers from problems with non-ergodic sampling for L ≥ 50
(reflected in the large error bar for L = 48). For extracting the asymptotic form of the
correlations, the W = (0, 0) sector is the best choice and gives D(r) ∝ 1/rα with α =
1.191(6) for large systems. While the behavior is, thus, qualitatively similar to the CDM,
the exponent differs considerably. The reduced value of the exponent can be interpreted as
the RVB state being closer to an ordered VBS than might have been anticipated based on
the known CDM dimer correlations.
There are two sources of differences between the correlations in the CDM and the RVB:
the form of the estimator (2.15) as well as the weighting of the bra and ket valence bond
states with the loop factor 2nαβ for the RVB instead of the equal superposition of the
individual bond configurations in the CDM. We have also measured the dimer correlations
of the RVB in the same way as in the CDM, by just using the bond occupation numbers in
the bra and the ket states (but with the correctly weighted sampling of the RVB). We find
the same exponent α ≈ 1.20 as above, which shows that the source of the different power-
law is only the different weighting of the states. This could also have been anticipated based
on the fact that the spin-spin correlation function of the RVB is exponentially decaying,
which translates into short loops in the transition graph. [62,63] The loop estimator (2.15)
of the four-spin dimer correlation function is therefore still local and cannot change a power
law.
The Fourier transform of the full dimer-dimer correlation functionDxx(r) is the structure
factor S(q). This quantity gives a more detailed picture of the long-distance behavior of
the dominant correlations. Representative results for the S(q) for L = 32 systems in three
different winding number sectors (0,Wy) are shown in Fig. 4.6. In this section we focus on
the W = (0, 0) sector and leave discussions of nonzero winding numbers to Sec. 4.2.5. The
“bow-tie” feature seen for W = (0, 0) in the CDM is well known and understood based on
the mapping of the system to a height model (see Appendix B). The system has two kinds
of power-law correlations: an effectively dipolar kind, which is responsible for the “pinch-
point” singularity at q = (pi, pi) (see Appendix. B.3), and a “critical” kind with variable
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Figure 4.6: Fourier transform S(q) of the dimer-dimer correlation function Dxx(r) for sys-
tems of size L = 32. The squares represent the full reciprocal space qx, qy ∈ [0, 2pi]. Results
in winding number sectors W = (0, 0), W = (0, 1), and W = (0, 8) are shown for the RVB
(left) and CDM (right). The location of the broad (“incommensurate”) peak in both cases
is Q = (pi, 2piWy/L). The sharp peak at (pi, pi) is due to a nonzero average staggered dimer
order induced by a nonzero winding number. This peak has been removed in the graphs
W = (0, 8) in order to make the other features of the correlations better visible. The height
of the peaks as a function of the system size is analyzed in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Peak values of the dimer structure factor, where Q = (pi, 2piWy/L), versus the
system size in sectors with different winding Wy. The modified definition S
′(Q) for the RVB
is given in Eq.(4.5). Note the different y-axis scales used for the two models (logarithmic for
the RVB and linear for the CDM). In the CDM (lower panel) the behavior is consistent with
a log divergence (as shown with fitted lines) for small winding numbers, but for larger W it
appears that the behavior is instead governed by a power law (which then may be the case
for all Wx/L > 0 for sufficiently large systems). The curve through the W = (0, 3L/7) data
shows S(Q) ∝ L0.48. In the RVB (upper panel) the exponent of the power-law divergence
decreases slightly with increasing winding number. The legends with (S) correspond to the
peak values of the full structure factor S(Q).
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exponents, which leads to a broad peak at Q = (pi, 0) diverging logarithmically with the
system size, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 4.7. In the RVB the peak is much sharper
and diverges faster, as a power law (as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4.7) on account of
the real-space form 1/rα with α ≈ 1.2 < 2 of the dimer correlation function.
When the Fourier transform S(q) is computed post-simulation based on all computed
real-space correlations, the measurements in the simulations are expensive, requiring O(N2)
operations to take full advantage of spatial averaging. In the CDM, we can instead easily
just compute S(Q) at the single wave-vector Q directly in the simulations at a much lower
cost of O(N) to access larger system sizes. In the RVB, this speed-up is not possible,
however, because we are there really measuring a four-spin correlation function that cannot
be simply expressed as a product of two-spin correlators, as discussed in Appendix A, and
there is no obvious way of avoiding the O(N2) scaling of this measurement.
In order to have a similar quantity, which scales with the system size in the same way as
S(Q) but for which the measurements require only O(N) operations, we define a modified
structure factor S′(Q) for the RVB as
S′(Q) = 〈B˜∗x(Q)B˜x(Q)〉 (4.5)
where B˜x(Q) is the Fourier transform of the spin-spin correlator matrix element 〈Vβ|(Si ·
Sj)|Vα〉 for an individual configuration in the RVB simulation (i.e., obtained from a transi-
tion graph, which gives values ∈ {−3/4, 0} for each nearest-neighbor bond on the lattice).
This definition of the peak value differs from the full Fourier transform S(Q) of the four-spin
dimer correlator D(r), essentially because it does not contain any information on the order
of the site indices in the matrix element 〈Vβ|(Sk · Sl)(Si · Sj)|Vα〉, which plays a role in the
transition-graph two-loop estimator of the dimer correlation function (as discussed in Ap-
pendix A). In particular, the modified quantity misses certain negative contributions arising
in some cases where all four indices belong to the same loop [see Eq. (2.15)]. Therefore,
we expect S′(Q) > S(Q), which is also confirmed by results for both quantities in small
systems, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 4.7. The form of the power-law divergence is
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the same, however.
Overall, there is significant directional dependence in the dimer correlations, but for
W = (0, 0) the RVB results in Fig. 4.7 confirm that the peak at (pi, 0) (corresponding
to columnar-modulated correlations) is sufficiently isotropic for the size dependence of the
Fourier peak to be directly related to the exponent of the power-law decay 1/rα found above
for the real space correlation (and, it should be pointed out, the exponent α also comes out
consistently to the same value when extracted in different directions in real space).
With S′(Q) diverging with the system size L as LαQ , we expect αQ ≈ 2−α and the data
confirm this. For instance, the W = (0, 0) data in the upper panel of Fig. 4.7 was fitted to
a function f(x) = bQx
αQ + b2x
α2 (where typically α2 < 0 and this correction term is added
in order to include data for the full range of system sizes) with four fitting parameters and
we found αQ = 0.800(2) in good agreement with α = 1.191(6) but with a smaller error bar.
Our best estimate for the exponent is, thus, α = 1.200(2). Here the error bar is purely
statistical and there may still be some systematical errors present as well (likely of the same
order), arising from neglected higher-order corrections.
4.2.5 Correlations with nonzero winding number
In a background of nonzero winding number, all dimer-dimer correlations should become
modulated by the factor cos(δQ · r), as derived using the height-model formalism in Ap-
pendix B and shown explicitly as Eq. (B.16), where δQ = 2pi(Wx,Wy)/L. Such a modula-
tion is visible in the real-space dimer correlation function, as shown in Fig. 4.8 for D∗xx(r)
along the diagonal lattice direction, r = (x, x), for systems of different size with winding
number W = (0, 2). This implies that when r is followed along the [1,±1] direction through
an entire period, 2(Wx ±Wy) nodes of Dxx(r) are crossed; indeed, Fig. 4.8 for W = (0, 2)
shows two changes of sign between x = 0 and L/2, in both the CDM and the RVB cases.
The correlation function Dxx(x, y) in the full 2D space is shown for the RVB in Fig. 4.9,
where an overall background constant representing D(r → ∞) has been subtracted from
D(r) and the remainder has been multiplied by rα to make the modulations visible. An
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Figure 4.8: Dimer correlation differences versus x [where the separation r = (x, x)] along the
diagonal lattice direction for systems of different size. The winding number is W = (0, 2),
and therefore two phase shifts are seen (corresponding to a total of four domains). Note
that the overall magnitude of these correlations is much larger in the RVB (upper panel)
than in the CDM (lower panel).
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Figure 4.9: Correlation patterns obtained from the dimer correlatorDxx(x, y) by subtracting
a constant and dividing the result by the leading power-law form r−α (with α = 1.2 for the
RVB and α = 2 for the CDM). The (pi, pi) contribution was also removed for the W 6= 0
sectors (by going to Fourier space as in Fig. 4.6). Black and red (gray) bars represent
positive and negative values (i.e., stronger and weaker dimer correlations), respectively. In
the W = (0, 0) sector, a dominant columnar pattern is visible, while in the W = (0, 1)
sector the correlations shift from weak-strong weak-strong to strong-weak strong-weak over
a window of distances ∝ L, corresponding to two nodal lines as stated in text. The origin
is at lower left corner, and one quadrant (L/2× L/2) is shown of the possible separations.
In the W = (1, 1) sector, correlations shift twice in a row, corresponding to the presence of
two pairs of nodal lines.
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over-all non-decaying staggered contribution present when W 6= 0 has also been subtracted
(see further discussion of this below and in Fig. 4.6). The color coding shows positive and
negative correlations, and the width of bars represent the magnitude of the correlations. In
the winding number W = (0, 0) sector, the positive and negative values alternate in rows,
showing that the overall dominant correlations are of columnar type. In the W = (0, 1)
sector, a phase shift occurring around at y = L/2 is clear. The region over which the shift
takes place is itself of size O(L), as expected since the amplitude is modulated proportional
to a sine wave (which can be considered as a highly fluctuating critical delocalized domain
wall). The results for the W = (1, 1) sector confirm the existence of two such delocalized
nodes along the diagonal direction. A similar pattern of phase shifts in the correlation
function is seen in the CDM case as well, but is much weaker because of the significantly
faster decaying correlations (as is also clear in Fig. 4.8).
To our knowledge, these correlations in sectors of fixed non-zero winding number have
not been studied in detail previously (but were pointed out also in the parallel work by
Albuquerque and Alet [46]). In Appendix B, we extend the height-model approach to this
case as well (in Sec. B.7). Here we only briefly discuss some of the main features, with the
aim of comparing the RVB and CDM systems.
Turning back to the Fourier space plot, Fig. 4.6, it includes representative results for
the structure factor in three different winding number sectors (0,Wy). Once the winding
number is non-zero, it is clear that there is, for both models, a δ-function peak in S(q)
at (pi, pi), reflecting a non-zero static staggered order parameter. Since this peak grows in
proportion to the winding number, we have subtracted it off in some cases in Fig. 4.6 to
make the other features better visible.
There are two notable features of these results, for both the RVB and CDM: (i) the
pinch-point remains at (pi, pi) and (ii) the singularity at (pi, 0) present for Wy = 0 is offset
to Q = (pi, 2piWy/L), which when L → ∞ can be considered as an incommensurate peak
at Q ≡ (pi,w), w ∈ [0, pi]. This is exactly as expected from Eq. (B.17) obtained within the
height-model representation in Appendix B. Figure 4.7 shows the system size dependence
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of the singular peak for different large winding numbers Wy ∝ L. These features have been
qualitatively expected in the case of the CDM based on several previous works [132,136,137]
(as outlined in Appendix B), but they are still interesting to study quantitatively and to
elucidate the similarities and differences between the CDM and RVB. It is already clear
from Fig. 4.6 that the divergence of the incommensurate peaks is much stronger for the
RVB than the CDM, which is anticipated based on our result for the slow real-space decay
of the dimer-dimer correlations in the RVB.
For non-zero winding number, the correlations become significantly anisotropic, but we
have not attempted to study their full functional form in real space or Fourier space. The
exponent governing the asymptotic power-law decay is, however, expected to be direction
independent, as discussed in Appendix B. The results in Fig. 4.7 indicate that S(Q) has
the form LαQ , with a weak dependence of the exponent αQ on the location of the peak (i.e.,
the winding number), also as expected based on the height-model results in Appendix B.8.
The incommensurate peak of the CDM was discussed by Fradkin et al., [132] who pointed
out a set of critical points in extended QDMs with more complicated diagonal and off-
diagonal terms than the standard RK nearest-neighbor bond-pair interactions. The critical
points extend from the conventional RK point at zero winding number, forming a complex
fractal curve with devil’s staircase features (forming a Cantor set). This critical curve
separates a staggered dimer phase from one with a complex bond pattern with a large unit
cell, which depends on the winding number. Similar transitions with a series of different
VBS phases were studied in Ref. [131]. Our CDM results in Fig. 4.7 for large winding
numbers suggest that the incommensurate peak may become power-law divergent (i.e.,
stronger than the logarithmic divergence obtaining at zero winding number). This is seen
most clearly in the W = (0, 3L/7) graph, where it is clear that the divergence with L is faster
than logarithmic. A power-law fit, LαQ with αQ = 0.48(3) describes the data well. This
is expected in the height scenario, since a nonzero background W/L changes the effective
stiffness to K ′ as given by (B.25). The exponent α of real-space correlations accordingly
changes from 2 and consequently the integral of 1/rα (the structure factor) should diverge
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Figure 4.10: Monomer distribution function in the RVB state on an L = 512 lattice. The
straight line is a fit to the power-law form 1/rβ with β = 0.830(9).
faster than logarithmically.
4.2.6 Monomer distribution
Monomers are expected to be deconfined in RVB states, [2] which provides an intuitive
picture of spin-charge separation. Here we will study two monomers in the RVB. It should
be noted, however, that these monomers are bosonic, and hence the results cannot be
directly related to a hole-doped RVB spin liquid. In that case the monomers should be
fermions and, as discussed, e.g., in Ref. [67], the sign rule we use here for the valence bonds
would have to be replaced by more complex signs. It is nevertheless interesting to compare
the monomer-doped RVB and CDM systems considered as different statistical mechanical
systems.
The monomer-monomer distribution function of the CDM is defined using the monomer
density m(ri) = 0, 1;
M(rij) =
〈m(ri)m(rj)〉
〈m(ri)m(ri + xˆ)〉 , rij = ri − rj , (4.6)
where the normalization with the correlation at distance r = 1 is a convention which
makes it easy to compare results for different system sizes (i.e., results for fixed r converge
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Figure 4.11: Dimer-dimer correlation function difference Dxx(r) for RVB systems in the
W = (0, 0) sector with different fugacities Z2 of long (fourth-neighbor) bonds (with the
short-bond fugacity Z1 = 1). The decay exponents grows with the long-bond fugacity. The
values are given in Table 4.1.
to a non-zero number with increasing size, even if the monomers are deconfined). It is
known [119, 120] that this function for the short-bond CDM decays as M(r) ∝ 1/rβ with
β = 1/2. This slow decay reflects monomer deconfinement, i.e., the function 〈m(ri)m(rj)〉
without the normalization in (4.6) decays to zero for fixed rij when K →∞. We use exactly
the same definition of M(r) for the RVB, applying the procedures discussed in Sec. 2.1 to
sample monomer configurations (while in the CDM the loop algorithm for the bond sampling
without monomers gives the monomer distribution function as a by-product [65,66]). Note
that the winding number is not well defined in the presence of monomers, since they are
associated with “broken loops” in the transition graph in Fig. 4.2.
The exponent β = 1/2 for the CDM has been confirmed previously in Monte Carlo
simulations on large lattices. [66] Figure 4.10 shows our results for the RVB, using a system
of size L = 512 (for which the results for moderate separation of the monomer are suffi-
ciently converged to extract the decay exponent). We find that the exponent β ≈ 0.83 is
significantly larger than in the CDM. The monomers are, thus, more strongly correlated to
each other than in the CDM, but still deconfined. Note that in a long-range ordered VBS
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Figure 4.12: Monomer distribution function M(r) for RVB states with a small fraction
of fourth-neighbor bonds on a lattice of size L = 256. The straight lines are fits giving
deconfinement exponents which decrease with increasing long-bond fugacity. The exponents
are listed in Table 4.1.
one would expect the monomers to be confined.
4.2.7 Including longer bonds
As the next step after investigating the extreme short-bond RVB, it is natural to think
about the role of the longer bond in spin liquids and the classical dimer model. In the
case of the CDM, introducing bonds between next-nearest neighbors on the square lattice
leads to exponentially decaying dimer correlations and monomer confinement, [66] as on
a triangular lattice with only nearest-neighbor bonds. [121] However, with only bipartite
bonds, the behavior is qualitatively similar to the short-bond model (as long as the fugacity
for longer bonds decays sufficiently rapidly with the length of the bonds). [66] The dimer
correlations decay as 1/rα with α = 2 not changing as longer bonds are introduced, but the
monomer exponent α decreases from 1/2.
In the RVB, Marshall’s sign rule cannot be applied if non-bipartite (frustrated) bonds
are introduced. Due to the non-orthogonality of the basis, there is, regardless of how signs
beyond some simple Marshall rule are introduced, a sign problem in the Monte Carlo bonds
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Table 4.1: Dimer-dimer and monomer exponents obtained for the CDM and RVB systems
at different fugacities Z2 for the next-shortest bonds (of length
√
5).
Model Z2 α β
CDM 0 1.98(1) 0.4996(5)
CDM e−4 2.17(2) 0.447(2)
CDM e−3 2.44(8) 0.392(1)
CDM e−2 2.7(2) 0.302(1)
RVB 0 1.191(6) 0.830(9)
RVB e−4 1.255(5) 0.775(5)
RVB e−3 1.377(10) 0.707(5)
RVB e−2 1.676(12) 0.563(6)
sampling (due to non-positive definiteness of the state overlaps). We here study the effects of
bipartite valence bonds connecting fourth-nearest neighbors, i.e., of “shape” (x, y) = (2, 1)
and all symmetry-related shapes, as was done previously for the CDM. [66] We use small
fugacities Z2 = e
−2, Z2 = e−3 and Z2 = e−4 for the longer dimers and Z1 = 1 for the short
bond connecting nearest neighbors. In the RVB, since we work with the amplitude product
states [Eq. (2.4)], we just use the “fugacities” as another notation for the RVB amplitudes;
h(r = 1) = Z1 = 1, h(r =
√
5) = Z2.
Spin correlations have been previously studied in the presence of long bonds, including
exponential and power-law decays of the length-dependent fugacities. [53,134] Here we again
focus on the dimer-dimer correlations and monomer distribution function.
The exponent of the dimer-dimer correlations changes with the fugacity of long bonds,
as shown in Fig. 4.11 and Table 4.1. The change can be seen even more obviously in higher
winding number sectors (not shown in the figure). Note also that the spin correlations
increase when longer bond are introduced. [53,134] Fig. 4.12 shows the monomer distribution
M(r) as defined in Eq. (4.6). Similar to the CDM, [66] the confinement exponent changes
with fugacity of long bonds. The higher the fugacity of long bonds, the lower is the monomer
deconfinement exponent.
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4.3 Height model interpretation
All of the numerical results found in these simulations can be compared with results ob-
tained in the framework of the “height model” introduced in Sec. 4.1.2 and elaborated
in appendix B. According to that description, each of the following can be written as a
function of a single parameter, the height stiffness K:
(1) The sector probabilities P (Wx,Wy) presented in Fig. 4.3.
(2) The exponent α of critical dimer correlations, inferred from the L-dependence of the
structure factor at Q = (pi, 0) [the peak-value at winding number W = (0, 0) as
shown in Fig. 4.7], and also from the L dependence of these same correlations at
r = (L/2, L/2) in real space, as plotted in Fig. 4.5.
(3) The decay exponent β of the monomer distribution function M(r) as presented in
Fig. 4.10.
(4) The coefficient of the “pinch-point” singularity in the structure factor S(q) as shown
in Fig. 4.6.
We can use these relations to reduce the different results to independent estimates of the
stiffness, which we call KP , Kα, Kβ, and KS , from these respective measurements. The
agreement (to be demonstrated below) of these is powerful evidence that a height-like field
theory underlies the RVB state. That is well-known to be true for the CDM state, but
the extension to the RVB is non-trivial, due to the configuration space here consisting of
two bond configurations weighted by their transition-graph loops, as discussed in Sec. 2.1.
Indeed, we have not derived the height-model representation explicitly for the RVB. We
will make some comments on the feasibility of actually deriving the effective model below.
4.3.1 Four ways to extract stiffness
We now run through the ways in which we get four independent measurements of the height
stiffness K. CDM results are presented in parallel to the RVB results, firstly to check the
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Table 4.2: Stiffness parameter KP in the infinite CDM and RVB systems inferred from the
winding-number sector probabilities (from data in Fig. 4.3) according to Eq. (4.7).
CDM RVB
(Wx,Wy) P (Wx,Wy) KP P (Wx,Wy) KP
(0,0) 0.49625(4) — 0.764(5) —
(1,0) 0.10321(3) 0.19628(3) 0.057(2) 0.325(5)
(1,1) 0.02146(1) 0.19629(3) 0.0043(5) 0.324(7)
(2,0) 0.000925(2) 0.19642(8) — —
systematic errors in our fitting procedures against exactly known results, and secondly to
emphasize the similar behaviors.
4.3.1.1 Sector probabilities
Table 4.2 gathers together the numerical sector probabilities from the data sets in Fig. 4.3.
As seen in the figure, the smaller sizes show noticeable finite-L corrections, which are
expected to be O(1/L2) due to the quartic correction (B.19) to the free energy density.
The larger sizes show larger statistical errors particularly for the RVB case, as explained in
Sec. 4.2.1.1. In order to partially account for finite-L corrections of leading order and higher,
which we need to extract the probabilities at L → ∞ with relatively smaller statistical
fluctuations by using a large set of lattice sizes, we use suitable polynomial fitting functions
(some times without linear term) to extrapolate values in the thermodynamic limit.
According to Eq. (B.15), we expect P (Wx,Wy) ∝ exp[−8K(W 2x + W 2y )], and thus, we
define
KP ≡ − ln[P (Wx,Wy)/P (0, 0)]
8(W 2x +W
2
y )
. (4.7)
This expression clearly gives consistent results for every pair (Wx,Wy), for either model as
shown in Table 4.2. The KP values in this table are calculated directly from the corre-
sponding sector probabilities presented next to them. The KP values included in Table 4.3
are taken from the W = (0, 1) sector, as that has the smallest error bars (and also should be
the best in terms of originating from a weak “tilt” field). As indicated by Fig. 4.13, the KP
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Figure 4.13: KP value calculated in the W = (0, 1) sector according to Eq. (4.7) for systems
with fugacity Z2 = e
−2 for long bonds and different lattice sizes. RVB and CDM results
are shown in the upper and lower panel, respectively, as a function of the inverse system
size 1/L. The curves are second-order polynomial fits, not including the linear term.
value does not depend much on system size L for L larger than ≈ 50. Therefore, in order
to obtain smaller statistical errors, we presented KP in Table 4.3 with the same method
described above for extrapolating winding sector probabilities in the thermodynamic limit.
As an example, polynomial fitting functions are shown in Fig. 4.13.
4.3.1.2 Critical dimer correlations
We have [Eq. (B.8) in Appendix B.4] that α = pi/8K; hence we define
Kα ≡ pi
8α
. (4.8)
The values of α summarized in Table 4.1 could in principle all be obtained by fitting the
size dependence of the peak-value S(Q) of the dimer structure factor, i.e., according to the
peak-height analysis illustrated in Fig. 4.7 in the case of the RVBs. However, this approach
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Table 4.3: Stiffness estimates obtained from the four kinds of measurements discussed in
the text; Z2 is the fugacity for dimers of length
√
5.
Model Z2 KP Kα Kβ KS
CDM 0 0.19628(4) 0.198(1) 0.1962(2) 0.1959(7)
CDM e−4 0.17547(4) 0.182(2) 0.1755(8) 0.1794(3)
CDM e−3 0.15065(6) 0.161(5) 0.1539(4) 0.1582(4)
CDM e−2 0.11638(3) 0.14(1) 0.1186(4) 0.1234(1)
RVB 0 0.323(5) 0.330(2) 0.326(4) 0.3242(4)
RVB e−4 0.3067(8) 0.313(1) 0.304(2) 0.3081(2)
RVB e−3 0.2774(5) 0.285(2) 0.278(2) 0.277(1)
RVB e−2 0.2258(1) 0.234(2) 0.221(2) 0.22619(2)
requires a very significant computational effort for large lattices. We therefore use an easier
but still reasonably accurate way to extract α, by fitting the real-space long-distance dimer
correlator D∗xx(L/2, L/2) as in Fig. 4.11 by a power-law [as expected according to Eq. (B.7)].
For non-zero Z2 cases in the CDM, this approach does not work well, however, because
α increases with the fugacity, becoming larger than 2, and therefore the critical term is
overshadowed by the stronger dipolar term (which always decays as 1/r2; see Sec. B.4) and
is hard to detect. In contrast, in the RVB α < 2 always and the critical term is dominant.
A better way to find α in the CDM is to extract values by a fit of |D∗xx(x, x)| (along the
diagonal axis) for a range of distances x on a large lattice, since the dipolar term vanishes
on this axis. The corresponding Kα values are listed in Table 4.3.
4.3.1.3 Monomer pair distribution correlations
We have [Eq. (B.11) in Appendix B.5] that β = 8K/pi; hence we define
Kβ ≡ piβ
8
. (4.9)
This quantity extracted from the exponents listed in Table 4.1, where the values originate
from fits to the r-dependence of the monomer distribution function (Fig. 4.12 in the case
of the RVBs), is listed in Table 4.3.
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4.3.1.4 Coefficient of the pinch-point in S(q)
At Q = (pi, pi), there is a pinch-point singularity of the dimer structure factor for x-oriented
dimers, S(q), meaning that there is no divergence, but the limiting value at Q depends on
the direction of the ray along which it is approached. The coefficient of this k2y/(k
2
x + k
2
y)
singularity is 1/K according to Eq. (B.5), so we can do a simple fit and call the result KS .
Of course, the actual dependence on q = Q + k must have additions of higher order in
k, since S(q) is periodic in the Brillouin zone. Therefore, only a small domain around Q
should be used in the fit, but it may be advantageous to use more than the wave-vectors
immediately adjacent to Q, as one can then extrapolate to Q and eliminate most of the
unwanted additions. Of the four methods, this one is closest to direct measurement of the
height Fourier spectrum 〈|h˜(k)|2〉, which was the best method to extract stiffness constants
from simulations of height models [136,138] or random-tiling quasicrystals [139,140].
In the RVB case, some additional steps are necessary, because we do not construct a
height function and do not really even have a dimer configuration (recall that the contribu-
tions to the wave function from different dimer configurations are non-orthogonal and the
simulations sample pairs of dimer configurations). We only have the correlations Dxx of an
operator that has some projection onto a dimer-like variable as well as other contributions.
This has two consequences for S(q). The first is that the “other contributions” contribute
a constant background on top of the pinch-point singularity, which does not vanish even
along the line ky = 0. That can in principle be remedied by fitting and subtracting off the
constant addition, but unless the lattice is very large such a procedure will not be perfect.
In our fits carried out here, we simply use the value of the point that is next to the pinch
point along line ky = 0 as our constant addition.
The second consequence of the lack of a formal height model is that the measured S(q) is
a multiple of the assumed dimer structure factor by an unknown coefficient c2S . Fortunately,
we can calibrate c2S using the sectors with nonzero winding numbers, since the δ-function
peak at Q in those cases (after subtracting the constant background) is proportional to c2S
times (W 2x + W
2
y ) times known constants, allowing us to infer c
2
S ≈ 0.56. From this value
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we can extract a normalized S(q) and, finally, find the pinch-point coefficient we call 1/KS .
This estimate of KS was computed for several system sizes and then extrapolated to L =∞
by fitting functions f(L) = a0 + a1/L
2 + a2/L
3 for the RVB and f(L) = a0 + a1/L
2 for
the CDM (i.e., with both forms not including the linear term). The results are given in
Table 4.3.
4.3.2 Summary of the stiffness estimates
Table 4.3 collects all four estimates of K, with their statistical errors (one standard devi-
ation). The fugacity Z2 for long dimers specifies a family of RVB models and one of CDM
models, with different exponents. Note that K according to our convention is pi/8 times K
as used previously in Ref. [66].
The respective estimates for the stiffness constant for a given case typically agree to
within a few error bars. In some cases the deviations are larger than expected purely based
on statistics. This is not unexpected, since the correlation functions we have analyzed are
also affected by corrections to the leading forms we have used. Note that KS for the CDM
with long dimers are systematically too large (the only really significant disagreement);
and KS for the RVB with long dimers appears to be slightly too large as well. Here the
background contributions which may not be perfectly subtracted off in our procedure, may
be to blame.
The results for the CDM can be compared with the exact valueKCDM ≡ pi/16 ≈ 0.19635,
with which all K estimates in Table 4.3 agree to within 2 error bars or less. As another test,
we calculated KP for the CDM with long bonds only (i.e., fugacities Z2 = 1 and Z1 = 0).
The resulting value implies an exponent for the monomer correlations of β = 0.11092(6),
which agrees (within 1.5 error bars) with a previous obtained using a different analysis of
the monomer distribution function (and where it was conjectures that β = 1/9). [66]
The good agreement between four different stiffness estimates provides strong evidence
of an underlying height model description of the RVBs. The plausibility of the height-model
approach for the RVB is partially motivated by the fact that the RVB and CDM coincide
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for SU(N) spins when N → ∞. [101] One can then think of corrections to the continuum
version of the height model for the CDM in terms of an 1/N expansion (which we have not
carried out). The results discussed here show that the 1/N corrections all the way down to
N = 2 only correspond to a renormalization of the stiffness constant.
4.4 Order-parameter distribution
A columnar long-range ordered VBS on the square lattice breaks the translational and
rotational lattice symmetries. As we have seen in the previous sections, the RVB is a crit-
ical VBS with a rather slowly decaying dimer-dimer correlation function. This correlation
function, Eq. (4.1), measures the magnitude of the VBS order parameter. In this section
we look at another aspect of these critical VBS correlations, probing the individual order
parameters for columns forming with x and y orientation of the modulated bonds, defined
as
Dx =
L∑
x=1
(−1)x
L∑
y=1
[S(x, y) · S(x+ 1, y)]conf ,
Dy =
L∑
y=1
(−1)y
L∑
x=1
[S(x, y) · S(x, y + 1)]conf , (4.10)
where [...]conf indicates that these correlators are evaluated for an individual configuration
(i.e., in the RVB they are matrix elements between the sampled bra and ket states). The
expectation values of these order parameters vanish. In the CDM, the dimer-dimer corre-
lation functions that we investigated before correspond to their squares, i.e., the dominant
structure factor in reciprocal space (as seen in Fig. 4.6) is S(pi, 0) = 〈D2x〉/N , and the be-
havior of this quantity as a function of the system size is shown in Fig. 4.7. In the RVB,
as we have discussed in Sec. 4.2.4 and Fig. 4.7, the squared order parameter based on the
sampled values from Eq. (4.10) is not exactly the same as the actual four-spin correlation
function, but we have shown that the scaling properties are the same.
We here study the probability distribution P (Dx, Dy) generated in the Monte Carlo
sampling. Each generated configuration of the valence bonds corresponds to pair of values
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Figure 4.14: VBS order parameter distribution function P (Dx, Dy) in the space of point
pairs (Dx, Dy) generated in the Monte Carlo simulations of the RVB state (left) and CDM
(right) for systems of size L = 64. We are only concerned here with the shapes of these
distributions (a ring with depleted weight in the center for the RVB and a broad central
peak for the CDM) and have therefore not labeled the graphs with the range of (Dx, Dy)
or the actual values of the probability density.
(Dx, Dy) evaluated according to the loop estimator (2.12). We use these to accumulate
the histogram P (Dx, Dy). Such histograms were generated by Sutherland in his loop-gas
study, [62, 63] and he noted a circular symmetry of the distribution (instead of a 4-fold
symmetry that would have been naively expected due to the lattice symmetry). At that
time the results were affected by very large statistical uncertainties, however.
Dimer order-parameter histograms have recently become interesting in the context of
deconfined quantum critical (DQC) points [28,29,141] in models exhibiting quantum phase
transitions between the antiferromagnetic Ne´el state and a VBS state. [107, 108] A long-
range ordered columnar VBS corresponds to a distribution P (Dx, Dy) peaked at one of the
four points (±|D|,±|D|), with the magnitude |D| growing linearly with the system size
N = L2. In a finite system, in which the Z4 symmetry is not broken, one expects equal
weight in all these four peaks, as well as some weight between the peaks (which is related
to the tunneling probability between the four ordered VBS states). As a DQC point is
approached from the VBS side, one expects an emergent U(1) symmetry in the system.
[28,29] This is manifested in P (Dx, Dy) as a circular-symmetric distribution, [107,141] i.e.,
for a finite system size L, the discrete four-fold (Z4) symmetry naively expected for the VBS
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Figure 4.15: VBS order parameter distribution function P (Dx, Dy) for L = 48 systems in
the grand-canonical winding number ensemble (left) and with winding number W = (0, 1)
(right). Here the range of Dx, Dy values is the same in both cases, i.e., the distribution for
W = (0, 1) is much narrower.
evolves into a continuous U(1) symmetric distribution. For fixed couplings, the Z4 symmetry
develops as L exceeds a length-scale characterizing the spinon confinement (which diverges
at the DQC point).
While the RVB is a critical state, it does not correspond to a DQC point, because the
spin correlations decay exponentially. At a DQC point, both the spin and dimer correlations
are critical. [28,29] It is nevertheless interesting to study the symmetry of the critical VBS
order parameter in the RVB and to compare it with the corresponding distribution in the
CDM [where in S(x, y) · S(x + 1, y) is replaced by the dimer occupation number on the
bond]. Results for L = 64 systems in the winding number sector W = (0, 0) are shown in
Fig. 4.14. Completely circular-symmetric distributions are seen in both cases, with no signs
of Z4 anisotropy. The natural expectation for a critical state is that the weight is centered
around (Dx, Dy) = (0, 0), and this is in fact true for the CDM. Surprisingly, it is not true for
the RVB critical state: the distribution is instead ring shaped, with the dominant weight a
finite radius away from the center. This is the behavior seen in candidate models for DQC
points in the VBS state close to the phase transition into the Ne´el state. The ring-shaped
distribution in the RVB case is no contradiction to its being a critical state, because the
ring’s radius still grows slower with L than L2. The expectation value 〈D2〉/N is twice the
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structure factor S(pi, 0) and hence grows as L2−α, with α ≈ 1.20 determined in Sec. 4.2.4.
In the case of a fixed non-zero winding number, the VBS order parameter is modulated
by a plane wave, in the same way as its correlation function is, as discussed in Sec. 4.2.4.
Hence its spatial average tends to cancel, with the result that the distribution function now
has a central peak, as seen in Fig. 4.15 (right panel) for W = (0, 1). For large winding
numbers the distribution is marginally oval-shaped, reflecting the anisotropy induced by
large winding numbers (see Appendix B). In Fig. 4.15 the anisotropy is too small to observe
clearly. Interestingly, when all winding numbers are included in grand-canonical simulations,
the ring-shaped distribution seen for W = (0, 0) in Fig. 4.14 no longer obtains. Although
this sector completely dominates the grand-canonical ensemble (as seen in Fig. 4.3), the
narrow central peaks contributed by the non-zero winding number sectors completely fill in
the central portion inside the ring, resulting in a broad central peak, as shown in Fig. 4.15
(left panel).
4.5 Summary and discussion
We have compared long-wavelength properties of short-bond RVB spin-liquid states with
those of classical dimers, specifically those associated with correlations and topological
constraints of dimers. Taking properly into account the non-orthogonality of valence-bond
basis states, arising from the internal bond-singlet spin structure which is not present in
classical dimers, we have carried out numerically exact Monte Carlo simulations of the four-
point correlation function measuring the tendency to formation of a VBS state. In contrast
to the exponentially decaying two-point spin correlations, [53] these VBS correlations decay
as a power law. Such a power might have been anticipated based on the fact that the
classical dimer-dimer correlations decay as 1/r2 (although the overcompleteness of the RVB
could in principle have led also to more dramatic deviations from the CDM), but the exact
value of the exponent necessitates an exact treatment of the overcomplete basis, as we have
done here. The result is that the correlations decay slower than what might have been
anticipated, as 1/rα with α ≈ 1.20.
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The weighting of valence bond states is (qualitatively) different in that sampling the RVB
state involves the transition graph of two states, whereas in the CDM only a single state
is sampled (as different dimer configurations are by definition orthogonal). In particular,
the loops are small in the short-bond RVB, as they necessarily must be in order to give
exponentially decaying spin correlations (whereas in an antiferromagnetically ordered state
the typical loop size scales as the system size [64,134]). The operators that we measure are
also different in the two systems: the “dimer-dimer” correlations in the RVB actually refer
to two-spin operators, [Eq. (4.2)] in place of just bond occupation numbers in the CDM. We
have confirmed that the changed α exponent (and presumably other changed expectations)
in the RVB state originate solely from the different state weighting, not from the form of
the correlation-function estimator (2.15).
The RVB structure factor has a “pinch-point” at (pi, pi) in reciprocal space, in any wind-
ing number sector, like the well-known pinch-point in the CDM and other height models; it
further shows singularities related to the critical correlations near to (pi, 0) (but shifted by
nonzero winding number) which are logarithmic for CDM at zero winding number, and oth-
erwise are variable power laws. Finally, we found that introduced pairs of monomers, i.e.,
topological defects, are marginally (power-law) deconfined with a power law distribution of
their separations.
Remarkably, all of the above observations fit into the framework of the “height model”
with a stiffness constant K as worked out in Appendix B. Independent measurements of
the stiffness constant can be derived from (i) logarithms of the probabilities of sectors with
different winding numbers, (ii) the critical dimer correlation exponent, (iii) the monomer
pair separation exponent, and (iv) the pinch point of the structure factor S(q). All yielded
KRVB ≈ 1.6KCDM. Other behaviors, which do not yield measurements of K, are also
suggestive of this. Thus, our results vindicate at last the qualitative correctness of the
zero-overlap assumption adopted in the RK QDM, although quantitatively the RVB state
has a larger degree of VBS order (as expressed by that ratio of stiffnesses 1.6). It is as if the
RVB state were the ground state of the generalized RK state corresponding to some (still
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unknown) generalized classical dimer model.
We extended the model by introducing a small fraction of longer bonds (the next bipar-
tite bond, which connects fourth-nearest neighbors). We studied the evolution of the power
laws characterizing the dominant VBS correlations and monomer correlations as a function
of the fugacity of long bonds. As in the CDM case, [66], in the dimer-dimer correlations, a
(pi, pi) modulated “dipolar” term continues to have the 1/r2 behavior; on the other hand, a
(pi, 0) modulated “critical” term has an increasing exponent, while the monomer-monomer
distribution function has a decreasing exponent, both of which can be explained in terms
of a decreasing stiffness for the “height” fluctuations. The monomers remain deconfined for
all fugacities we studied.
We further studied the modifications to correlations due to finite topological winding
number, for both the RVB and classical dimers. The critical VBS correlations acquire a si-
nusoidal modulation, correlations become anisotropic, and the effective stiffness is increased,
as expected from height-model calculations;
We have also studied the joint probability distribution P (Dx, Dy) of the VBS order
parameters for columnar order with x and y oriented bonds. We found this distribution
to be U(1) symmetric, which in analogy with the proposed deconfined quantum-critical
point [28, 29] should correspond to the lattice-imposed Z4 symmetry of the VBS on the
square lattice to be dangerously irrelevant [when regarded as a perturbation to an U(1)
symmetric field theory] in these critical systems (both in the RVB and the CDM). In a model
that has one of these states as the ground state for some values of tunable parameters, e.g.,
the extended dimer models with “Cantor deconfinement” studied in Refs. [132] and [131],
one would then expect the U(1) symmetry to be emergent upon approach to the critical
point.
Although we have here studied the RVB state without reference to any specific Hamil-
tonian, some general conclusions can still be drawn based on our results. If a (local)
Hamiltonian’s ground state has algebraic correlations, then it must correspondingly have
gapless excitations. Thus, our results show that any Hamiltonian [44] with the RVB ground
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state is gapless in the singlet sector, even though it has a spin gap. Furthermore, the close
qualitative correspondence of the RVB static correlations to the RK model [43] suggests the
long-wavelength excitations are similar too; these are known [116] to be coherent bosons
with q2 dispersion. Some actual spin systems may be spin gapped but singlet gapless. This
has long been claimed for the spin-1/2 kagome antiferromagnet, [142,143] although the spin
gap is small enough that an extrapolated value of zero can not be ruled out. [144] From
this viewpoint, it is interesting to verify that the original short-range RVB state has such a
property.
In experiments, the 2D organic S = 1/2 spin-liquid candidate, EtMe3Sb[Pd(dmit)2]2
shows gapless spin and singlet sectors in zero magnetic field, [145] but in a magnetic field,
spin excitations become gapped while singlet excitations remain gapless and have high
mobility, as indicated by specific heat and thermal conductivity.
On the theory side, one might ask whether our result should have been expected. Soon
after the original proposal of the RVB wave function, field theorists argued that it corre-
sponded to a U(1) gauge theory, [101,126,128] and for a “height model” to be in its rough
phase, as we found, is equivalent to being asymptotically a U(1) gauge theory. But, the
numerical value of the stiffness constant K has not been measured previously (before our
original estimate in Ref. [124]); to our knowledge, it was not even suggested whether K
should be larger or smaller than KCDM of the quantum dimer model. If for no other rea-
son, one must check the value of K since, were it much larger, one would find long-range
order in the dimer correlations (a spin-Peierls phase).
It would clearly be interesting to try to derive the height model (or the continuum version
of it) starting from an 1/N expansion of the classical dimer model, which corresponds to
the RVB for SU(N) spins in the limit N → ∞. Further, the recent construction [44] of a
model Hamiltonian which has exactly the RVB state studied here as its ground state also
offers hope that one could actually, with extensions of that Hamiltonian, study a quantum
phase transition in which the static properties of the critical point should be exactly those
that we have investigated here in the RVB.
Chapter 5
Amplitude Product States in 1D Chains
5.1 Introduction
The valence-bond (VB) basis [31, 53, 63, 146–148] is ideally suited for describing many dif-
ferent types of ground states and low-energy excitations of quantum spin models [2,67–69,
74,78,114,115,134,149,150]. In the case of S = 1/2 spins in the singlet sector, a basis state
corresponds to a tiling of the lattice into bonds connecting pairs of sites forming singlets,
such that each spin belongs to one bond. This basis is overcomplete if bonds of all lengths
are included. To describe the ground state of a Hamiltonian with bipartite interactions,
only bonds connecting sites on different sublattices have to be included—this restricted VB
basis exactly reproduces Marshall’s sign rule [61] for the ground state of such a system.
Thus, in this basis the wave function is positive definite and can be sampled using Monte
Carlo (MC) techniques, as discussed in Sec.2.1.
In this introductory section we review the definition and properties of the well-studied
Liang-Doucot-Anderson amplitude-product states [53] and their spin and dimer correlation
functions (first introduced in Sec.2.1.3). We would like to refer readers who are interested
in the Monte Carlo sampling method to Sec. 2.1.
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5.1.1 Amplitude-product states
The most commonly used variational states in this context are the AP states introduced by
Liang, Doucot, and Anderson [53]. Here one associates a bond connecting two sites (a, b)
with an amplitude h(a, b), which in the case of a translationally-invariant system is only
a function of the lattice vector rab separating the two sites; h(a, b) = h(rab). The wave
function coefficient for a VB configuration V is then
ψ(V ) =
∏
r
h(r)nr , (5.1)
where nr is the number of bonds of “shape” r in the configuration.
The amplitudes h(r) can be used as variational parameters. In the original work with
the AP states to describe the ground state of the two-dimensional (2D) Heisenberg model
[53], only the amplitudes for a small number of short bonds were optimized, and different
functional forms (exponentially or power-law decaying with the distance r) were tested. In
later work all the amplitudes (on finite lattices) were optimized, leading to relative energy
errors (deviations from results from unbiased quantum Monte Carlo, QMC, calculations) of
less than 0.1% [64,151]. In the optimal state the amplitudes decay asymptotically as 1/r3,
which is also the result of a mean-field VB approach [134].
In some cases, if one is just interested in the properties of some class of states without
reference to a specific Hamiltonian, the optimization step is not needed. This approach
has been taken in recent studies of the prototypical resonating VB (RVB) spin-liquid state
consisting of the superposition of all configurations of the shortest (nearest-neighbor) bonds
on the square lattice [40, 45, 46], and also in the presence of some fraction of the second
bipartite bond (fourth-neighbor) [45] (which is covered in Chapter 4). These wave functions,
for which the parent Hamiltonian was recently identified (in the case of nearest-neighbor
bonds only) [44], has exponentially decaying spin correlations but power-law decaying VBS
correlations. A phase transition from the Ne´el state into this kind of spin liquid can be
achieved by using amplitudes of the form h(r) ∝ 1/rκ and tuning the exponent κ to a
critical value [134,152].
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In this chapter, we closely examine the Ne´el–VBS transition within the standard AP
states in one dimension, with amplitudes h(r) of the form 1/rα. This transition, which
occurs at a critical value of α (which is not universal but depends on the detailed form
of the amplitudes for small r) was previously studied by Beach [134], but only the spin
correlations were computed. Here we extract also the VBS correlations and confirm that
there is a single critical point versus α. The exponents are continuously varying, depending
on the short-bond amplitudes.
5.1.2 Spin and dimer correlations
In order to characterize the different phases realized by the AP states, we evaluate order
parameters for detecting antiferromagnetic (AFM) order and VBS order. AFM order can
be characterized using the standard two-spin correlation function,
C(rij) = 〈Sri · Srj 〉(−1)(xij+yij), (5.2)
where we use rij to denote the vector separating the lattice sites i and j and the phase
factor cancels the signs of the staggered spin correlations obtaining in the systems we
study. Alternatively, one can study the full sublattice magnetization averaged over the
whole system;
ms =
1
N
∑
i
φiSi, (5.3)
where φi = +1 on sublattice A and φi = −1 on sublattice B. Since the singlet AP states
manifestly cannot break the spin-rotation symmetry, order must be detected in the squared
order parameter 〈m2s〉, which in the limit of large system size will be identical to the long-
distance spin correlation (5.2).
To accurately locate an antiferromagnetic phase transition, the Binder cumulant is very
useful. It is defined according to [153]
U =
5
2
(
1− 3
5
〈m4s〉
〈m2s〉2
)
, (5.4)
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where the factors are chosen for the 3-component AFM order parameter such that U(N →
∞) = 0 in the disordered phase (where the order-parameter distribution is a Gaussian with
zero average) and U(N → ∞) = 1 in the ordered phase (where the radial distribution is
peaked at non-zero ms). Typically crossing points of U graphed versus a control parameter
for different system sizes approach the critical point vary rapidly as a function of increasing
system size.
To characterize VBS order we use the dimer correlation function, defined as
Dxx(rij) = 〈Bx(ri)Bx(rj)〉, (5.5)
in terms of the bond operators
Bx(ri) = Sri · Sri+xˆ, (5.6)
directed along the unit vector xˆ. In some cases we will characterize VBS order by the long-
distance behavior of Eq. (5.5). The states we will be studying have a 2-site VBS unit cell,
forming a staggered weak-strong-weak-strong pattern in one dimension. We can extract the
dominant component of the correlations, corresponding to the squared order parameter, by
taking the appropriate difference of Eq. (5.5) evaluated at nearby distances. We here use a
symmetric version of this difference;
D∗xx(r) = Dxx(r)−
1
2
[
Dxx(r− xˆ) +Dxx(r + xˆ)
]
. (5.7)
The above two- and four-spin correlations are related to the transition-graph loops
generated in the VB MC sampling process. For instance, the estimator for the two-spin
correlation is given by [53,63]
〈Vα|Sri · Srj |Vβ〉
〈Vα|Vβ〉 =
 ±34 , [i, j],0, [i][j], (5.8)
where [i, j] and [i][j] denote sites i and j belonging to the same loop and different loops,
respectively, and the sign in the case [i, j] is + and − for spins on the same and different
sublattices, respectively. From Eq. (5.8) one can also obtain a very simple expression for
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the estimator for the squared staggered magnetization,
〈Vα|m2s|Vβ〉
〈Vα|Vβ〉 =
3
4
lαβ∑
`=1
L2` , (5.9)
where L` is the size (the number of sites) of loop `.
Both the dimer correlation function and the fourth power of the staggered magnetization
involve four-spin correlations. Detailed descriptions on how to calculate these based on the
transition graph of two VB configurations can be found in Appendix A. Here we only write
down the expression for the fourth power of the staggered magnetization, needed for the
Binder cumulant Eq. (5.4),
〈Vα|m4s|Vβ〉
〈Vα|Vβ〉 =
∑
`
L2` +
15
16
(∑
`
L2`
)2
− 5
8
∑
`
L4` (5.10)
which is also solely determined by the sizes of all loops formed in the transition graph.
We note that the Binder cumulant of the VBS order parameter is much more difficult to
evaluate, since its definition in analogy with (5.4) requires eight-spin correlations. While
these also in principle can be evaluated in terms of the transition-graph loops [31], the
expressions are quite complicated to implement in practice and we have not done so.
5.1.3 Outline of the chapter
In Sec. 5.2 we study the Ne´el–VBS transition in 1D AP states and their continuously varying
critical exponents. In Sec. 5.3, we discuss the measurement of the entanglement entropy of
AP states. We conclude in Sec. 5.4 with a summary and discussion of future prospects.
5.2 Phase Diagram in 1D
In one dimension, the standard AP states given in Eq. (5.1) are able to reproduce a Ne´el-
VBS transition without correlation factors. We will study this 1D transition carefully in
this section, using the very efficient loop update of the VB configurations.
It is natural to study the evolution of the state as a function of some parameter governing
the long-distance behavior of the amplitudes, e.g., using the power law h(r) = 1/rκ with
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Figure 5.1: The upper panel shows the crossing behavior of the Binder cumulant U(κ)
defined in Eq. (5.4) for several different chain lengths L when λ = 1. The approach to 1
for small κ and 0 for large κ corresponds to the presence and absence of Ne´el order, respec-
tively. The crossing point approaches the critical value of κ. The lower panel demonstrates
extrapolations to the thermodynamic limit of the critical κc by fitting crossing points of
(L, 2L) pairs to the power-law correction (5.12).
tunable κ or an exponential form. Here we will use the power-law. However, it is already
known that the nature of the state is not just determined by the asymptotic behavior of h(r),
but also depends on details of the short-bond weights [134]. In addition to the exponent
κ we here tune the shortest-bond amplitude h(r = 1) = λ. The wave function is, thus,
explicitly given by
ψ(V ) = λn1(V )
∏
r>1
(
1
rκ
)nr(V )
, (5.11)
where nr(V ) again refers to the number of bonds of length r in the bond configuration V .
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It is clear that for λ > 0 and large κ this AP state is a VBS, since in the limit κ→∞
only two configurations contribute; those with r = 1 bonds on alternating links. For
small κ there is instead Ne´el order but no VBS order [134]. Note that long-range order
corresponding to broken SU(2) symmetry is possible in this kind of 1D system, since viewed
as a classical statistical-mechanics problem there are long-range interactions (since the bonds
have unbounded length), and the Mermin-Wagner theorem [95] prohibiting 1D Ne´el order
does not apply. Note also again that the AP wave function is a singlet and, thus, the
SU(2) symmetry is not actually broken (as in any calculation targeting the singlet ground
state). The magnitude of the Ne´el order measured by 〈m2s〉, Eq. (5.3), or the long-distance
correlation function Eq. (5.2) can still evolve toward a non-zero value as the system size
grows, tending to the square of the symmetry-broken value of ms in the corresponding
thermodynamic-limit state with no constraint on the total spin.
Beach has previously studied Ne´el ordering in this class of wave functions (with a some-
what different parametrization of the short-bond amplitudes) [134]. He found a continuous
transition between the Ne´el state and the non-magnetic state. Here we also investigate
the VBS correlations and find a single transition point where both the spin and dimer
correlations are critical. We study the evolution of the transition in the plane (κ, λ).
For fixed λ, in order to find the critical value of κc of the AP state we study the Ne´el
Binder cumulant Eq. (5.4). The behavior of curves for different system sizes L crossing
each other as a function of κ is illustrated in the upper panel of Fig. 5.1. The crossing
points do not fall exactly on a single point due to subleading size corrections. We observe
a systematic smooth drift of the crossing points as the system size is increased. In order to
eliminate this size effect and determine the critical point from data such as those in Fig. 5.1,
we extract κ-values corresponding to crossing points of (L, 2L) size pairs, and plot these
points against 1/L, as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 5.1. We then extrapolate these
values to L → ∞ and obtain κc. The fitting function we use here for extrapolation is the
standard power-law [153];
fc(L, 2L) = κc +
a
Lb
. (5.12)
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Figure 5.2: Phase diagram of 1D AP states with tuning parameters κ and λ, as defined in
Eq. (5.11). The circles are calculated transition points and the curve is a guide to the eye
representing approximately the boundary between the long-range ordered Ne´el (below) and
VBS (above) phases. The inset exemplifies long-distance spin correlation functions inside
the phases and at the critical point when λ = 1; the black squares correspond to κ = 1.6
(inside VBS phase) and the green triangles are for κ = 1.4 (in the Ne´el phase). The red
circles show the behavior at the critical point.
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Figure 5.3: Staggered spin-spin (upper panel) and dimer-dimer (lower panel) correlations of
1D AP states at the largest distance, graphed versus the chain length at κ = κc for different
short-bond amplitudes λ. All lines are fits to the form aL−b.
The extrapolated κc values versus λ are plotted in Fig. 5.2; the phase diagram of 1D AP
states with the two tuning parameters λ and κ. The inset of this figure demonstrates the
qualitatively different behaviors of the spin correlation functions in the two phases and at
the critical point, using λ = 1 results as an example. At κ = 1.6 the correlations decay
faster than power-law, as is expected for a non-magnetic VBS ordered state. In contrast, at
κ = 1.4, the correlations for small L first decay somewhat but then converge to a non-zero
value for larger L (even increasing somewhat for large systems), demonstrating the presence
of long-range Ne´el order. At the critical value κc extracted using the Binder crossings as
explained above, the decay of the correlations are consistent with a critical, power-law form.
To determine whether the VBS correlations are also critical at the κc points extracted
from the Ne´el Binder cumulant, we further study both the spin and dimer correlations
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at these points. The results confirm the expectation of a common critical Ne´el and VBS
point. By studying chains as large as L = 4096, we can extract the exponents governing
the critical correlation functions with relatively small error bars (thanks to the powerful
VB MC loop update discussed in Sec. 2.1). The analysis of the power laws is presented in
Fig. 5.3. Note that in order to avoid boundary modifications of the power-law correlation
functions as a function of the distance r in systems of fixed L, we study the long-distance
correlations versus the system size, with r = L/2 for the spin correlations and the staggered
component of the dimer correlations extracted based on r = L/2 and L/2−1 data according
to Eq. (5.7) [where it should be noted that D(L/2−1) = D(L/2+1) for a periodic chain]. In
practice, this method is typically more convenient than studying the behavior as a function
of r for very large L, because the finite-size effects from the periodic boundaries (which
enhance the long-distance correlations [154]) are significant and one has to choose a longest
distance rmax  L when fitting data. The asymptotic behavior appears to be approached
faster in the long-distance correlations versus L, but the r dependence for large r gives very
similar results (up to a factor, due to the aforementioned boundary-enhanced long-distance
correlations when plotted versus L).
As λ increases, larger system sizes are needed to observe the asymptotic critical forms.
Especially for the largest λ studied, λ = 8, one can observe in Fig. 5.3 (upper panel) a
clear cross-over of the spin correlation function from a rapidly decaying short-distance form
to the asymptotic power-law form. The straight lines in Fig. 5.3 are fits to the simple
asymptotic form aL−b. We have also tried to include shorter chains in an analysis including
corrections, by fitting to the form aLb+cLd. This form is, however, not capable of describing
the small size effect in this model (in contrast to 2D critical spin liquid RVB states, where
this form works very well [45]). In any case, the large-L behaviors appear to be reasonably
well converged to the simple power law and the exponents extracted should be reliable. An
exception is λ = 0, for which the dimer correlations decay very rapidly and are too noisy to
allow the exponent β to be reliably determined (and we have therefore not graphed these
correlations in Fig. 5.3). It is even possible that the VBS state for λ = 0 is of a different
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Figure 5.4: The continuously varying spin (α) and dimer (β) decay exponents of the 1D
AP state (5.11) as a function of the short-bond amplitude λ. The exponents correspond to
the power-law decay of the correlation functions; C(r) ∼ r−α, D∗(r) ∼ r−β. The points are
calculated values and the curves are guides to the eye.
kind than for λ > 0. Further studies will be needed to settle this issue.
We plot the extracted critical exponents as a function of λ in Fig. 5.4. The exponents
vary continuously with λ, with the dimer exponent decreasing monotonically and the spin
exponent increasing. An interesting conclusion that can be drawn from these results is
that the critical state becomes increasingly “quasi VBS ordered” with increasing λ, with
the decay exponent of the dimer correlations perhaps vanishing as λ→∞, although this is
difficult to confirm definitely (because the simulations become increasingly difficult for large
λ). The behavior is in line with the expectation that a large lambda favors VBS ordering
because of the predominance of the very shortest bonds, i.e., when moving on the critical
line toward higher λ the density of short bonds increases, and this leads to a strengthening
of the VBS quasi-order. At the same time, the exponent of the spin correlations appear
to approach 1. However, Ne´el order still exists for large λ when reducing κ from the
critical value. In terms of the transition graph estimators of the correlation functions, VBS
correlations correspond to certain loop correlations [31], while Ne´el order is related to the
presence of long (∝ L) loops. While long-range Ne´el and VBS orders are mutually exclusive
in these states, the Ne´el state in the neighborhood of the critical curve for large λ approaches
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a coexistence situation. Here the magnitude of the Ne´el order parameter also becomes very
small, however, and the coexistence is therefore not robust. One notable aspect of the AP
states is that they are not able to reproduce the ground state of the critical Heisenberg
chain, where α = β = 1 [155].
5.3 Re´nyi Entanglement Entropy Calculations
The VB formulation of the ground state of a spin chain can be viewed as a 1D classical
statistical mechanics problem, but at the same time it should also correspond to a path-
integral formulation in 1 + 1 dimensions (with some underlying parent Hamiltonian). One
may then expect the system to be classifiable according to the standard 2D conformal
field theories by a central charge c. Varying critical exponents, as we have found here,
normally imply c ≥ 1, but the unknown parent Hamiltonians that may include long-range
interactions may invalidate this requirement, although it is not clear how the power-law
bond length translates into effective interactions in an underlying parent Hamiltonian (and
the interactions in it may in the end well be short-ranged).
In this section, in order to explore the possibilities of classifying AP states with central
charge c, we compute the bipartite entanglement entropy of the AP state to test its system
size scaling and consistency between c extracted from it [156–158] and from the correlation
functions. Such calculations can be carried out using the VB MC sampling scheme as
introduced in Sec. 2.3 and references [40, 159]. We here present our analysis methods and
results.
5.3.1 Fitting method
For a 1D periodic quantum spin chain with size L, let us divide the chain into subsystem A
with l sites and subsystem B with L− l sites. Recall from Sec. 1.5, the Re´nyi entanglement
entropy (REE) is defined as,
Sn(ρA) =
1
(1− n) ln[Tr(ρ
n
A)], (5.13)
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where ρA is the reduced density matrix of subsystem A and n is a positive index number.
When n = 1, it restores the von Neumann entropy. The scaling of REE carries a universal
constant c, the so-called “central charge”, as expressed in [51,156,157]
Sn(l) =
c
6
(1 +
1
n
)ln[
L
pi
sin(
pil
L
)] + dn, (5.14)
where dn is a nonuniversal constant. For the anisotropic spin-1/2 chain [160] and the
spin-1 Fateev-Zamolodchikov model [158], strong oscillations in the REE with order index
n > 1 require finite-size corrections to the scaling form [Eq. (5.14)]. In order to capture the
oscillation, a general form is expressed as [158]
Sn(l) =
c
6
(1 +
1
n
)ln[
L
pi
sin(
pil
L
)] + gncos(Kl)[sin(
pil
L
)]2X
con/n
+ an[sin(
pil
L
)]ν + bn[sin(
pil
L
)]−2(X
I−2) + dn,
(5.15)
where K gives the spacial period of the oscillation, Xcon is related to the scaling dimension of
the energy operator of the model, and XI is the dimension of the standard scaling operator.
Because we do not know the underlying Hamiltonian of 1D AP states with different critical
amplitudes, we combine the two terms of sin(pilL ) in Eq.(5.15) into one to reduce the fitting
complexity. The scaling of the second order REE therefore can be simplified as
S2(l) =
c
4
ln[
L
pi
sin(
pil
L
)] + a2cos(Kl)[sin(
pil
L
)]X
con
+ b2[sin(
pil
L
)]e2 + d2. (5.16)
We test the correctness of Eq. (5.16) on 1D Heisenberg model, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.5.
The REE S2 was calculated by the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) for
L = 128 Heisenberg chain (the DMRG data was kindly offered by Roger G. Melko). The
red solid line is the fit done through Eq.(5.16), which captures all details in the oscillation
and gives the expected central charge c = 1.00(1) accurately. From the observation of the
data, we have set the periodicity parameter K = pi, and downsized the number of fitting
parameters from seven to six.
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Figure 5.5: Second Re´nyi entanglement entropy calculated by using the DMRG method for
the 1D Heisenberg chain. The solid line is the fit by the scaling function in Eq. (5.15).
To avoid complicated and ill-converging operations in the least-square fits of these six
parameters, in practice, we employ a simple and effective fitting method for this study:
We randomly choose a point in a six-dimensional parameter space, with each coordinate
corresponding to one fitting parameter in Eq. (5.16). We repeatedly do this millions of
times and find out a point whose six coordinates give the smallest reduced χ2 among all
trials. Initializing these six parameters with good approximations, and assigning reasonable
ranges to draw the point help to reach the minimum χ2 efficiently. Since fitting errors might
be correlated, in order to calculate correct error bars of fitting parameters, we implement the
bootstrapping method [161]. We apply our fitting method repeatedly over the bootstrapped
data sets from MC bin data, then we calculate standard error bars over all bootstrapping
steps.
The oscillation separates the S2 measurement into two branches, on even and odd sites
respectively. These two branches scale similarly and each can be described by Eq. (5.14)
with different constant d. After extracting data points out of one branch, we could further
simply the fitting procedure by using the scheme introduced above with Eq. (5.14), which
only has two fitting parameters, i.e. c and d2. In addition, since there is no explicit size
dependence of S2 for moderately large systems (which agrees with the results from the
Heisenberg chain [159]), we can fit all data together with the fixed central charge c and
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Figure 5.6: Second Re´nyi entanglement entropy calculated by QMC for AP states. The
solid lines are fits done by the scaling function in Eq. (5.16). The oscillation increases with
increasing λc.
different nonuniversal constants d2. The fitting function can be written as
F (l) =
c
4
ln[
L
pi
sin(
pil
L
)] +
M∑
i=1
di2, (5.17)
where M is the number of different sizes. The fitting results will be discussed in the following
subsection.
5.3.2 Results
In this subsection, we present our results of the second REE of AP states. Because of the
periodic condition, the second half of the S2 is the mirror image of the first half. Therefore,
for system with length L, the S2 is calculated with the subsystem ranging from 1 to L/2
(the half range of the system) at each critical point (Kc, λc). A few examples are illustrated
in Fig. 5.6. In AP states, strong oscillations are observed when λc is large, in which a strong
VBS state is easily obtained close to the critical points.
By the fitting method we described above, we have successfully captured these oscil-
lations by Eq.(5.16), as shown in Fig. 5.6. These oscillations have also been observed in
1D spin chains with open boundary condition [159, 162], some cases with PBC in higher
order REE [158, 160], and in 2D RVB spin liquids [40]. In our case, when the short-bond
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Figure 5.7: Second Re´nyi entropy versus the chord length [Lx/pisin(pil/Lx)] when l is an
even number. Solid lines are fitting lines in the form of Eq.(5.14). In the top panel, all fits
are done together with the same central charge c = 1.04(1) and different d2 on different
sizes at λ = 1. In the lower panel, the fitting function works well for all λ, with different c
and d2 values. All c values are plotted in Fig. 5.8.
amplitude λ is small and the system inclines more to the AFM order, the oscillation can be
ignored. However, when λ is big and system is prone to VBS order, oscillations are strong.
Similar to the 2D RVB spin liquid study [40], where the dimer order parameter decays in
the form of a power-law, when λ is large in AP states, we have strong S2 oscillations with
the power-law decaying dimer order parameter as well. This oscillation might be caused by
the quasi-dimer-order in critical states (i.e., very slowly decaying power-law form), which
might be related to the dimension of energy operator as stated in Ref. [158].
We also plotted the upper branches of the S2 oscillation, together with fitting lines
produced by Eq.(5.17) in Fig. 5.7. The top panel of Fig. 5.7 shows that there is no explicit
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Figure 5.8: Central charge values versus the short-bond amplitude λ. The c values calculated
from single-branch fittings are represented by red circles, and c values calculated from
double-branch fittings are shown in green squares. Both values agree with each other within
error bars. We find c = 1 for λ > 0.2, and c > 1 for λ ≤ 0.2. When λ is near zero, c ≈ 3/2.
size-dependence of the slope of single branches of S2, therefore it is more efficient to fit all
data with one fixed c and varying constant parameters d2 at the same time. The fitting
results for several critical amplitudes for L = 100 chain are shown in the lower panel of the
Fig. 5.7.
By our fitting schemes described above for both the whole region (double branches)
and the single branch of REE, we can extract the central charge c independently from each
scheme. The c values are plotted in Fig. 5.8, with red-circle markers from the double-branch
fittings and green-square markers from single-branch fittings respectively. The two fitting
schemes give similar c values. We observe two main regions from this graph: 1. For λ ≤ 0.2,
c > 1; in particular, when λ ≈ 0, c ≈ 3/2, which remarkably has the same value as the AFM
model given by spin-1 Fateev-Zamolodchikov quantum chain [158] and 1D coupled dipolar
boson tubes [163], 2. For λ > 0.2, the c values stay around 1, which is the same value as the
Heisenberg S = 1/2 chain. For very large λ, it is not clear to us if c = 1 still holds true. In
the large λ region, the accuracy of the measurement is affected severely by the noisy data,
therefore the c value extracted is not very reliable there. Based on our results and by the
fact there are known (1+ 1) CFTs with c = 1 and c = 3/2, we conjecture that c = 3/2 for λ
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exactly 0, and c = 1 for λ > 0, i.e., there is a discontinuous jump in c. The rapid cross-over
seen in Fig. 5.8 is most likely caused by effects of finite size and limited precision of the
data. We also want to address the relation between c values and continuously varying critical
exponents in our studies. It was first expected that the continuously varying exponents only
exist at c = 1 [164]. Later on, Cardy pointed out in Ref. [165] that though c = 1 is the
most natural case for continuously varying critical exponents, it is also possible to have the
same continuously changing exponents under certain complicated situations when c > 1.
Based on our findings here, c = 1 still appears most likely for the 1D AP states, except at
a special point with c = 3/2. Clearly, it would be good to repeat these calculations with
larger systems in the future.
5.4 Summary and future work
In conclusion of this chapter, we have discussed 1D AP states and associated quantum
phase transitions. VBS states appear naturally within the standard 1D AP states, and
we have here characterized the continuous AFM-VBS transition in such a class of states
with amplitudes decaying as a power-law of the bond length. We have obtained a group of
continuously changing critical exponents by tuning two amplitudes, i.e., κ the exponent of
the power-law decaying form of amplitudes with r > 1, and λ, the amplitude at r = 1, at the
critical points of AFM-VBS phase transitions. We further use the central charge c measured
from Re´nyi entanglement entropy to classify the 1D critical AP states. We find two classes
of AP states: AP states with λ > 0.2 correspond to c = 1 class, which has the same c value
as the Heisenberg model; when λ ≤ 0.2, especially at special points when λ ≈ 0, AP states
fall into the c = 3/2 category, to which the AFM model in spin-1 Fateev-Zamolodchikov
quantum chain belong. However, this conjecture might not be relevant since the underlying
Hamiltonian might have the long-range interaction as we have the AFM order in 1D spin
system.
Nevertheless, for future applications, it will be interesting to use the 1D AP states as
initial states to search for ground states of the corresponding Hamiltonians (with the same
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c) and check the convergence via variational MC algorithms. In more versatile generaliza-
tions of AP states—the correlated amplitude product (CAP) states—interesting quantum
phase transitions from AFM state into non-magnetic VBS and spin liquid states have been
detected [166]. In order to find a good ansatz to study interesting 2D physics, it is worth
carrying out the classification of 2D CAP states via the calculation of the REE as well.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis is dedicated to studying the quantum criticality in low-dimensional quantum
spin systems, which is an important research area in strongly-correlated systems.
6.1 Summary of highlights
Inspired by the interesting deconfined quantum criticality (DQC) theory that predicts the
deconfinement of spinons at certain critical points, I developed a technique to quantitatively
define the S = 1/2 emergent excitation spinons at quantum phase transitions (QPTs) in
quantum spin models. Though the method only works with the valence-bond basis, I have
illustrated that the measured spinon size λ and confinement length Λ are inherited in the
spin-spin correlation functions as well. Therefore, these two lengths appear to be basis-
independent physical observables. My test results in 1D have demonstrated that, spinons
are not well-defined in the Ne´el states, marginally-defined at the critical point and well-
defined in the valence-bond solid state, which agree well with theoretical expectations. The
main purpose of this work is to test the spinon deconfinement in the 2D AFM—VBS phase
transition, which violates the transitional Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson theory. I have success-
fully demonstrated that spinons are deconfined in 1D spin systems. I have also observed that
spinons become confined in the dimerized 1D spin chain or ladder systems. In 2D system,
by simulating the J −Q3 model, which holds the AFM to VBS QPT with the spontaneous
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symmetry broken, clear features of deconfinement at zero temperature were not observed.
My results have indicated that, due to the weak interaction caused by the emergent U(1)
field at the critical point, spinons have an effective attractive potential binding them weakly
to each other. At the finite energy and temperature, a clearer observation of deconfinement
are expected.
Resonating-valence-bond spin liquids are another important research focus of this the-
sis. RVB spin liquids have been drawing much attention for decades because of their exotic
physical properties and their potential to explain the cuprate high-temperature supercon-
ductors with doping. As a pioneering work, I conducted a comprehensive study of RVB spin
liquids with both the nearest bonds and long bonds. Together with a parallel work done by
Albuquerque and Alet [46], RVB spin liquids are classified as quantum critical VBS states
after our studies. In addition, together with collaborators, I also found a plausibility that
the quantum RVB states could be mapped to classical dimer models. Our hypothesis was
later successfully proved by the Damle group using a direct microscopic mapping [167].
As a generalized form of valence-bond states, amplitude product states are VB states
with adjustable wave-function expansion coefficients. In this thesis work, I studied phase
transition in this class of states by tuning parameters and found a transition from AFM
order to VBS order. I also implemented the entanglement-entropy calculation for AP states,
and measured the central charge for several critical points and classified the universal groups
of these AP states for future use, e.g. constructing initial ground states for certain Hamil-
tonians in variational methods.
6.2 Future prospects
The J-Q model is a simple “toy model” with a lot of physics to explore. Though there is no
material directly related to this model, there might be in the future (e.g., in implementa-
tions of Hamiltonians with ultracold atoms in optical lattices). As a next step it will be very
interesting to study the hole-doped versions of the model in the context of high-Tc supercon-
ductivity.Besides that, J-Q3 model itself plays a significant role in fundamental theoretical
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studies. The J-Q model might provide insightful predictions of physical properties to real
magnetic materials, especially those that undergo unconventional phase transitions. And
also, it will be worth seeing some dynamic properties of spinons in deconfined QPT, which
might provide many new perspectives to the study of the theory. In addition, a Higgs boson
mode should be observed in the excitation spectrum of the J-Q model in the AFM state
close to the critical point [168], and this mode should be interacting with the emergent
gauge field from the VBS side and make another mass (gap) visible. Investigating these
phenomena are very interesting and can serve well to connect condensed matter physics to
high energy theories.
In addition, in the thesis I only carried out the entanglement-entropy calculations for 1D
spin states. It will be interesting to study entanglement-entropy in 2D correlated AP states
as well [166]. Combined with the conformal field theory and a variety of spin models, the
measurement of entanglement can be applied further to study the universal class and the
hidden order (i.e. topological order) of critical states, and even for detecting new properties
of ordered states (e.g, VBS states).
Appendices
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Appendix A
Four-spin correlators in the valence-bond
basis
In this appendix we work out the loop expression for four-spin correlators, analogous to the
well-known two-spin expression (2.12).
It is useful to consider the singlet projectors
Cij = −(Si · Sj − 14). (A.1)
When acting on a valence bond, this operator is diagonal with eigenvalue 1. Denoting a
singlet on sites a and b as (a, b), we have
Cab(a, b) = (a, b), (A.2)
whereas acting on a pair of different valence bonds leads to a simple reconfiguration of those
bonds, e.g.,
Cbc(a, b)(c, d) =
1
2(c, b)(a, d), (A.3)
Cbd(a, b)(c, d) =
1
2(a, c)(b, d), (A.4)
which can be shown easily by going back to the basis of ↑ and ↓ spins. Note the order of
the indices within the singlets in (A.3), which reflects consistently the chosen convention in
the valence-bond state definition (2.1) when the sites a, c are on sublattice A and b, d on
sublattice B. We will also have to consider operations on two spins belonging to the same
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Figure A.1: Action of a singlet projection operator in two different cases; (a) when the sites
b, c are on different sublattices and (b) when b, d belong to the same sublattice. The arrows
indicate the order of the spins in a singlet; (a, b) = (| ↑a↓b〉 − | ↓a↑b〉)/
√
2, and, in the case
of spins on different sublattices, conforms with the definition (2.1) of bipartite valence bond
states.
a b c d
=
a b c d
-
a b c d
Figure A.2: Illustration of the equivalence (A.5), due to overcompleteness, between a state
formed by two non-bipartite valence bonds and a superposition of two states involving only
bipartite bonds.
sublattice, as in (A.4). We have not specified a convention for the order of the spins in
singlets formed between two spins on the same sublattice, therefore, it is important to keep
track of the signs, which depends on the order in which the singlets are written.
Figure A.1 illustrates the two different types of singlet projector outcomes in Eq. (A.3)
and Eq. (A.4). In Fig. A.1(a), both the initial and the final bond pairs are bipartite whereas
in Fig. A.1(b) the bonds after the operator has acted are non-bipartite. The non-bipartite
bonds do not belong to the restricted basis of bipartite valence-bond basis in which we
normally work. However, when generating non-bipartite bonds such as this (which can
happen in the course of calculations), we can always rewrite them in terms of bipartite
bonds. One can easily verify the following equivalence between valence bond pairs;
(a, c)(b, d) = (a, b)(c, d)− (a, d)(c, b), (A.5)
which is illustrated in Fig. A.2. This relationship is particularly useful when sites a, c ∈ A
and b, d ∈ B, but it of course holds irrespective of sublattices.
As in (2.11), we can take advantage of the spin-rotational symmetry also when consid-
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ering a four-spin correlation function, writing the corresponding matrix element as
〈Vβ|(Sk · Sl)(Si · Sj)|Vα〉 = 3〈Vβ|SzkSzl (Si · Sj)|Vα〉. (A.6)
Note, however, that we cannot further reduce this expression to a correlation function
involving only z-spin components, because if γ 6= z,
〈Vβ|SzkSzl Szi Szj |Vα〉 6= 〈Vβ|SzkSzl Sγi Sγj |Vα〉. (A.7)
It is easy to see that the matrix element (A.6) is non-zero only if all four indices i, j, k, l
belong to the same loop, or if there are two indices in each of two loops. To carry out the
calculations for these cases, it is convenient to make use of the singlet projection operator
(A.1) and write the matrix element as
〈Vβ|SzkSzl (Si · Sj)|Vα〉 = (A.8)
1
4〈Vβ|SzkSzl |Vα〉 − 〈Vβ|SzkSzl Cij |Vα〉.
We only go through the calculation in detail for the case where all four indices belong to
the same loop, which is the most complicated situation.
The procedure is illustrated in Fig. A.3. Acting first with the singlet projector Cij ,
the loop is split into two separate loops if i, j are on different sublattices, as shown in
Figs. A.3(a) and A.3(b). If these sites are on the same sublattice, as in Fig. A.3(c), the loop
instead becomes “twisted” by two non-bipartite bonds. This loop can be re-cast in terms
of two different contributions containing only bipartite bonds, by using the valence-bond
equality illustrated in Fig. A.2. In each case, after Cij has acted, we can return to the
spin representation of the valence bonds and evaluate the average of the remaining operator
SzkS
z
l exactly as we did for the two-spin correlation function. Here the result depends on
whether k, l are in the same loop (giving a non-zero correlation) or different loops (giving
a zero average) after the loop-splitting with Cij has been enacted; these two different cases
are illustrated in Fig. A.3(a) and A.3(b) for the case i, j in different sublattices [while for
i, j on the same sublattice, Fig. A.3(c) only shows the case of k, l in different parts of the
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Figure A.3: Operations for evaluating the four-spin matrix element 〈Vβ|(Sk ·Sl)(Si ·Sj)|Vα〉
when all the sites i, j, k, l are in the same loop of the transition graph. The thin lines
connecting labeled sites refer to the operator components SzkS
z
l and Cij in (A.8). The solid
and dashed bonds belong to |Vα〉 and 〈Vβ|, respectively.
split loop]. In all cases, the matrix element ratio 〈Vβ|SzkSzl Cij |Vα〉/〈Vβ|Vα〉 is now easy
to compute using Fig. A.3 and keeping in mind that an increased number of loops after
a split by Cij increases the corresponding matrix element by a factor 2 according to the
loop expression (2.6) for the overlap. The four-spin correlation can then be extracted using
Eqs. (A.6) and (A.8).
In order to write the final result in a compact unified form for all the different cases,
it is useful to introduce the concept of subloops with respect to the operator Cij of a loop
containing sites i, j, or (i, j)-subloops. As seen in Fig. A.3, regardless of whether i, j are
on the same or different sublattices, the loop is split in the same way by Cij in all cases
where such split loops appear. This can be formalized by the following convention: The
splitting of a loop into (i, j)-subloops is accomplished using the bonds in the ket |Vα〉 (the
solid bonds in Fig. A.3, on which Cij acts), i.e., the two Vα-bonds on which i, j are located
are those that are reconfigured in such a way that the loop splits into two. The subloops
then always contain only bipartite bonds. This definition is illustrated in Fig. A.4. We also
introduce a symbol to distinguish between the cases of k, l in the same subloop or different
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i j i
j
Figure A.4: Subloops of a valence-bond loop with respect to two sites i, j. The “cuts”
splitting the loop into subloops are at the solid bonds connected to i and j (which belong
to the ket |Vα〉; the state on which Cij acts), irrespective of the two possible locations of
i, j within these bonds. When i, j are sites in the same bond in |Vα〉, there is only a single
subloop (the whole loop).
subloops;
δklij =
 0, for k, l in the same (i, j)-subloop,1, for k, l in different (i, j)-subloops. (A.9)
If i, j are on the same bond of |Vα〉, Cij does not change the loop and there is then only a
single subloop (the intact original loop) and δklij = 0 for all k, l.
The remaining cases of non-zero four-spin matrix elements involve two loops (with two
indices in each loop). These calculations are easier than the case of all indices in the same
loop, because there are no subloops to consider, and we just list the results. The full final
result for all non-zero four-spin matrix elements is given in the main text as Eq. (2.15).
Note that whereas the sign of the two-spin correlation (2.12) is always dictated by the
staggered phase factor, the sign of the four-spin correlation is different from the four-site
staggered phase φijφkl if all the indices are in the same loop and k, l belong to different
(i, j)-subloops.
The concept of subloops may seem unnecessarily complicated in the definition of δijkl in
(A.9), since this number (0 or 1) is essentially also determined by the order in which the
indices i, j, k, l appear when traversing a loop. If only one of the indices k, l appear between
i, j, then, in most cases, k, l are in different subloops and δijkl = 1. There are, however,
special cases where the definition based on the order of indices is ambiguous, e.g., when
they are all on the same valence bond in the ket |Vα〉. In that case, k, l are in the same
subloop and δijkl = 0, as also explained in Fig. A.4.
Appendix B
Calculations based on height
representation
Any complete covering of a bipartite planar lattice (such as the square lattice) by dimers
can be mapped into a configuration of “heights” representing a kind of interface model.
Often , the ensemble weighting corresponds to the “rough” phase of the interface. In this
case, many statistical properties may be derived from a simple (Gaussian) classical field
theory in terms of the coarse-grained height function, using the “Coulomb-gas” formalisms
introduced in the Kosterlitz-Thouless theory of the two-dimensional XY model [169, 170].
Bipartite dimer coverings are a subset of a larger class of “height” models treated by this
formalism, which also include random-tiling quasicrystals [139,140].
The CDM is known to be in this “rough” phase. In the case of the RVB wave function,
for which this property had not been known, it is shown in this paper that all statistical
behaviors are consistent with a rough height model. It should be emphasized that this is an
emergent behavior, since there is no exact way to map spin states to dimer coverings (the
dimers to spins mapping is not invertible). We might hypothesize the existence of some
hidden, nonlocal way to define winding numbers and perhaps height fields from the spins;
however, the nonzero overlap between configurations in different winding-number sectors
(see Fig. 4.3) shows that there can not be an exact mapping of that sort.
The starting point of the height treatment is that the probability of a (coarse-grained)
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height field {h¯(r)} is given by exp[−Ftot({h¯(r)})], where
Ftot =
∫
d2r
1
2
K|∇h¯(r)|2. (B.1)
We here study various consequences following from this.
B.1 Relation of height field and dimer operators
There are two closely related ways to define a height function, for a dimer model, as laid out
in Ref. [136]. The microscopic height h(r) is defined on dual vertices (centers of plaquettes);
we set
h(x+ 12 , y +
1
2) − h(x− 12 , y + 12)
= (−1)x+y[4ny(x, y)− 1], (B.2a)
h(x+ 12 , y +
1
2) − h(x+ 12 , y − 12)
= (−1)x+y[4nx(x, y)− 1]. (B.2b)
Thus h takes a step ±3 across a dimer, or ∓1 across an unoccupied bond, where the sign
alternates between even and odd vertices of the lattice. If one takes four steps around a
vertex, one crosses a dimer once and an unoccupied bond three times such that the net
difference is zero, ensuring a well-defined height field.
A second, locally averaged height function h¯(x, y) is defined on the original vertices,
being the mean of h on the four surrounding plaquettes. [Note the locally averaged h¯(x, y)
is not quite identical to the fully coarse-grained height function assumed in the field theory,
although we use the same notation h¯(r).] This h¯(x, y) is uniform in any one of the four
special domains in which the dimers are aligned on opposite sites of plaquettes; it shifts by
one unit on crossing a domain wall to the next domain. A change of ±4 in h¯ brings us back
to the same domain.
Thus, the dimer occupation can be written as a period-four function of the local height
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variable,
nx(r) =
1
2
[
cos
(2pih¯
4
)2
+ (−1)x cos (2pih¯
4
)]
, (B.3a)
ny(r) =
1
2
[
sin
(2pih¯
4
)2
+ (−1)y sin (2pih¯
4
)]
. (B.3b)
The configurations with a given winding number may be visualized as fluctuating domains
with smoothed domain walls. For winding number W = (Wx, 0), a net number of domain
walls 4Wx must be crossed as the system is traversed in the x direction. There is no
long-range dimer order, so the domain walls thereby enforced are delocalized; indeed, in
a snapshot of the configuration, they are lost in the dense array of random domain walls
which are part of the inherent fluctuations even in the W = (0, 0) sector.
B.2 Effects of long dimers
In the present simulations, sometimes dimers are permitted (both in CDM and RVB models)
between sites separated by a (2, 1) type vector with a fugacity Z2. This requires us to modify
the height construction. Say this dimer extends from (0,0) to (2,1). The height changes
across the lattice edges (0,0)–(1,0) and (1,1)–(2,1) as if there were ordinary dimers occupying
both edges (i.e. −1 times the height change if those edges were vacant.) As for the lattice
edge (1,0)–(1,1) bisected by the long dimer, the height change is +5 times the height change
the vacant edge would have had. Around the vertex (1,0) or (1,1), the net height changes
are 3 + 3− 5− 1 = 0, showing the modified construction is well defined.
It can be seen that long dimers allow larger differences in height between adjacent sites.
In the coarse-grained picture this means that height gradients are penalized less and thus
K is decreased. Indeed, it was observed in previous work [66] that in the CDM when only
long dimers are present, K is reduced by a factor of 2/9.
B.3 Dimer correlations: dipolar term
It seems as if (B.2) and (B.3) express contradictory relations between the height field and
the dimer configuration. The proper resolution is that the dimer field has two slowly varying
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parts that are modulated in different ways with respect to the lattice,
nx(x, y)− 14 ≈ (−1)x+y
dh¯
dy
(B.4a)
+
(−1)x
2
cos
(2pih¯
4
)
,
ny(x, y)− 14 ≈ (−1)x+y+1
dh¯
dy
(B.4b)
+
(−1)y
2
sin
(2pih¯
4
)
,
which is equivalent to Eq. (2.4) of Ref. [132]. It turns out that the nx–nx dimer occupation
correlation, as a function of displacement r = (x, y), breaks up into two slowly decaying
terms, Dxx(r) = D
dip
xx (r) +Dcritxx (r), which are due to the two kinds of terms in Eqs. (B.4).
Consider the first kind of term. Equation (B.1) implies, for the Fourier transform of the
height field, 〈|h˜(q)|2〉 ≈ 1/K|q|2 for small wavevectors q. Combining with the h¯ gradient
terms in (B.4), we find
S(Q + k) ≈ k
2
y
K|k|2 (B.5)
for the x-dimer structure factor near Q = (pi, pi). Taking the Fourier transform of (B.5)
gives the (two-dimensional) pseudo-dipolar correlations
Ddipxx (r) ≈ (−1)x+yConst
x2 − y2
2piK|r|4 . (B.6)
The radial dependence of this is 1/r2 in any direction, irrespective of the value of K.
B.4 Dimer correlations: Critical term
We now turn to the second kind of term in Eqs. (B.4), the terms periodic in h¯. By a
calculation standard in height-model literature [136, 138], they imply the Coulomb gas
(critical) term,
Dcritxx (r) ∝
(−1)x
|r|α , (B.7)
where
α =
(2pi/4)2
2piK
≡ pi
8K
. (B.8)
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It is a peculiarity of the CDM, with nearest-neighbor dimers and equally weighted config-
urations, that α = 2. Thus both terms have the same decay exponent and in fact they
cancel exactly on certain sites. Modifying the relative weighting of dimer configurations
normally changes α. If α < 1/4, the height configuration locks into a flat state (roughening
transition) which means that the dimers lock into a long-range ordered state. However, in
this study, α is reduced from the CDM value of 2 by a relatively modest amount.
The same kind of calculation implies that
Dcritxx (L/2, L/2) ∝
1
Lα
, (B.9)
with the same α as in (B.7), but a different prefactor. Note that (so long as the elasticity is
isotropic) the dipolar contribution Ddipxx (r) is exactly zero along the lines x = ±y (even as its
asymptotic r dependence breaks down) and therefore does not contribute to Dxx(L/2, L/2).
B.5 Topological (monomer) defects and their correlations
If a site is uncovered, the height differences do not cancel in going around it, but change
by b = ±4 (where the sign depends on whether the vertex is even or odd). Such defects
can only be created in pairs of opposite charge, and play the same role as vortices in the
Kosterlitz-Thouless theory. The K values in our simulations are small enough that we are
above the Kosterlitz-Thouless unbinding transition, i.e., if there were nonzero fugacity to
have defects, they would destroy the critical state at sufficiently long length scales. However,
the fugacity is in fact zero (except that in some simulations, one pair is inserted by hand
as a probe).
The presence of a defect at (say) the origin enforces a background gradient in the height
field with |∇h¯| = b/2pir. When substituted into Eq. (B.1), that would give a logarithmically
divergent total, except that the divergence gets cut off by another defect at distance R. The
result is that the effective potential cost for the defects to be separated byR is (K/2pi)b2 lnR,
and the pair distribution is given by
M(R) ∝ 1
Rβ
, (B.10)
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with
β =
Kb2
2pi
=
8K
pi
, (B.11)
and in particular β = 1/2 for the basic CDM.
B.6 Sector probabilities
We now turn to the effects of enforcing net winding numbers Wx,Wy. This is equivalent to
a boundary condition that h¯(L, y) ≡ h¯(0, y) + 4Wx and h¯(x, L) ≡ h¯(x, 0) + 4Wy. In light
of Eq. (B.3), no discontinuity is implied in the actual dimer pattern, since that depends
on h¯(r) with period 4. It would be exactly analogous to enforcing, in an XY model, angle
differences (2piWx, 2piWy) across the system.
Thus the effect of winding number (Wx,Wy) is to impose a uniform “background” height
tilt (mx,my) = 4(Wx,Wy)/L. We write
h¯(r) = mxx+myy + h¯
′(r), ) (B.12)
separating the height field into the background plus a (smaller) deviation h¯′(r) that satisfies
periodic boundary conditions.
If we substitute the free energy Eq. (B.1) into Eq. (B.12), we see that
Ftot({h¯}) = Ftot({h¯′}) + ∆F (Wx,Wy), (B.13)
where
∆F (Wx,Wy) =
1
2KL
2(m2x +m
2
y) = 8K(W
2
x +W
2
y ). (B.14)
Since Ftot in (B.13) is exactly the same function as before, it follows that when we integrate
over all configurations of {h¯′(r)} to obtain the partial partition function Z(Wx,Wy) for
a given sector, Z(Wx,Wy) = Z(0, 0) exp[−∆F (Wx,Wy)]. We conclude that the relative
probabilities of different sectors are given by
P (Wx,Wy) = P (0, 0)e
−8K(W 2x+W 2y ). (B.15)
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In checking the normalization of P (Wx,Wy), it should be remembered that e.g. the (1,0)
sector is fourfold degenerate [the possible winding numbers are (±1, 0) and (0,±1)], as are
the (1,1) and (2,0) sectors.
B.7 Correlation modulation due to winding number
To calculate the critical contribution in the presence of a background h¯ gradient associated
with a winding number, we merely need to substitute Eq. (B.12) into Eqs. (B.4), remem-
bering that the rightmost terms are the ones contributing to the desired correlation. The
result is that we get the correlation due to the h¯′ field (i.e. the same as before) times
cos[2pi4 (mxx+myy)], where (x, y) is the vector connecting the two points. In other words,
Dcritxx (r;W ) = D
crit
xx (r; 0) cos(δQ · r), (B.16)
where Dcritxx (r;W ) means D
crit
xx (r) given winding numbers W , and
δQ ≡ 2pi
4
(mx,my) = 2pi(Wx,Wy)/L. (B.17)
Since Dcritxx (r; 0) already includes a (−1)x modulation, it follows that the structure factor
singularity of Dcritxx (r;W ) gets shifted to
Q = (pi, 0)± δQ. (B.18)
B.8 Anisotropic effects due to winding number
In a height model, the free-energy density is a function of ∇h¯(r) and its derivatives, sat-
isfying all lattice symmetries. The free-energy density in Eq. (B.1) is the lowest term of
its Taylor expansion in ∇h¯. The next terms consistent with the square lattice are quartic,
thus, the free-nergy density becomes
f(∇h¯) = 12K|∇h¯|2 + g11
[(dh¯
dx
)4
+
(dh¯
dy
)4]
,
+ 2g12
(dh¯
dx
)2(dh¯
dy
)2
. (B.19)
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If we insert Eq. (B.19) into Eq. (B.12) The effective free energy density to lowest order
in h¯′ is
f =
1
2
Kx
(dh¯
dx
)2
+
1
2
Ky
(dh¯
dy
)2
+Kxy
(dh¯
dx
)(dh¯
dy
)
, (B.20)
where
Kx ≡ K + 12g11m2x + 2g12m2y, (B.21a)
Ky ≡ K + 12g11m2y + 2g12m2x, (B.21b)
Kxy ≡ 4g12mxmy. (B.21c)
The nonlinear terms of a background tilt were considered and measured from simulations in
the quasicrystal random tiling context [140]. It is possible, in principle, to extract analytical
expressions for the nonlinear terms from the exact solutions.
Next we consider how this modifies correlations. For simplicity, consider the case my =
0. We make a change of variables
x′ ≡ γx; y′ ≡ γ−1y, (B.22)
where
γ ≡ (Kx/Ky)1/4. (B.23)
In the new coordinates, the free energy density is
f =
1
2
K ′
[(dh¯′
dx′
)2
+
(dh¯′
dy′
)2]
, (B.24)
with an effective stiffness K ′ ≡√KxKy. In these new coordinates, Eq. (B.24) looks isotropic
again and the same results must follow for the behavior of all correlations. In particular,
the dimer and monomer correlation decay exponents, α and β, depend on K ′ in the same
way they previously did on K. In the general case that mxmy 6= 0, the effective stiffness is
K ′ ≡
√
KxKy −K2xy. (B.25)
For small W/L, i.e. small (mx,my), this reduces in light of Eqs. (B.21) to to K
′ ≈ K +
96(g11 + g12)(W
2
x + W
2
y )/L
2. Hence large L, and a winding number W the corrections to
exponents scale the same way, δα ∼ δβ ∼W 2/L2.
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Notice that the decay exponent is the same in all spatial directions. The way the
anisotropy gets expressed in the correlations with variable exponents is that (e.g.) dimer
correlations do not fall off exactly as 1/rα , but rather as 1/r′α, where r′ ≡
√
γ2x2 + γ−2y2,
and similarly for monomer pair separations. It would be interesting to see whether the
anisotropy of spin correlations, as shown in Fig. 4.4, is expressed by the same ratio γ.
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